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INTRODUCTION
Acta Via Serica is an international, peer reviewed, multi-disciplinary journal published in English by
Academia Via Serica, under the auspices of Keimyung University, Daegu, S. Korea. The journal was
established in 2016 for the purpose of promoting new research on the Silk Road and Central Asia in all
academic disciplines within the arts and humanities and social sciences. It is published biannually and accepts submissions of papers throughout the year. Before being accepted for publication, all manuscripts
are carefully evaluated and refereed by an international editorial board composed of leading scholars in
their respective fields.
Acta Via Serica also covers a number of peripheral countries/regions in relation to their links/policies
vis-à-vis the historical Silk Road. In those historical terms, the Silk Road is defined as the epicenter of
one of the first waves of globalization connecting Eastern and Western markets, intermixing cultural
and religious traditions.
Consequently, the central aims of Acta Via Serica are to:
· Reflect and promote advances in area-based scholarship in the humanities and social sciences
· Enhance understanding of processes of local and regional change that make the Silk Road countries an
area of significant contemporary interest
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Editor’s Note

We are delighted to introduce Volume 4, Issue 1, of Acta Via Serica. Acta Via Serica is dedicated
to publishing compelling and diverse voices and representing authors from around the globe.
The tradition of publishing innovative scholarship on topics pertaining to Silk Road studies
remains the highest principle of the journal.
As in every issue of the journal, we present an excerpt from the Al-Biruni Collection,
which is one of the most important collections of Central Asian manuscripts reflecting the
role of the Silk Road in the development of science and culture in the Middle Hemisphere.
We would once again like to extend our most sincere gratitude to our board member Dr.
Bakhrom Abdukhalimov, vice president of the Academy of Science of the Republic of
Uzbekistan, for the inclusion of the Al-Biruni Collection.
The current issue comprises two distinct sections. The first part contains six research
articles touching on various aspects of Silk Road studies across the humanities and social
sciences, reflecting the multidisciplinarity of Acta Via Serica. The articles in this section
enhance our understanding of the processes of local and regional change that make the Silk
Road countries an area of significant contemporary interest. The respective authors address
their research questions from distinctive/unconventional angles and look at how cultural
practices relate to more comprehensive systems of power associated with or operating
through social phenomena such as cultural codes, religious ideology, feminism, or merely
cultural encounters through the trading hubs across the Silk Road.
The second part is devoted to seven book reviews reflecting recent scholarly achievements
in the domain of Silk Road studies. This review section, as always, remains faithful to the
multidisciplinary perspective of the journal by including publications dealing with a broad
range of contemporary and historical topics.
The editors would like to express our sincere gratitude to all the contributors to this

vi

Editor’s Note

issue, the external peer reviewers, and the members of our editorial board for their invaluable
efforts. We would also like to thank our publisher President Synn Ilhi, Academia Via Serica,
and the administration of Keimyung University for their continued generous support in the
publication of this journal.
The Editorial Staff
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Trade Routes, Trading Centers and the Emergence
of the Domestic Market in Azerbaijan in the Period
of Arab-Khazar Domination on the Silk Road
FARDA ASADOV

Bloody wars between Arab Muslims and Khazar Turks in the Caucasus
continued for a more than a hundred years from the mid 7th century to the
end of the 8th century CE. The Khazar state survived but had to withdraw
from Caucasian Albania, the present territory of the Republic of Azerbaijan.
However, the Khazars managed to expand their political control over the
trade routes north-east and north-west of the Caucasian ridge. A trade
partnership was established between former rival powers in the region that
allows us to call the period after the end of the Arab-Khazar wars up to the
time of the collapse of the Khazar state in the middle of the 10th century
an era of Arab-Khazar partnership and domination of the Silk Road. This
article highlights the impact made by geopolitical shifts in the regions of the
time upon international trade tracks and particularly on the development
of trade facilities, infrastructure, and local production in Azerbaijan, which
became a major transit country of goods from the north to markets in the
Muslim Near East.
Keywords: Khazars, Arab-Khazar wars, ancient trade routes, Silk Road,
Azerbaijan.

FARDA ASADOV (asadovfm@hotmail.com) is a professor of Islamic history at the Institute of Oriental Studies,
Baku, Azerbaijan.
*This article supplements the keynote presentation at the 4th Annual International Conference of IASS (International
Association for Silk Road Studies) on September 15, 2018. The main theme of the conference was “Studies of the
Concept of the Silk Road.” The “Sea Route” section has been added to this article.
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On the Eve of the Arab Expansion
At the end of the 6th century CE, Byzantium was the main consumer of Chinese silk. By
this time, Sasanid Iran had already established its own production of raw silk and silk fabrics.
The Chinese monopoly had been lost long ago, since from the end of the 4th century CE,
local silk production already existed in the Sogdian city Merv (Klyashtorny and Sultanov
2009, 117; Mamleeva 1999). In addition, in the reign of Emperor Justin II (565-578), a
Persian merchant even brought silkworms to Byzantium inside his cambok despite the strict
prohibition (Vizantiyets 1860, 493). However, silk production, which began in Syria and
Egypt, still used raw materials imported from East Turkestan and Central Asia (Klyashtorny
and Sultanov 2009, 117). Arab geographers of the tenth century Al-Istahri and Ibn Haukal
reported that the Caspian region of Jurjan produced raw silk and silk fabrics in big quantities,
which were exported to all countries of the world (al-Istakhri 1967, 213-214; Ibn Haukal
1967, 382). Apparently, the production of silk in Iran was established no later than the rule
of the Sassanian king Khosrov Anushirvan (531-579).
From the time of the Huns on the Eurasian steppes (2nd century BC - 2nd century AD),
much of the Chinese silk was concentrated in the hands of the nomadic nobility. Silk served
as a means of payment to ensure peace on the northern borders of the Celestial Empire.
It was bought from the Chinese as a result of unequal exchange for goods of nomadic
production — small cattle, pack animals, leather, etc. In the 6th century, similar relations
developed between the Turkic Kaganate and China. The two ruling dynasties of China
adjacent to the Turks, the Northern Zhou and the Northern Qi, paid the Turks in the form
of an unequal border exchange each of 100,000 pieces of silk annually (Vaissière 2014, 117).

Alliance of Nomads and Merchants
Normally, the nomads themselves could not leave their livestock and households for a long
time to wander around the markets of the empires of the West and the East. On the other
hand, intermediate trade centers on the Silk Road routes, at which merchants exchanged
goods, necessitated the existence of international networks of trusted trading partners,
which were often established as trade guilds or corporations. These centers and trade people
were protected by nomads who were interested in the smooth operation of retail chains
because it was with their help that wealth concentrated in the nomadic nobility was delivered
to customers in distant countries and finally brought huge profits to both the original owners
of the goods and middleman merchants. This was the way the union of merchants and the
nomadic nobility was formed.
In the Turkic Kaganate, such relations existed between the ruling dynasty of Ashina and
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the Sogdian trading corporations. Sogdians were interested in selling locally produced silk
fabrics. Their interests coincided with the Turks, who had accumulated a lot of Chinese silk
(Kovalev 2005, 60). The Sogdian merchant Maniah was authorized by Istemi-khan, the ruler
of the Western Kaganate (552-576), to negotiate with Iran and Byzantium. He was sent with
the first batch of goods to Iran (566 CE). The Sassanian shahinshah Khosrov Anushirvan
paid for the silk, but right there in front of the Turkish ambassadors ordered the burning of
the consignment of goods brought by Maniah. Iran did not need silk and did not want to
let foreign merchants come to the country for security reasons. The mission to Byzantium
the following year was more successful. Byzantines and Turks were brought together thanks
to their economic interests and political controversies with Iran. A trade agreement was also
enshrined by a military alliance against Iran (Menander 1860, 373, 379).

Trade Highways on the Eve of the Arab Conquest
During the period of the Turkic-Byzantine entente, the importance of the Caucasian routes
and the Caucasian peoples who lived on this road increased many times. The story by
Menander (1860) about the exchange of diplomatic missions between the Byzantines and
the Turks allows us to make a conclusion that the trade routes through the Caucasus on the
eve of the appearance of the Arabs were controlled by the Turkic kaganate. In the Arabic
sources, we find an indirect but convincing confirmation of the described situation of the
functioning of the Caucasian routes from Khorezm to Byzantium. The historian al-Balazuri
reports on the measures taken by Khosrov Anushirvan to strengthen the northern borders,
and in this context notes that among the cities built by Anushirvan in the Caucasus was
the city of Sugdabil, where the shahinshah settled Sogdians. Sogdians were merchants in
the service of the Turks. The story of the Sogdian-Turkic embassy of Maniah testifies that
Anushirvan could not allow Sogdians to settle on his borders as he did not confide in Sogdian
merchants to enter Iran. Most likely, the Arab historian wanted to suggest that at the time of
Khosrov Anushirvan, there appeared a Sogdian trade colony in the Caucasus. Only the Turks
could patronize the Sogdian merchants, and their trade routes led to Byzantium.
In 603, the Turkic Khaganate finally split into western and eastern parts. The Western
Turkic Kaganate, which continued to cooperate with Byzantium in organizing international
trade, was also a reliable ally for her in a military confrontation with Iran. This alliance
manifested itself most vividly during the Iran-Byzantine war in the Caucasus in 625-627,
which L. N. Gumilev called the “World War of the VII Century” (Gumilev 1993, 193).
In military operations, the main forces of the Kaganate were Caucasian Turks, who were
beginning to consolidate into a new political force which became known as the Khazars.
The Western-Turkic Kaganate fell in the middle of the 7th century as a result of internal
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strife, hostility with the Eastern Kaganate, and the expansion of Tang China. The Western
Caucasian Turks, the Khazars, were able to create their own state entity, which for the next
three centuries successfully competed with the main powers of the region in the struggle for
control over the western sector of the Eurasian Silk Road routes.

The Struggle of the Arabs and the Khazars for Control
over the Caucasian Trade Routes
The formation of the Khazar state coincided with the appearance of the Arab Caliphate on
the world political arena, which after the crushing defeat of the Sassanian army in the battle
of Nehavend in 642, began to push its borders to the north and east. During the 8th century,
stubborn fighting took place with Central Asian Turks, and after the collapse of the Western
Turkic Kaganate, successive Türgesh tribal leaders supported Sogdian trade cities in resisting
Arab expansion (Bartold 1963c, 121, 163-164, 229-230).
In the north, the advance of the Arabs through the South Caucasus was confronted with
fierce and much better organized resistance by the Khazars. Violent confrontation from the
beginning of the collision until the end of the 8th century led to a military-political balance
and peace. Former rivals and enemies became good partners in the lucrative international
trade on the Silk Road. Stability and significant income from trade turned Khazaria into a
powerful state that for nearly three centuries kept the northern borders of Byzantium and
the Caliphate shut, preventing nomads from raiding the lands of their southern neighbors.
The three superpowers for some time delimited their spheres of influence in Eurasia and the
Middle East.

Magisterial Routes through the Caucasus and Azerbaijan
in the Era of Arab Domination
In the western sector of the Eurasian trade routes, the powerful Khazaria now became a
desired partner because it ensured the safe passage of caravans through the lands under its
control inhabited by various peoples. Harun ar-Rashid concluded “peace and union” with the
Khazars (Buniyatov 1965, 115). Sources make it possible to judge that during this period the
Khazars managed to create and lead trade and political alliances that ensured the passage of
goods in two main directions, that is, above all, the path from Khorezm through the middle
and lower reaches of the Volga to the Dnieper and further to Western Europe. The initial
sections of this road were founded in the middle of the 6th century by Sogdian merchants.
However, it was necessary to bypass Byzantium and deliver goods to Western Europe. Thus,
the northern route already had two main branches, one leading to Byzantium through the
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Khazar possessions in the Caucasus and the Crimea, and the other through Eastern Europe
to the Frankish state.
The second main trade route provided by Khazaria was a way to access the markets
of the Caliphate for the goods of Khazaria itself and other northern peoples. It was a path
south through the South Caucasus. Middle Eastern goods were delivered in the opposite
direction and, above all, there was a silver Abbasid coin which was in great demand among
the northern peoples who did not have their own coinage but were forced to pay taxes to
the Khazars partially in monetary terms (Kovalev 2005, 80). This was not a completely new
direction of movement of merchants and goods, but in the late Sassanian time, this path
practically did not function due to the hostile relations of the Western Turkic Kaganate and
Iran. Reliable evidence of the early existence of this trade route was left to us by Strabo. He
reported that the nomadic Aorsi people maintained caravan trade with the Middle East and
India in partnership with the Median and Armenian merchants. The Aorsi controlled most
of the western coast of the Caspian Sea and received large profits from this trade (Strabo
1964, 480). The data of Strabo, which in accordance with other sources and archaeological
arguments can be dated to the 1st-2nd centuries CE, can be compared with the information
of the 4the century BC on trade with the capital of the Medes maintained by the other
Caspian people, the Caspians, who lived at the mouth of the Kura River and farther south
(Gadzhiev 2009, 28-29).

The Caspian Gate
There were two main routes to the south. One was the so-called Darial Pass, which was also
known as the Alan Gate. As the name suggests, this passage was located in the territory
of the Iranian-speaking people the Alans, who are considered the ancestors of modern
Ossetians. There was also the famous Derbent passage along the western coast of the
Caspian Sea. Strengthening of these passages was always among the most important issues
in the relationship between the great powers, and apparently the issue was discussed between
Iran and Rome as early as the reign of Emperor Theodosius the Great (379-395). The first
fortification works were carried out by the Sassanids in the reign of Shahinshah Yezdigerd
II (438-451) (Minorsky and Munajjim Bashi 1958, 87, n. 2). Both passages were called the
Caspian Gates, although the term more often referred to the Derbent Pass. This, of course,
was justified, first of all, for reasons of a geographic nature, since the Derbent barrier
wall went to one end to the Caspian Sea. On the other hand, naming the Darial Pass the
Caspian Gates could not simply be a mistake, or a confusion arising from ancient authors in
connection with an inability to distinguish them from the Derbent Pass. There is an opinion
that the Darial Pass got the name of the Caspian Gates in the era of antiquity. In particular,
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Josephus and Cornelius Tacitus called it the Caspian Gate on behalf of the Caspian people,
whose settlement zone stretched from the shores of the Caspian Sea to the central part of
the north Caucasus Mountains, and shrank to the coastal regions of the southern Caspian
region only in the early Middle Ages (Melikov 2009, 71).
The well-known Russian Dagestani historian A. K. Alikberov expressed the opinion
that the fortification erected to the south of the Derbent walls under the predecessors of
Khosrov Anushirvan, the so-called Arran walls, stretched from the western Caspian coast
to the Alan (Arran) Gates. Later, information about these gates, and accordingly about their
localization in the Caspian Sea, was transferred to the mountain pass in the Central Caucasus
thanks to the consonance of the term with the name of the Alan people (Alikberov 2003,
83-84).
The path to the south from the zone of the Eurasian Steppe was of particular
importance for the two major trade operations, first, for the transit of Chinese-made goods
as an alternative route from China to Iran through Central Asia, and second, to deliver goods
from the Caucasus and countries north of the Caucasus Mountains included in the zone of
political influence of the Khazars in the 8th-10th centuries to Middle Eastern markets.

From War to Peace: Arab-Khazar Trade Partnership
The interests of international trade were a powerful factor in building relations between
nomads and sedentary peoples. The desire to control trade routes served as a stimulus for
the creation of large nomadic empires with the aim of submission of and, at the same time,
integration with settled agricultural communities (Kradin 2000, 329). The nomadic empires
were an important condition for the functioning of trade routes, since they guaranteed
the safety of goods and the safety of merchants who undertook trade enterprises for long
months through the steppe expanses inhabited by militant peoples. The development of the
Khazar tribal confederation followed the same path.
For three centuries from the middle of the 7th century, the Khazar Khaganate controlled
the most important junctions of the Silk Road highways and was probably the most successful
in gaining profits from international trade as a transit country with vast areas under its
control. In addition, the Khazar state succeeded in collecting products manufactured by its
tributaries, including the Eastern Slavic peoples. The Khazars were opposed by the two most
powerful states of that time - Byzantium and the Arab Caliphate. The advancement of the
Vikings/Scandinavians to Eastern Europe and the establishment of political entities with the
subordinate Slavic population by them was a new factor that complicated the confrontation
in the region. The subordination of this factor was the most important element of the
foreign policy of the main player states in the region. The Khazar king wrote in his letter to
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the high dignitary of the Cordoba Caliph Abd ar-Rahman III (929-961), the Jew Hasdai ibn
Shaprut, that he lived on the bank of a river where it met the Caspian Sea and would not
allow the Varangians arriving on ships to raid Muslim possessions, or allow other enemies of
Muslims either by sea or by land (Kokovtsov 1932, 83-84). There is every reason to believe
that a peace was established between the Khazars and the Arabs after a century and a half
of open confrontation, according to the conditions of which the Khazar state controlled the
militias of the Vikings, as well as the Turkic nomads on the western and eastern shores of the
Caspian Sea, and protected the territory of the Muslim possessions from their raids.

Rus Merchants on the Transcaucasian and
Trans-Caspian Trade Routes
The city-fortress Sarkel was a symbol of the power of the Khazars, as well as a stronghold
of the military, overseeing the safety of trade routes and the collection of trade duties in
the north-west of the state. Its construction took place with the assistance of Byzantium
and begun in the interval between 834-837, which is confirmed by Byzantine sources.
Russian archaeologist and historian M. I. Artamonov, who can rightly be called the founder
of modern Soviet-Russian Khazar studies, rather convincingly localized Sarkel on the left
bank of the Don River near the village of Tsimlyanskaya. Artamonov managed to carry out
archaeological excavations and discover impressive material facts of the so-called SaltovoMayatsk culture of the Khazar time (Artamonov 1962, 298-301) before the waters of the
Tsimlyansk reservoir hid Sarkel under its surface in 1953.
In Sarkel, different directions of trade routes controlled by Khazaria converged and
diverged. The northern transportation path of Middle Eastern goods and silver dirhams
were mentioned above. Details of this route to Scandinavia and to Western Europe can be
found in the Tale of Bygone Years by Nestor the Russian chronicler of the end of the 11th
century. It also provides a brief description of the journey in the opposite direction – from
the Varangians to the Greeks – and also along the Volga east to the place where it entered the
Caspian (Khvaliss) Sea – the route “to the Bulgars and to Khvaliss” (Nestor 1991, 144-45).
The naming of the eastern route “to the Bulgars and Khvaliss” convincingly shows that the
author of the Russian chronicle was referring to the trade route through the Volga and the
northern Caspian region to Khorezm, served by Muslim (khvaliss) merchants. The author is
also aware of the Volga Bolgaria (Bulgaria), along with the Bulgars in the Balkans, and the
role of the Bulgar merchants and Bulgar as the most important trading center on the way
from Central Asia to Eastern Europe. The activity of this track refers to the late Khazar time,
to the second half of the tenth century – the time when Samanids and Bulgar merchants
created their trade union and succeeded in the direction of the flow of goods along the
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routes controlled by them. Apparently, this is the main reason for the absolute predominance
of Samanid coins in European hoards dating from the 10th century (Kovalev 2001, 245).
This could occur due to the weakening of the power of the Khazar Kaganate and, of course,
with the assistance of the central government in the Caliphate, which dismissed the ability of
the Khazar Khaganate to ensure the security of trade routes as before during the 9th century.
The departure of the mission of Ahmad ibn Fadlan to the Bulgars, who had converted to the
Muslim faith in 921-22, through Central Asia and the lands of the Oghuz Turks, bypassing
the areas directly under the authority of the Khazar Khagan, indicates the participation of
the Caliphate authorities in the preparation of these changes in trade routes (Zakhoder 1962,
57). There were several reasons for this. We point out the two most important of them.
The Khazar ruling elite adopted Judaism, and despite the growing Muslim and Christian
population in Khazaria, it became increasingly hostile towards the gentiles. The same Ibn
Fadlan testified that in the capital of the Khazars there was a cathedral mosque. However, the
Khazar king ordered the minaret of the Khazar mosque to be dismantled in retaliation for
the destruction of the synagogue in the Muslim domains (Togan 1939, 45; Kovalevsky 1956,
148). The second important reason was the inability of the Khazar Khaganate to contain the
predatory campaigns of the Rus against the Muslim regions south of Derbent in the 10th
century, which they had successfully managed throughout the 9th century (Bartold, 1963a).

Silk Road Routes in Azerbaijan
Two prominent Arab authors left notable information on the maritime trade routes across
the Caspian. Ibn Hordadbeh’s work was created in the middle of the 11th century. A whole
century separates a geographical work by al-Masudi from the work of Ibn Hordadbeh.
Ibn Hordadbeh in a story about the northern trade points particularly to the Rus
merchants, whom he calls a nation of “Saqlabs”1 and reports that they traded in furs and
swords, which they carried from the remote lands of the Saqlab country to the “Rum”
Sea (or Black Sea). There they paid a fee to the Byzantines. They continued to carry the
goods up the Don River to the Khazar city of Hamlij,2 where they paid tithes to the Khazar
king and followed the Volga River to the Caspian Sea. They crossed the sea towards the
southern coast. Here, they could unload goods on shore and carry them on camel backs to
1

2

An ethnic term used in Arabic sources to refer to various peoples to the north of the Caucasus Mountains.
Most often it meant Slavs, since the word itself is considered to be derived from “sklavin” (Slav). However,
quite often the term denoted northern peoples of unknown origin, or it could be interpreted as a racial designation. In some reports, Finno-Ugric and Turkic people could also be meant by the term. Ibn Fadlan, for
example, calls the Volga Bulgars Saqlabs.
No mutually agreed opinion exists in academic literature concerning the correct reading and localization of this
toponym. The prevailing point of view is that the word is a distortion of the Turkic Khanbalik - the city of
Khagan (Khan). A part of the Khazar capital at the mouth of the Volga River might be known by this word.
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Baghdad (Ibn Khordadhbeh 1967, 154). Ibn Hordadbeh’s story about trans-Caspian Rus
trade is supplemented with such important details as an indication of the direct non-stop
transportation of goods from ports in the south Caspian Gorgan province to the Khazar
capital of Itil in 8 days with a fair wind (Ibn Khordadhbeh 1967, 124).
The famous geographer and historian al-Masudi himself sailed along the southern coast
of the Caspian Sea and asked if the Caspian Sea was connected to the Sea of Azov. The
thoughtful intellectual was pushed to make such an assumption by the news of the military
operations of the Rus in the Black Sea and on the other side of Europe – off the coast of the
Iberian Peninsula. Nobody confirmed the existence of a connection, but the people pointed
to the mouth of the Volga, from which the Rus started to come in the 10th century, horrifying
the coastal Muslim lands (al-Masudi 2005, 95). The Rus military operations changed their
peaceful trade relations with the local population of the Caspian oblasts in the early 10th
century. This was noted by al-Masoudi, in contrast to Ibn Hordadbeh, who reported only on
Scandinavian trade operations in the Caspian Sea.3
The Khazar capital Itil on the estuary of the Volga was the largest trading center, where
various merchant guilds – Rus, Jewish merchants, Muslims: Arabs, Persians, Khorezmians –
and, finally, the Khazars themselves held permanent trade points. The merchant class was
held in high esteem by the Khazars. Even members of the Khagan family were engaged
in trade in Itil. Al-Istakhri reports that a member of the Khagan family engaged in the
bread trade was one of the most worthy candidates for the Khagan throne, but he was not
considered a candidate only because he was a Muslim (Al-Istakhri 1961, 131). From Itil,
the path of trade caravans to the south forked out. The Rus transported goods by sea and,
apparently, sought to pull the flow of goods in this direction. They were certainly interested
in intercepting goods transported to Itil by various routes, including along the tributaries of
the Volga.
From Itil, goods could follow an alternative land route along the western coast through
the territory of modern Azerbaijan. This path was most likely under the control of Muslim
merchants, both local and from Khazaria and Azerbaijan, as well as experienced merchants
from the central areas of the caliphate. Ibn Hordadbeh refers to the words of his friend alBukhturi, a poet of the 9th century, to confirm that merchants who had concluded treaties
in the capital of Khazaria enjoyed special respect in Iraq (Ibn Khordadhbeh 1967, 124).
Obviously, there was competition between the two directions and between the merchants as
well as vehicle owners, both overland and maritime, who served them.
The decision on the fate of goods at the bifurcation point – in Khazar Itil – was dictated
by various factors. These were the convenience of cargo transportation, transportation costs,
and traffic safety, as well as the preservation of the possibility of choosing the optimal choice
3

More details about trade operations and routes of the Rus across the Caspian can be obtained from the following publicatons: Dozy, 1881: 562; Kmietowicz, 1970: 169-171; Marquart, 1903: 24, 350; Куник, 1903: 142;
Асадов, 2012: 165; Asadov, 2016.
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for the sale of goods in the course of moving to the final destination – in this case, from Itil
to the central areas of the caliphate. On the Rus ships, goods and their owners were at the
mercy of a team that was well armed and, of course, prone to violence and robbery. Thus,
the Khazar authorities had to be in control of the ships of the Rus. Those who violated
their trade agreements were held accountable to the control mechanisms established by the
Khazars, who were keen to keep the trade functional, as constituted by the state policy and
economic interests of the Khazar Khaganate. This policy gave the Khazars large profits from
trade. The safety of this trade was in the interests of the Khazars. Rus raids into Muslim
possessions, particularly in Azerbaijan, having begun in the 10th century, could have had the
purpose of demonstrating the security benefits of the sea route for merchants. However,
the Khazars showed the Russians that it was impossible to violate the agreement on the
safety of transportation. In 912/913 the Khazar army completely defeated the Rus, who
were returning to the mouth of the Volga after a raid into Azerbaijan (al-Masudi 2005, 147).
Merchants had opportunities and advantages on their way from Itil through the territory
of Azerbaijan. The rich evidence of the Arabic sources on this issue is now more accessible
to modern researchers of the history of Azerbaijan thanks to research work and translations
by prominent Azerbaijani scholars: academicians Z. M. Buniyatov (1965) and N. M. Velikhanli
(Ibn Khordadbeh 1986; 2016), and famous Azerbaijani historians S. B. Ashurbeyli (1983,
1990), M. H. Sharifli (2012), and G. A. Jiddy (1981). Among the foreign scientists who were
specially engaged in toponymy and the caravan routes of Azerbaijan in the era of Arab rule,
prominent Soviet-Russian scientists V. V. Barthold (1963b), B. N. Zakhoder (1962), and A.
Yu. Yakubovsky (1946), and Russian-British orientalist V. F. Minorsky (1963) have to be
mentioned.
Some, if not a significant part, of the goods of Azerbaijan were not in demand for
long-distance international trade, but the transit position of the country on trade routes
created demand for consumer goods along the way to the final destination, as well as for the
infrastructure for servicing trade caravans.
The main highway that led from Baghdad to the South Caucasus was the famous
Khorasan Road, which started from the Khorasan gates of the Abbasid capital (Le Strange
1905, 32). The branches from the Khorasan Road toward Azerbaijan began from the famous
Behistun (Bisitun) Rock southwest of the ancient Medean capital Ekbatana, near modern
Hamadan (Valikhanli 2016, 468). One direction was to Dinavar4 and further to Zanjan,
Maragha, Mayanj (Miyane) and Ardabil. The next stage was Varsan on the Araxes River,
which was already considered the city of Arran (Ibn Khordadhbeh 1967, 119). From Dinavar,
there was an alternative track in the direction of Arran – first to the small town of Sisera, 20
farsakhs from Maragha, and then to Baylagan (Ibn Khordadhbeh 1967, 120). At this border
4

The ruins of medieval Dinavar are located not far from the modern town of Sakhne in the province of Kermanshah in western Iran.
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with the Arran sector of southern Azerbaijan, several settlements were named after cities in
northern Azerbaijan.5 The symmetry of the names of settlements in Arran and Azerbaijan
testifies to the close trade and economic ties between these two regions in the Caliphate
period. The population of these cities was probably ethnically and culturally homogeneous.
The names of the cities were duplicated, probably due to migrations and relocations from
one region to another (Vəlixanlı 2016, 468). The Baylagan mentioned in this route is a small
town between Dinavar and Maragha. Ibn Khordadbeh points out various routes, many of
which were of local importance, and even functioned only at a favorable season of the year
– there were winter and summer routes (Ibn Khordadbeh 1986, 295).
From the city of Dinavar in western Iran, not far from the modern Iran-Iraq border,
there were several routes of both international and local importance. The main road was the
direction to Maragha and Ardabil, and Kursare (Kul-Sare) fortress between them was the place
where fairs were regularly organized to welcome merchants from all countries. According to
authors from the 10th century, the bazaar in Kursar was one of the largest in Azerbaijan on the
road from the South Caucasus to Iraq. This fortress and bazaar was localized in the village of
Kultepe about 50 km from Maragha. Merchants from Iraq, Tabaristan, and all of Khorasan
gathered here to trade in various goods. The bazaar in Kursar was of particular importance as
a center for the wholesale trade in cattle and pack animals (Buniyatov 1965, 161; Sharifli 2012,
399; Ibn Khordadbeh 1986, 293). This road, which connected Azerbaijan with Arran in the
north, in this sector diverged precisely into three different directions – southbound to Iraq,
westbound to Trabzon, and eastbound to Tabaristan and Jurjan. Merchants from various
Muslim areas rushed here to arrange major trade and exchange transactions. These routes
functioned until the time of the Arabs. It was not by chance that in the late Sasanian period,
the Khazars, having established their dominance over the northern regions of Caucasian
Albania and over eastern Georgia, sent their raids to Dinavar; that is, they marched along the
trade routes for rich booty (al-Beladsori 1866, 194).
The road from Maragha to Ardabil extended further to the town of Varsan on the Araxes
River bordering Arran and from there to Barda – the largest trading center of northern
Azerbaijan, the former capital of Caucasian Albania, and the residence of Arab governors
in the South Caucasus in the 9th century.6 From there, the paths diverged in three main
directions – north-east to Bab al-Abvab (Derbent), north-west to Tiflis, and west to Dabil, or
Dvin, the former capital of the Armenian Arshakids, the ruins of which are 35 km away from
Yerevan (Ibn Khordadhbeh 1967, 122). Maragha was a hub in the network of trade routes of
5

6

Azerbaijan in Arab sources was most often identified with the territory of present-day southern Azerbaijan,
now part of Iran. The territory of the modern Republic of Azerbaijan to the north of the Iranian border was
usually designated as Arran, which included lands up to Derbent and up to Tiflis. Along with this terminology,
the toponyms of Shirvan (central-eastern part of modern Azerbaijan) and Jurzan (conventionally, the territory
of north-western Azerbaijan and eastern Georgia) were used.
The ruins of the medieval Barda are located not far from the modern Barda in the central part of Azerbaijan,
near the confluence of the Terter River in Kura (Ibn Khordadbeh 1986).
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Azerbaijan. From here it was possible to proceed to almost all the main destinations in the
South Caucasus along various alternative routes, as well as to the south and east. In particular,
in order to get to Dvin from Maragha, there was no need to follow the route indicated above
via Barda. It was possible to go directly to Nashava (Nakhchivan) and further to Dabil. There
were also ways to Marand and Tabriz (Vəlixanlı 2016, 469). The whole of Azerbaijan was also
covered by secondary routes connecting the cities of the region with large trading centers
and bazaars, which allowed merchants to flock to wholesale fairs, offer their goods to visiting
merchants, and buy overseas wonders for their trade.

Barda – Center of Local Production and International Trade
Barda in northern Azerbaijan was the largest multi-functional settlement of the medieval South
Caucasus. It was the administrative center where the Arab governor resided, a major center of
handicraft and agricultural production, and an international emporium which competed with
Maragha in south Azerbaijan. Al-Muqaddasi, an Arab geographer and traveler of the 10th
century, called Barda the center of the trade and economic zone in which he included Tiflis,
Hunan, Bab al-Abwab, al-Abhan,7 Gabala, Shakki, and Malazgard (al-Moqaddasi 1906, 51 ).
Arab sources call Barda, Tiflis, and Bab al-Abvab the largest cities of Arran. The other cities
of Arran listed above, as well as Varsan, Baylagan, Bardij, ash-Shammakhiyya (Shamakhi),
Shirvan, Shabran, Lahijan, Janza (Ganja), and Shamkur (Shamkir), were considered less
significant but well organized and comfortable for the convenience of visiting merchants
and other guests (al-Istakhri 1927, 187-188; Ibn Haukal 1992, 194).
According to Arab authors and travelers, there was no city larger and more comfortable
than Barda in the entirety of Khorasan down to Iraq. The city was known for the fertility
of its villages and the abundance of agricultural products, the quality of which was famous
throughout the Muslim East. Hazelnuts here were better than in Samarkand, and chestnuts
better than those of ash-Sham (Syria). The local fig was the best of its kind. A lot of silk
was produced in Barda, which was exported in large quantities to Khuzistan and Fars. Two
varieties of local fish were hunted in the Kura River, one third of a farsakh away from the city,
which were salted and exported to remote countries. Agricultural products and handicrafts
were sold in the markets of Barda, the largest of which, al-Kurki, was located behind the
city’s fortress gates and occupied a vast territory equal to the size of the city itself. This bazaar
ran on Sundays, and therefore the inhabitants called Sunday the day of al-Kurki. The Barda
Bazaar competed with the Kursare Bazaar mentioned above, and was even larger than it (alIstakhri 1927, 182-183; Ibn Haukal 1992, 290-291).
As we said above, the highway at Barda diverged in three main directions. To the
7

Most likely, this is a spoiled al-Abkhaz mentioned by the predecessors of al-Muqaddasi - see below.
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northeast, the road went through the territory of northern Azerbaijan to Derbent, crossing
over the Kura River to Shamakhi (ash-Shamakhiyyu) and passing the small town of Barzanj.
From Shamakhi, there were three travel days to the city of Sharvan8 and then to al-Abkhaz,
and from there, across the bridge over the Samur River to Derbent (Al-Istakhri 1927, 192).
The road from Barda to Tiflis went through Janza (Ganja), Shamkur (Shamkir), Hunan, Qalat
Ibn Kandman, and to Tiflis. Here, al-Istahri lists several intermediate settlements on the road
from Barda to Dabil (Dvin). It can be noted that a significant part of the settlements on
these roads continues to remain on the modern map of Azerbaijan, although often medieval
settlements were located at a distance from modern locations (Ganja, Barda, Gabala,
Shamakhi/al-Yazidiyya, and Shamkir/al-Mutawakkiliyya). Wars and destructive incursions
were the cause of the trade fading. The subsequent revival of trade routes in new political
circumstances did not necessarily take place exactly along the same routes. A number of
desolate intermediate settlements never returned to their former prosperity. For this reason,
many cities mentioned by the Arabic sources are not on the modern map of Azerbaijan
(Valikhanlı 2016, 469).
Barda was the central city on the map of the trade routes of the South Caucasus. The
high Abbasid dignitary Kudama Ibn Jafar, who compiled a brief guide called Kitab al-Kharaj
to the routes and countries in the first half of the 10th century, gave a brief overview of
the trade routes of the South Caucasus. Barda was the center, and the roads diverged from
Barda in different directions (Kodama 1967, 227). Of course, the transfer of the residence
of the Arab governor from Dvin to Barda greatly contributed to the central position of
Barda in the region. However the transfer of the capital of the governorship to the central
part of Azerbaijan was, in turn, caused by the passage of the main trade routes through these
territories to the Khazars (Buniyatov 1965, 152).
We will analyze this path in more detail. It is curious that in the 9th century, Ibn
Khordadbeh did not pay special attention to the overland route from Barda to Derbent.
He only briefly outlined the route indicating the starting and ending points: Barda – Bab
al-Abvab. He mentioned some cities of Azerbaijan on this route in his information about
cities in the South Caucasus. These were Shabran, Sharvan, and al-Abkhaz. These cities are
mentioned in different contexts – in the information about their founders and in the listing
of cities by province - but they are not listed in one line on the road from Barda to Derbent.
However, Ibn Khordadbeh himself immediately after the information about the cities of
Arminiyya and Arran and the main routes through these provinces places the news about the
sea route from Jurjan to the Khazar capital at the mouth of the Volga (Ibn Khordadhbeh
1967, 122-124). The authors of the 10th century, on the contrary, do not provide details of
the trans-Caspian routes and trading operations of the Rus across the Caspian Sea, but they
8

Yakut al-Hamavi when describing this route mentions Shabran instead of Sharvan (note of the publisher of
the Arabic text).
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specifically distinguish the trade route from Barda to Derbent via Shamakhi, Shabran, and alAbkhaz and across the bridge over the Samur River to Derbent (Al-Istakhri 1927, 192). Most
likely, the reason was a shift of the main flow of goods from sea routes to overland tracks
over the territory of Azerbaijan in the 10th century.

Medieval Derbent: Center of Trade Partnership in the Caucasus
In 732, Maslama b. Abd al-Malik finally evicted the Khazars from Derbent. The talented
commander and statesman correctly reasoned that the success of the Arab expansion
depended on the spread of Islam among the population. He divided Derbent into urban
areas. In four of them he settled Arab warriors and, according to legend, built a mosque in
each quarter. At that time, there were a thousand Khazar households (buyut) in Derbent (AlKufi 1991, 249-250). A mosque was also built in the quarter inhabited by the Khazars (Brook
2006, 180). Derbent became the center of Islamization of the entire Caucasus.
The Muslim Khazars settled in other cities of Azerbaijan to the south of the borderland
of Derbent – in Gabala, in Shamkir, and between Samur and Shemakha (Al-Beladsori 1866,
203, 208; Al-Kufi 1991, 3, 219; Dunlop 1954, 64; Gordon 2001, 21; Golden 2004, 281). The
population of Derbent and the nearby villages was ethnically quite diverse and spoke various
languages (Al-Istakhri 1927, 192). The famous Turkologist Peter Golden believed that the
Khazar language was spoken in Derbent, and traces of the Khazar language can be found in
the northern dialects of Azerbaijan (Golden 2005, 207).
It can be argued based on the testimony of Arab sources that on the territory of
Azerbaijan on the northern section of the road from Barda to Khazaria, a sedentary Khazar
population settled. This population, of course, was involved in international trade. The city
of Derbent was a key point in this trading system. Al-Istakhri provides accurate evidence
that shows that goods from the non-Muslim world were brought to Derbent, and Muslim
merchants came from Barda by caravan or sailed from Jurjan and Tabaristan to carry them
away. Several easily transportable but valuable goods, such as saffron and linen clothes, were
produced here for international trade (Al-Istakhri 1927, 184).
Interestingly, the production of linen clothing was established in Derbent, but the raw
materials, apparently, came from the surrounding areas, as sources indicate that the city
produced clothing, but the raw materials (in the text, “fruits”) were brought from outside.
Studies of the historical spread of flax culture show northern Azerbaijan, the North Caucasus
and eastern Ukraine, that is, territories under the political influence of the Khazar Khaganate
and settlements of the Khazars, as a single area for the spread of this species of flax (Vavilov
1965, 133; Sinskaya 1969, 54-56).
In addition to linen products, saffron, and slaves, a dye extracted from the herb madder
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was among the commodities of international trade exported from Derbent by sea. The
most detailed report of this was left by al-Idrisi, according to which madder was grown
throughout Arran from Derbent to Tiflis. It was collected and transported by sea to Jurjan
and further to India. The 10th century authors al-Istahri and Ibn Haukal do not talk about
exporting madder to India by sea, but claim that, on the contrary, people came from Barda
and harvested and transported it to Barda and Varsan for final processing. It is obvious that
al-Idrisi synthesized the information of al-Istahri and Ibn-Haukal in one message. News
about shipping between al-Bab and the South Caspian Sea was also included therein. As
a result, it turned out that madder was taken by ship to Jurjan, and from there to India by
overland caravan. Transportation of some madder on the specified sea route to India cannot
be excluded. However, it must be borne in mind that this was characteristic of the 9th - early
10th centuries, but not for the al-Idrisi time (Al-Idrisi 2002, 829-830; Al-Istakhri 1927, 190,
218; Ibn Haukal 1992, 329). Among the goods of international importance, one should
also mention the prized breed of mules from Barda (Al-Istakhri 1927, 190), the so-called
test stone from Shamkir, used to determine a sample of gold, and beaver pelts from Gabala
(Ashurbeyli 1983, 93, 106).
Particular mention should be made of oil. The oil of the Absheron Peninsula was
known in the ancient world. It was used for lighting, as a medicine against skin diseases, as
an inflammatory agent in military affairs, and thickened oil was used for waterproofing roofs
in houses and the hulls of sea and river vessels (Aliyeva 2014, 32). An Albanian historian
of the 7th century, Moses Kalankatuyi, in his chapter “Information on the fertility and
abundance of the country of Aluank” (Arran), mentions oil, silk, and cotton among other
things (Kalankatuatsi 1984, 25). We also know that the governor of Caliph al-Mansur in
Arran, Yazid b. Usayd al-Sulami, appointed to Barda in July 753, overlaid the oilfields of
Shirvan (probably in Baku) with a tax (Al-Beladsori 1866, 210; Buniyatov 1965, 137). Fuel oil
was used in military affairs as an effective means of protecting fortress walls from an enemy
storming a city. Therefore, oil production was important not only for international trade, but
also for local consumption in the frontier fortresses of Arran.
Not all information about the products and goods of Azerbaijan can be found in the
works of authors from the center of the Muslim world. Local sources retain some details
that were not included in the works of famous writers of the golden age of medieval Arabic
literature. Abbas-Quli Aga Bakikhanov, citing a local source from Derbent, reports that as
soon as the Arabs finally captured Derbent in 734, the commander Maslama b. Abd-alMalik ordered the construction of a reservoir for oil in the city (Bakikhanov 1991, 55). Since
al-Istahri indicates that oil was exported from the port of Baku, the oil storage facility in
Derbent most likely had defensive significance for the city, which was constantly threatened
by the Khazars (Buniyatov 1965, 137).
Let us turn to al-Istakhri and Ibn Haukal, who stated that there were three major cities
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throughout Arran: Bab al-Abvab, Barda, and Tiflis. They listed other cities of Arran, but
indicated that they were smaller, although very well-maintained (Al-Istakhri 1927, 187; Ibn
Haukal 1992, 194). Our sources do not provide details about these small cities, with the
exception of very insignificant remarks about two or three of them. Baku is not mentioned
even in a simple list of these cities, apparently because it was not an intermediate point on
the land trade route from Barda to Derbent. Thus, more remarkable is al-Istakhri’s evidence
that mentions Baku along with Derbent on the Caspian Sea. In the context of this logic, the
mention of the port of Baku and the presence of oil in it indicates that both the city and
its products were of paramount importance for international trade in the Caspian Sea basin.
Oil could be transported in tanks by caravans to the junction with the main trade route from
Derbent to Barda, and for export to the south east, loaded onto sea vessels in the port of
Baku.

Azerbaijan: Transit Country and Exporter
Information from Arab sources, briefly presented above, allows us to conclude that a number
of goods were produced in Azerbaijan that were important for long-distance international
trade. At the same time, inside the country, in the north and in the south, there was an
intensive exchange of locally produced products, transported both along the main routes
of the Silk Road and along secondary roads connecting the major trading cities of the
country with smaller settlements. A special treatise of the 9th century, “at-Tabassur bi-tTijara” (Reflections on Trade) by the famous Arab writer Abu Usman Amr ibn Bahr al-Jahiz
(d. 869), provides a good opportunity to determine the place of Azerbaijani goods in the
structure of the international trade of the Muslim world during the period of the ArabKhazar partnership. From this information, as well as from the information of the cited
authors of the tenth century, it becomes clear that the trade with Khazaria and through
Khazaria along the trans-Caspian sea routes and alternatively the land roads of Arran and
Azerbaijan was a fundamental direction of international trade in the 9th and the first half of
the 10th centuries.
Special demand was for furs, which were brought from different countries. However,
the most valuable pelts came from the Khazars or were imported through Khazaria. For
example, the author writes that the best squirrel furs were the back of an ermine from the
Caspian lands,9 which, however, had to be distinguished from deceptive hare-fur imitations.
Fox fur from Khazaria was considered the best fur, alongside which was also exported a
less valuable red fox. The best sable was brought from China, while the Khazar fur was the
9

The editors of the text believe that the word “al-Khazari” in the text is an indication of the origin of goods
from the Caspian regions (note. 4). Perhaps this can be true, but we still think that it is a special indication of
the lands of the Khazars, not the Caspian Sea lands (Bahr al-Khazar).
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second most valued (Al-Djahiz 1932, 335-336).
Concerning the slaves who came from the Khazar country, the information of al-Istahri
does not contradict al-Jahiz’s reports, but clarifies their meaning. He reports that in Khazaria,
children of Muslims, Christians, and Jews could not be sold into slavery, but this was allowed
for pagans (Al-Istakhri 1961, 131). Let us recall that it was in Derbent that slaves from the
infidel countries were brought to market (Al-Istakhri 1927, 184). It becomes clear that the
Khazar transit and the goods of Khazaria itself were transported by the main road through
Derbent and Barda.
Famous mules from Barda, mentioned by al-Istahri, had been attested by al-Jahiz as a
special product of international trade a century earlier (Al-Djahiz, 1932: 346). It is noteworthy
that Barda and its main product are mentioned along with the largest directions of international
trade – along with goods from Egypt, Isfahan, Fars, Khazaria, and Samarkand. Arminiyya
and Azerbaijan, for example, are combined into one category in the list in parallel with
Barda. From there, they brought felt, bag saddles, mats and soft carpets, belts for outerwear,
and wool to take to distant countries (Al-Djahiz 1932, 348). At the time of al-Jahiz, Barda
mules were indicated as the most demanded goods, but this does not mean that the goods
mentioned by al-Istakhri and Ibn Haukal were not present in the trade circulation of the
Muslim world a century earlier. Al-Jahiz did not set himself the task to characterize each
region, but to select the most popular and sought-after products. In particular, he pointed to
the special quality of the Khazar furs, but did not name the furs among the special products
of the Khazars.10 Comparing the news of al-Jahiz (9th century) with the information of
the authors of the 10th century, it can be concluded that the variety of goods Azerbaijan
supplied for long-distance trade increased as domestic production developed. Describing
the madder11 as a commodity of international importance, al-Jahiz claims that it grew only
in three places – in the west in Andalusia, in the Tarim district near Shiraz, and in Fars. Our
authors of the 10th century, and after them al-Idrisi, spoke confidently about the growth of
this grass in the territory from Derbent to Barda, Tiflis, and Dabil, and about the special role
of the Barda population in collecting, processing and exporting this dye to distant countries.

10

11

He could have been informed that the best furs supplied from Khazaria were actually produced not by the
Khazars themselves, but by their tributaries, the Slavs, and the northern peoples. However, this was hardly
important for the author in determining the source of the goods. We know that furs were also obtained in the
territory of Khazaria itself, and some of its species were also supplied from Azerbaijan, such as beaver skins
from Gabala, which have been mentioned above. Al-Jahiz focused merely on particularly exotic products from
each locality without mentioning other minor items.
Al-Jahiz (1932) says qirmiz; al-Istakhri (1927; 1961; 1967) says qirmiz, or fuwwa.
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Conclusion
Azerbaijan in the Trade of Eurasia and the Middle East in the 7th – 10th Centuries
Cooperation between the Arab Caliphate and the Khazars on the Silk Road contributed to
the active involvement of Azerbaijan, southern and northern, in international trade. The
ports of Derbent and Baku were connected with the South Caspian ports in Jurjan and
Tabaristan. From there, trade routes led to the Middle East and India. Surely, there was also a
maritime communication with the Mangyshlak Peninsula, where in the first half of the 10th
century, a tribal unit of the Oguz was reliably witnessed as detached from the main mass of
the tribesmen. The coast there was not entirely convenient for approaching ships, since the
sea was either shallow or there were underwater cliffs near the coast, which prevented free
maneuvering. Ibn Haukal warns of the danger of shipwreck and the loss of goods because
the Turks could take possession of them (Ibn Haukal 1992, 330).
Westbound land routes through Azerbaijan led to Tiflis, south-west to Dabil, and the
southern track to Ardabil. Transit trade involved local people in profitable operations. The
location of the provinces of Azerbaijan between the possessions of the Khazar Kaganate
and the central regions of the Muslim world contributed to the growth of local production
and services for the needs of caravan trade. It is not surprising that all the authors of
the first half of the 10th century unanimously argued that the cities of Arran were very
pleasant and well-maintained, and the country produced a lot of food products – fruits and
vegetables, livestock, linen, silk, and cotton clothes. In Barda, for example, a large number
of hotels and baths were especially highlighted (Ibn Haukal 1992, 190). Archaeological finds
indicate a high quality of pottery production. Large wholesale fairs were located in Arran
and South Azerbaijan. We know the names of two of them – al-Kurki in Barda and Kursare
near Maragha. It was in these emporiums that large consignments of goods could change
ownership, and tired merchants, having exchanged their goods, could go back.
It is especially important to note that almost the entire transit territory between the
Caliphate and the Khazar Khaganate in the 8th-9th centuries began to consolidate as an
integrated economic space with local production, a domestic market, and a developed
international trade infrastructure. We have seen examples of how the procurement of raw
materials and their processing were carried out in different areas of the country. Cattle were
driven to the pastures of the neighboring region; animal products, wool and leather, were
processed into valuable consumer goods in the cities of Azerbaijan and became subjects
of international trade. Barda, Ganja, Baku, Derbent and other cities and trading centers
were characterized in our sources in close economic cooperation with the livestock and
agricultural zones of northern Azerbaijan and in a single system of trade and economic
relations within the country and with south Azerbaijan. It is remarkable that al-Istakhri and
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Ibn Haukal compare the main centers of this economic zone with each other in the whole
space from the Khazar border, i.e. from Derbent to Ardabil (Al-Istakhri 1927, 183-184, 187;
Ibn Haukal 1992, 291, 294). 9th-10th century coin hoards in the territory of Azerbaijan
indicate a developed domestic market and intensive international trade through the territory
of Azerbaijan. Large mints were in Ardabil, Barda, Beylagan, and Derbent (Rajabli 1997,
29). The frequent single finds of copper coins of local mints and the practical absence of
hoards of copper coins in the territory of Azerbaijan testify to the development of cities
and urban market trade (Rajabli 1997, 30-31). All copper coins were in constant circulation.
Scrap silver coins found in treasure hoards in Azerbaijan at the time of Arab domination
(Jafarov 2013, 22), in our opinion, testify to the demand for locally produced goods and local
services provided to foreign merchants in the cities of Azerbaijan. It is difficult to agree with
the opinion that the presence of copper coins in silver treasures precluded the use of silver
scrap in retail trade (Jafarov 2013, 22). In the Muslim areas, there was a widespread practice
of breaking off coins and petty trading through silver trimming.
However, this favorable geopolitical and economic situation in the region changed
dramatically as a result of Byzantine policies against the Arab-Khazar alliance. The semilegendary Byzantine-Russian peace treaties of the early 10th century, which had indications
of favoring Russian merchants in Constantinople, and their trade through the territory of
Byzantium, can be considered evidence of the changing trends of trade and political unions
in the region. Byzantium scouted for ways out of political isolation in the region, building
allied relations with the Kievan Rus.
The raiding of Abaskun by the Rus, presumably in the mid-60s of the 9th century,
followed shortly after their march against Constantinople in 860 and the conclusion of
a treaty of friendship and peace with the Byzantine Empire that provided for them the
granting of duty-free trade on the territory of Byzantium (Sakharov 1980, 74). Similarly, the
Rus campaigns against Azerbaijan in 912/13 and 943/4 could have been the result of the
Byzantine-Russian treaties concluded after the Rus campaigns to Constantinople in 911 and
941. The attacks of the Rus on the Muslim possessions in Azerbaijan and the South Caspian
littoral lands shook the tripartite Khazar-Arab-Russian alliance, which determined the stability
in the basin of the Caspian Sea and the safety of the movement of trade caravans and ships.
Threats to peace and stability reduced the volume of trade, undermined the incomes of the
Khazars, and narrowed their ability to fulfill their obligations to ensure the security of trade
routes. These failures destabilized the internal situation in the Khazar state.
The 10th century was a time of raids in the Caspian regions by Varangians and even
attempts to control the internal territories of the Muslim possessions in Azerbaijan (Dixon
1998, 55-56). Despite the fact that the Rus at first were thrown back from the Caspian Sea, it
was clear that the former partners had turned into adversaries and that military clashes with
the Rus would continue for the Khazars.
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It also became obvious to the Arabs that the Khazar state was not able to fulfill its
obligations and continue being an equal partner, especially since the Khazar elite and the
government made the final choice in favor of Judaism and began to oppress Muslims in
their land.12 The well-known embassy of Ahmad Ibn Fadlan occurred at the time between
the two largest Rus campaigns in the Muslim Caspian provinces (921-922). By this time, the
Bulgar king had already converted to Islam, and consequently the Arab embassy consisted
of theologians to strengthen the faith and assist in the construction of mosques (Kovalevsky
1956, 121). Thus, Khazaria was threatened with isolation. Actually, this was exactly what
happened: Svyatoslav’s campaign, supported by nomadic Oghuzes in 965, if not completely
destroyed, then shook the Khazar Khaganate to the ground. Sarkel was taken, which the
Russians renamed Belaya Vezha or simply translated the Khazar name into Slavic. The era of
Khazaria’s three-hundred-year domination in international trade and in the region was over.
The era of the centralized power of the Arab Caliphate, favorable for the cities of
Azerbaijan, was left behind. The well-being of the country was associated with the viability
of the Arab-Khazar partnership and with the fate of the Khazar Khaganate. In the coming
era, a strong nomadic empire interested in intensive international trade with the Middle East
through the territory of Azerbaijan was not created. A second historical chance for Azerbaijan
to enter a phase of geopolitical amplitude falls on the modern era after the collapse of the
Soviet Union. Along with a resurgent interest in north-south routes, the prospect of westeast transit has simultaneously been enhanced due to the new project ideas of transportation
across the Caspian Sea. The right choice of long-term alliances and commitments is the
foundation for the prosperity of the country in the 21st century.

12

Ibn Fadlan reports that the Khazar king, having heard about the destruction of the synagogue in the neighboring Muslim region, ordered the destruction of the minaret of the cathedral mosque in his capital and the
excecution of muezzins (Kovalevsky 1956, 14).
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Ancient Seaports on the Eastern Coast of India:
The Hub of the Maritime Silk Route Network
DURAISWAMY DAYALAN

India has occupied the most important position of sea trade in the entire
South Asian region since the beginning of maritime trade. The extensive
maritime trade network between the Harappan and Mesopotamian
civilizations as early as the 3rd millennium BCE is testimony to the long
maritime trade history of India. The Harappans constructed many seaports
including the first high-tide dockyard in the world for berthing and servicing
ships at the port town of Lothal, Gujarat. From the dawn of the historical
epoch, the maritime trade network of India expanded extensively. The long
5422.6 kms coastline of the Indian mainland (excluding the coastlines of
the Andaman and Nicobar islands and the Lakshwadweep Islands) is well
known for its several seaports manly located at river mouths or outlets
to the sea. The main objective of this paper is to discuss in detail all the
major ancient seaports on the eastern coast of India and their maritime
trade activities. The narrative of these ports is based on archaeological
explorations and excavations, foreigners’ accounts, Indian literary sources,
inscriptions, archival materials, and the field study and personal observation
of the author.
Keywords: Periplus Maris Erythraei, Ptolemy, Seaport, Amphorae, Roman
coin, Chinese pottery, Pepper.
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Introduction
The eastern coast of India, which cuts through Tamil Nadu, Pondicherry, Andhra Pradesh,
Odisha and West Bengal states, had many natural seaports of international fame even in
early times. Extending from the Ganges Delta in the north to Kanyakumari (Tamil Nadu) in
the south, the eastern coast is an emergent type which is characterised by offshore bars, sea
beaches, spits, and lagoons. It is an aggradational plain (a term used in geology for the increase
in land elevation, typically in a river system, due to the deposition of sediment) formed by
river sediments. The eastern coastline of the Indian peninsula is well known for its several
seaports located at river mouths or outlets to the sea. These include the opulent Ganges
Delta and its dense fluvial network, which has openings to the sea through many outlets
along the large fertile plain arching towards the Bay of Bengal, the Odhisha coastal plain,
the Krishna and Godavari deltas of Andhra Pradesh, and the Coromandel Coast of Tamil
Nadu with the prosperous Kaveri Delta. These river deltas are favourable for navigation and
the distributaries associated with estuarine mouths naturally led to the development of many
ports. The large lagoons, lakes, and other watery areas provided sheltered water bodies in
which a large number of ports developed.
The Periplus Maris Erythraei and Ptolemy mention many ports such as Colchi, Camara,
Argaru, Poduca, Sopatma, and others on the eastern coast of India. Archaeological
investigations supplemented by literary sources have brought to light a large number
of seaports all along the eastern coast (Figure 1). Some of the ancient port-cities like
Alagankulam, Arikamedu, Kaveripattinam, Kayalpattinam, Korkai, Mamallapuram,
Nagappattinam, Periyapattinam, Devipattinam, and others on Tamil Nadu coast like
Dharanikota, Kalingapatnam, Kottapattanam, Machilipatnam (Maisolia), and Motupalli in
Andhra Pradesh; Palur, Pithunda, Khalkattapatna, and Manikapatna in Odisha; and Tamulk
(Tamralipti) and Chandraketugarh in West Bengal have yielded material evidence exhibiting
their dominant role in transoceanic trade and commerce with many countries in the early
centuries of common era. The flourishing nature of these seaports is vividly recorded in the
Periplus Maris Erythraei and many other foreign and local literary works and in the accounts
of foreigners like Ptolemy, Pliny, Hiuen Tsang, I-Tsing, Marco Polo, Ibn Battutah, and many
others.
The Periplus Maris Erythraei mentions that beyond Bacare, located just above the tip of
the Indian peninsula on the west, was a dark red mountain (Pyrrhos) and another district
stretching along the coast towards the south, called Paralia. The first place was called Balita.1
It had a fine harbour and a village by the shore. Beyond this there was another place called
Comari (Kanyakumari, Tamil Nadu), at which were the Cape of Comari and a harbour.
1

This place may be the Bammala of Ptolemy, which some scholars identify with Manpalli, a little north of Anjenga or Anjengo, Kerala.
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Fig. 1) Map of ancient seaports in India

Korkai
The important port next to Comari (Kanyakumari) on the Tamil Nadu coast is Korkai. Korkai
is identified with Colchi referred to in the Periplus Maris Erythraei and Kolkhoi mentioned
by Ptolemy. In the Tabula Peutingeriana, it is mentioned as “Colcis Indorum.” Korkai, in the
Srivaikuntam taluk of Tuttukkudi (Tuticorin) district in Tamil Nadu, is located about 3 km
north of the Tamirabarani River and about 6 km from the shore of the Bay of Bengal. In
ancient times, Korkai was a well-known centre of pearl fishing. It is mentioned often in
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Saṅgam literature2 and in classical Western literature. The Periplus Maris Erythraei mentions that
Colchi belonged to the Pānͅdͅyan Kingdom and it was famous for pearl fisheries. The Gulf
of Mannar was called by the Greeks the Colchic Gulf. There must have been a bay close
to Korkai in the Gulf of Mannar, which would have allowed more ships to anchor. Due to
heavy sedimentation and deposition both by the sea and the river, the bay may have silted up
in the medieval period. Scrutiny of satellite imagery and topographical sheets and tracking of
palaeo-channels indicate that the ancient Korkai, once situated on one of the distributaries
of the Tamiraparani River close to the sea, might have receded away from the shore in
the course of time due to excess sedimentation.3 Notwithstanding, the small excavations at
Korkai have not provided many clues about its maritime activities, but they have revealed that
this port town existed many centuries even before the Common Era.4

Kayal
Kayal, also known as Kayalpattinam or Palayakayal in the Tuttukkudi (Tuticorin) district in
Tamil Nadu, seems to have emerged as a new port in the place of Korkai in the medieval
period. It was originally situated almost at the confluence of the Tamiraparani River and the
Bay of Bengal, but now it is about 2 to 3 km inland. It seems that it was a flourishing port
town under the Pānͅdͅyas in the 12th-14th centuries CE. Marco Polo describes the city of Cail
(Kāyal) as:
… a great and noble city, and belongs to Ashar, the eldest of the five brother
kings. It is in this city that all the ships touch that come from the west, as from
Hormos and from Kis and from Aden, and all Arabia, laden with horses and with
other things for sale. And this brings a great concourse of people from the country
roundabout and so there is great business done in this city of Cail.5

Kayal was also referred to as Kabil by Wassaf and Bawal by Rashid al-Din, Persian historians
of the 14th century CE. It is recorded that Mohmad Bin Amir Wali Balkh from Afghanistan
travelled to various places in India from 1624-1625 and then embarked on a ship for Sri
Lanka from the port called Kabilbatan near Kanyakumari, which was under the control of
2
3

4

5

Akanān̤ ūr̤ u, verse 130, line 11; verse 201, line 4; Aiṅkur̤ unūr̤ u, verse 188; Cir̤ upānār̤ r̤ upatͅai, verse 55, line 62.
B. Arunachalam, B. Sukumar, and Ahalya Sukumar, “Reconstruction of the Ancient Port, Korkai in Tuttukkudi
District of Tamil Nadu,” Current Science 91, no. 3 (2006): 278-280.
A. Abdul Majeed, “A Note on Korkai Excavations,” Tamil Civilization, Quarterly Research Journal of the Tamil University 5, no. 1&2 (1987): 73-77.
Marco Polo, The Book of Ser Marco Polo the Venetian, Concerning the Kingdoms and Marvels of the East, 3rd ed., ed. and
trans. Henry Yule and Henri Cordier (London: J. Murray, 1929), 370.
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the Vijayanagara Kingdom. He mentioned that Kabilbatan had a large Muslim population
and also about the selling of pearls there. On the basis of the details recorded by the traveller,
Kabilbatan may be identified with Kayal.6
It seems the Arabs came here for trade purposes and many of them settled here
permanently. Some of the early mosques here are datable to the 7th-8th centuries CE. Some
of the Arabic inscriptions found at Kayalpattinam indicate that merchants from Egypt might
have often visited this place or settled there permanently. One of the inscriptions on the
cenotaph mentions that one Sheik Abubakkar, son of Cairo Utuman, died here on June 23,
1498.7 Caldwell, who explored this area in 1861, found a hoard of coins from the 13th century
CE. Some of them seem to have been from the Gulf region and one was from Spain, issued
during the regime of Peter of Aragon (1276 CE).8 Mackenzie and Walter Elliot also noticed
some Chinese coins here.9 A large number of Chinese potteries (mainly celadon from the
Longquan and Fujian kilns of the 13th century CE and Dehua porcelain), Southeast Asian
potteries, and Islamic potteries were also found in explorations in and around Kayalpattinam.

Periyapattinam
Periyapattinam, a late medieval port town, is located on the shore of the Bay of Bengal,
facing the Gulf of Mannar in Ramanathapuram district, Tamil Nadu. The material evidence,
particularly the Chinese potteries found here, indicate that this port was prosperous mainly
during the 13th-14th centuries CE, although it seems to have continued to function as
a seaport until the 17th century. This place is probably to be identified with Dabadan, a
port town mentioned in the Daoyi Zhilue, a Chinese work of the 14th century. Further, it has
been suggested that Fattan, a port town referred to by Ibn Battuta (1304-1368), can also be
identified with Periyapattinam.10 A tombstone with an inscription written in Hebrew found
at Periyapattinam perhaps indicates the contact of this place with Israel and Palestine.11 The
small-scale excavation conducted here yielded a number of Chinese and Islamic potteries
from the 13th-14th centuries CE.12 The types of Chinese potsherds found were celadon, white
6

7
8

9
10

11
12

Mohammad Afzal Khan, “A Central Asian Traveller’s Account of South India.” In Proceedings of the Indian History Congress, ed. Satish Chandra (Gorakhpur: University of Gorakhpur, 1990), 267-279.
Archaeological Survey of India, Annual Report of Indian Epigraphy (ARE) (New Delhi: 1950), 379.
R. Caldwell, “Exploration and Excavation at Korkai and Kayal,” The Indian Antiquary, A Journal of Oriental Research 6 (1984): 80-83.
H. Yule and C. B. Paleramo, “Malifattan,” The Indian Antiquary, A Journal of Oriental Research 4 (1984): 8-10.
Noboru Karashima, “Periyapattinam: An Important Medieval Port on the Coromandel Coast and Its Identification,” in Ancient and Medieval Commercial Activities in the Indian Ocean: Testimony of Inscriptions and Ceramic- SherdsReport of the Taisho University Research Project 1997-2000, ed. Noboru Karashima (Tokyo: Taisho University, 2002),
166-169. However, few scholars identify the Fattan mentioned by Ibn Battuta with Nagapattinam, Tamil Nadu.
Archaeological Survey of India, Annual Report of Indian Epigraphy (ARE) (New Delhi: 1947), 35b.
Tamil University, Tanjavur, conducted the excavations in 1987 and the author also took part in the excavations
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porcelain, blue-and-white porcelain, brown glaze porcelain, and porcelain from Longquan,
Fujian, Dehua, Jingdezhen, and Guangdong.13

Devipattinam
Devipattinam, another seaport on the southern side of Periyapattinam, is located on the
northern side of a small peninsula projecting towards Sri Lanka. Devipattinam was referred
to as Mali-Fitan by Wassaf and Mali-Fatan by Rashid al-Din, Persian historians of the 14th
century CE.14 According to these two historians, a Muslim called Taqi al-Din, who served
Sundara Pānͅdͅya as his minister, lived in the country of Ma’bar. While referring to him, both
the historians mentioned that three ports, namely Fitan (Fatan), Mali-Fitan (Mali-Fatan) and
Kabil (Bawal) were assigned to his control by Sundara Pānͅdͅya.
The inscriptions from the late Pānͅdͅya period (13th century CE) found in the Tilakesvara
temple at Devipattinam provide interesting information about the import and export of
goods from this seaport and also about the details of the taxes levied on them. Pepper, areca
nut, perfumes, and other items were exported from here. Furthermore, many goods from
inland were brought here for export. The goods were transported by small and big boats.
The entry fee collected in the port for tōnͅi, a kind of ship, was ¼ panͅam (money), whereas
for cir̤ r̤ uru (another type of ship), it was ½ panͅam. It seems the capacity or size of cir̤ r̤ uru was
bigger than tōnͅi. The merchant guild known as Nān̤ātēcikalͅ was probably responsible for
maritime trade.15 Exploration in this site has yielded a large number of Chinese celadon and
porcelain datable from the 13th-14th centuries to the 16th-17th centuries CE.16
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as one of the excavators.
Noboru Karashima, “Periyapattinam: An Important Medieval Port on the Coromandel Coast and Its Identification,” in Ancient and Medieval Commercial Activities in the Indian Ocean: Testimony of Inscriptions and Ceramic-Sherds:
Report of the Taisho University Research Project 1997-2000, ed. Noboru Karashima (Tokyo: Taisho University, 2002),
166-169.
H. M. Elliot, The History of India as Told by Its Own Historians, vol. 1 (London: Trubner and Co., 1867), 69;
H.M. Elliot, The History of India as Told by Its Own Historians, vol. 3 (London: Trubner and Co., 1871), 32 & 33;
Karashima, “Periyapattinam,” 164-169.
South Indian Inscriptions (SII), 8, (New Delhi: Archaeological Survey of India, 1937), Nos. 403 and 405.
Sasaki Tatsuo, “Trade Ceramics from the Coast of the Indian Ocean,” Journal of East-West Maritime Relations 1
(1989): 117-128.
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Alagankulam
Alagankulam17 is an ancient seaport situated on the banks of the Vaigai River, about 3 km
away from the seashore and just opposite the northern tip of Sri Lanka. Excavations at this
site have brought to light fragments of imported amphorae, a large quantity of rouletted ware
sherds, stamped pottery and Roman coins of Vallentine (383-395 CE), Theodosius I (383-

Roman potsherds

Mediterranean amphorae pieces

Valentine coin

Potsherd with ship engraving

Fig. 2) Alagankulam: Mediterranean pottery and Roman coins
17

D. Tulasiraman, “Tamilagattil Romaniyar cila Putiya Ceytigal,” Tolliyal Āyvuttokuti vol. 1, no. 2 (1985): 76-90;
R. Nagaswamy, “Alagankulam: An Indo-Roman Trading Port,” in Indian Archeological Heritage (Sh. K.V.Soundara
Rajan Felicitation Volume), eds. C. Margabandhu et al. (Delhi: Agam Kala Prakashan, 1991), 247-253; T. S. Sridhar et.al., eds., Alagankulam, An Ancient Roman Port City of Tamil Nadu (Chennai: Department of Archaeology,
Government of Tamil Nadu, 2005).
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393 CE), and Arcadius I (395-480 CE), along with a variety of local pottery and antiquities
(Figure 2). Alagankulam might have been actively involved in maritime trade in the pre- and
post-Common Era. The coin and pottery evidence shows that trade with the Roman world
was revived during the Byzantine period after some intervening lull. The site has also yielded
a new type of red rouletted ware. The rouletted wares are usually either in grey or black, but
the types found here are bright red and somewhat resemble Arretine ware but are certainly
different from it. This site may be identified with an emporium called Salour, referred to by
Ptolemy as situated to the north of Korkai. Maduraikkāñci, a Saṅgam tome, referred to an
important port town of the Pānͅdͅya kings named after high-quality paddy (Cāli), i.e., Cāliyūr.18
Cāliyūr may be the same as the Salour referred to by Ptolemy. This port seems to have been
an important port of the Pānͅdͅya rulers near Madurai, their capital, and was also well
connected with it through river and land. The Vaigai River, which flows close to both places,
must have been used for navigation in the early period.19

Nagappattinam
Nagappattinam, a port city situated further north of Alagankulam, was referred to as Nikama
by Ptolemy,20 Nagavadana by I-Tsing, Pa-tan by Marco Polo, Malifattan by Rashiduddin
and Navutapattana in the Kalyani inscriptions of Dhammaceti (1476 CE).21 Perhaps
Nagappattinam substituted for Kaveripumpattinam as an important maritime centre in Tamil
Nadu in the medieval period. This city remained a significant seaport as well as an important
centre of Buddhism for quite a long time. Periyapurānam and a few other literary works of the
medieval period speak about the busy inland and maritime trade activities of this place. The
close association of this place with Buddhism is revealed through diggings in the localities
called Velͅippālͅayam, Nānͅayakkāra Street, and Maruntukkottala Street between 1856 and
1934 which yielded as many as 350 Buddhist bronze images ranging from the 9th century to
the 16th-17th centuries CE.22 The mass production of bronzes in Nagappattinam indicates
that this place was an important centre of Buddhism. As a result of maritime contacts
between South India and Southeast Asian countries, there existed in Nagappattinam a colony
of foreigners and also a Buddhist temple and vihāras for the foreign merchants/travellers and
also perhaps the foreigners mainly from Southeast Asian countries residing there. During
18
19
20

21

22

Maduraikkāñci, lines 75-88.
Now this stretch of river is dried up and some portion of it is also occupied for various purposes.
John Watson McCrindle, “Ptolemy’s Geography of India and Southern Asia”, Indian Antiquary-A Journal of
Oriental Research, XIII (1884): 332.
Taw Sein Ko, “A Preliminary Study of the Kalyani Inscriptions of Dhammacheti, 1476 A.D.”, Indian AntiquaryA Journal of Oriental Research, XXII: (1893): 11-53.
T. N. Ramachandran, The Nagapattinam and Other Buddhist Bronzes in the Madras Museum, Bulletin of the Madras
Government Museum (Madras: Udhaya Printers, 1992).
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the reign of the Pallava king Narasiṁhavarman II (c. 700-728 CE), it seems, a temple was
constructed probably at Nagappattinam with the consent of the Chinese king for the sake of
perhaps the Chinese Buddhists who came to Nagappattinam from China for trade.23
Buddhist vihāras were also constructed by the Śailendra rulers of the Śrivijaya Kingdom
(which comprised Sumatra, Java, and the Malaysian Peninsula) at Nagappattinam, perhaps for
his subjects who frequently visited this place for trade purposes. The larger Leyden copper plates
of Rājarāja Cōl̤ a (985-1014 CE) record that a Buddhist palͅlͅi (temple) in the Cūlͅamanͅivarma
Vihāra was erected by the Kitͅara king (kitͅaratt-araiyan̤ ) Māravijayottuṅkavarman at
Nagappattinam, perhaps for his subjects who settled at Nagappattinam for trade purposes.
The record states that Rājarāja granted the revenues of the village of Ān̤ aimaṅkalam to the
Buddha residing in the surpassingly beautiful Cūlͅamanͅivarma vihāra. It had been built
in the name of his father by the glorious Māravijayottuṅkavarman, who was born in the
Śailēndra family, was the Lord of the Śrivijaya and the ruler of Katͅaha ... (and) who was
the son of Cūlͅamanͅivarman, at Nāgappatͅtͅinͅam.24 The smaller Leyden copper plates
of Kulōttuṅga Cōl̤ a I (c. 1070-1122), dated to 1090 CE, record the exemption of certain
taxes to the palͅlͅiccantam villages of two Buddhist palͅlͅis at Nagappattinam at the request
of the ambassadors of the king of Katͅaram. One is called Rājēndracōl̤ apperumpalͅlͅi and
the other is Śailendra Cūlͅamanͅivarma vihāra, alias Rājarājapperumpalͅlͅi, both built by
the king of Katͅara (kitͅarattu araiyan̤ ).25 As stated earlier, Śailendra Cūlͅamanͅivarma vihāra
was constructed by the Śrivijaya king Māravijayottuṅgavarman during the time of Rājarāja
Cōl̤ a I after obtaining permission from the latter. Interestingly, an inscription (1015 CE)
of Rājēndra Cōl̤ a I refers to the grant made by an agent of the Śrivijaya (Kidāram) king
to the Tirukkārōnͅamudͅaiya Mahādēva temple at Nagappattinam.26 An inscription of the
Kulōttuṅga Cōl̤ a I period found at Chidambaram (Tamil Nadu) states that the stone (gemstone) presented to Rājēndracōl̤a dēvar by the Kāmbōja (Cambodia) king was placed, as per
the instructions of the king, in the front portion of Tirucchir̤ r̤ ambalamudͅaiyār temple and
subsequently fixed in the upper front row of the stone wall of the front hall (or shrine).27
Like Śailēndra kings and the Chinese, rulers and traders from India also established many
colonies, religious centres and other edifices in foreign countries, particularly in Sri Lanka,
China, and Southeast Asian countries.28 South Indian traders and merchant guilds such as
Ainūr̤ r̤ uvar, Manͅigrāmam, Nānādēsi, Padinenͅ-vishayam, Padinenͅ-bhūmi, and Añjuvanͅnͅam played
23
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K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, Foreign Notices of South India - From Megasthenes to Ma Huan (Madras: University of Madras,
1939), 117.
Epigraphia Indica, XXII -1933-34 (New Delhi: Archaeological Survey of India, 1984): 213-266.
Epigraphia Indica, XXII -1933-34 (New Delhi: Archaeological Survey of India, 1984): 267-281.
Archaeological Survey of India, Annual Report of Indian Epigraphy (ARE) (New Delhi: 1956-57), Nos. 161 and
164.
Epigraphia Indica, V-1898-99 (New Delhi: Archaeological Survey of India, 1960), 105-106.
D. Dayalan, “The Role of Archaeology in the Study of Maritime Buddhism in India,” in The Maritime Silk Road
and Seaport Cities, eds. Moon-Soo Jeong et al. (Seoul: Sunin Publishing, 2015), 233-266.
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a significant role in establishing/patronizing religious and secular establishments abroad.29
There are several inscriptions from the 9th and early 10th centuries in central and eastern
Java containing references to the terms hunjeman, hunjaman, and hinjaman.30 It seems that these
terms are variants of Añjuvanͅnͅam, a merchant guild which was active in South India during
the medieval period. The term Añjuvanͅnͅam found in Tamil inscriptions in Tamil Nadu and
the Kerala coast is the same as the hañjamana found on the Konkan coast in the MarathiSanskrit and Kannada inscriptions. Probably this merchant trade guild included Jews, Syrians,
Christians, Muslims, Parsees, and others and had an extensive trade network from Arabia to
Java.
Since Nāgappatͅtͅinͅam was an important port city as well as a Buddhist centre, many
traders and travellers from various countries visited this place. Da tang xi yu qiou fa gao seng
zhuan, written by the venerable Yi-Jing between the first and second year of Tian Shou
of the T’ang dynasty (c. 690-691 CE), mentions that thirty-nine Buddhist monks came to
India through the south sea during the T’ang dynasty period and visited Nagappattinam,
perhaps to see the Buddhist edifice there.31 The description of a place called Tuta meaning
an “earthen tower” in the flat land of Patͅan (Nagappattinam) in the Daoyi Zhilue refers to
the existence of a brick tower which had a Chinese inscription. The inscription quoted in the
Daoyi Zhilue gives the date of construction of the tower as the eighth moon of the third year
of Xianchun (c. 1267 CE). It is stated in the Daoyi Zhilue that Chinese people came to Tuta
and engraved the inscription in that year.32 Marco Polo of Venice visited Nagappattinam in
the 13th century on his way to China and describes an eastern stūpa in the flat land of Pa-tan
(Nagappattinam) as follows:
It is surrounded by stones. There is a stupa of earth and brick many feet high. It
bears the following Chinese inscription: The work was finished in the 8th moon
of the third year hien chw’en (1267). It is related that these characters have been
engraved by some Chinese in imitation of inscriptions on stone of those countries;
up to the present time they have not been destroyed.33
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H. B. Sarkar, Corpus of the Inscriptions of Java (Up to 928 A. D.) (Calcutta: Firma K. L Mukhopadyay, 1971-72),
131, 140, 151, and 236; A. M. Jones Barratt, Early Tenth Century Java from the Inscriptions (Dordrecht: Foris Publications, 1984), 151 and 186-187.
Huimin Bhikkhu et al., “Buddhist Eminent Monks’ Tracks and the Sea Silk Road in Tang Dynasty” (paper presented at the Seminar on East Asian Buddhist Traditions organized by the Electronic Cultural Atlas Initiative
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Southeast Asia to West Asia.
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Fig. 3) Nagappattinam: brick pagoda known as China Pagoda

The existence of a Buddhist edifice constructed by the king of China at Nagappattinam is
also attested to by the Kalyāni inscription (1476 CE) of Dhammaceti, the king of Pegu.34
According to the inscription, a group of thēras visiting Ceylon, being shipwrecked, travelled
on foot to Nagappattinam and there they visited the site of the Patarikarama monastery. They
worshipped an image of the Buddha in a cave constructed at the behest of the Maharaja of
Cinadesa. It is well known that a broken brick tower stood in Nagappattinam until 1867,
34

Taw Sein Ko, “A Preliminary Study of the Kalyani Inscriptions of Dhammacheti.1476 A.D.,” Indian Antiquary:
A Journal of Oriental Research 22 (1893): 45. The Kalyāni inscriptions are situated at Zaingganaingm, the western suburb of the Pegu. They comprise ten stone slabs with inscriptions on both sides. The language of the
first three stones is Pāli and that of the rest is Talaing, being a translation of the Pāli text. Dhammacheti or
Rāmadhipati, the king of Pegu, put up these inscriptions in 1476 CE.
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when it was pulled down by the Jesuits.35 It was variously known as the Putuvelͅikōpuram, Old
Pagoda, Black Pagoda, and Jaina Pagoda.36 Sir Charles Valentyn (1725) called it Pagood China
(i.e. Chinese Pagoda).37 This structure was closely similar to the multi-storied brick pagodas
of China or Southeast Asia in character (Figure 3). Nagappattinam has yielded numbers of
Chinese celadon and porcelain and Southeast Asian potteries during explorations, in addition
to Chinese coins from the 11th-12th centuries CE and a bronze bell with a Chinese inscription.38

Kaveripumpattinam
Kaveripumpattinam in the district of Tanjavur, Tamil Nadu, the celebrated port city of the
illustrious Cōl̤ as of the Saṅgam age and also a notable Buddhist centre, is said to have been
situated on the confluence of the Kāvēri River and the Bay of Bengal. This city was known
by several names in the ancient period, e.g., Pukar,39 Pūmpukar,40 Kakanti,41 Campapati,42 and
Kaveripumpattinam.43 Ptolemy refers to this place as “Kaberis Emporion,”44 whereas the
Periplus Mari Erythraei calls it “Camara.”45 Tamil literature of the first three centuries CE gives
a vivid account of this celebrated port city of the Cōl̤ as, its harbour, sailors, merchants, and
merchandise. A poem from the 1st-2nd centuries CE states that big ships entered the port
without slacking their sails and poured out on the beach precious merchandise from different
overseas countries and also other ports of India.46 It also speaks of a tall lighthouse on the
coast summoning the ships to the harbour by night47 and yavanar-irukkai (a colony of foreign
traders).48 The Patͅtͅinͅappālai, a Tamil work of the early centuries CE, gives a vivid description
Walter Elliot, “The Edifice Formerly Known as the Chinese or Jaina Pagoda at Negapatam,” Indian Antiquary:
A Journal of Oriental Research 7 (1878): 224-227.
36
Elliot, “The Edifice,” 224.
37
Elliot, “The Edifice,” 224.
38
Arumuga Seetharaman, Tamil̤ agat Tolliyal Cān̤ r̤ ugal, vol. 1 (Tanjavur: Dhanalakshmi Patippagam, 1994), 21.
39
Cilappatikāram, Canto 1. Maṅkala val̤ ttuppātͅal, line 16 & 22; Canto 6. Katͅalātͅu kātai, line 32; Canto 7. Kānal
vari, line 52, 56, 64, 163, 171, & 179; Canto 8. Venir kātai, line 4; Manͅimēkalai, Canto 5. Manͅimēkala teyvam
vantu tōn̤ r̤ iya kātai, line, 109.
40
Cilappatikāram, Canto 1. Maṅkala val̤ ttuppātͅal, line 10.
41
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of the various goods and articles of trade which came to Kaveripumpattinam and their
respective places of origin. Mention is made of horses from across the ocean, pepper from
the western coast, semi-precious stones and gold from the northern hills, a fragrant wood
called Aquila and sandalwood from Kutͅamalai (Potiyil hill), pearls from the southern seas
(ten̤ katͅal – coast of the southernmost part of Tamil Nadu), red coral from the ocean on the
southern side (kunͅakatͅal), products from the Ganges and Kaveri valleys, food-products from
Īlam (Sri Lanka), and perfumes from Kāl̤ akam (Katͅāram-Kedah Province of Malaysia).49
At Kilaiyur, a suburb of Kaveripumpattinam, a massive brick platform, probably
representing a wharf in the backwaters where boats could be anchored to wooden posts,
was excavated (Figure 4).50 It seems the first stage of the wharf was composed of a series
of poles driven into the soil under water at low tide, in an alignment of rows and seemingly
secured to one another and to planks probably fixed on top as a platform, for loading and
unloading commodities brought from the sea into the backwaters by boats. This appears to
have been elaborated and strengthened in the subsequent stage by a regular brick-built wharf
of twin platforms, complete with a floor course and space in between the quay-like platforms
for breakwaters to run through without eroding the bricks. Carbon14 dating of the wood
associated with the wharf was approximately between 300 BCE and 200 BCE for an average
of 250 BCE. Similar wharf-like structures of the early historic period were also excavated at
Dharanikota (Andhra Pradesh) and Rajbandar (Elephanta Island off Mumbai).
Some of the records state that seafaring traders and Buddhist monks from Sri Lanka,
China, and Southeast Asian countries who came to India via the sea often landed at
Kaveripumpattinam and from there they went to various other places. The Sihalavatthupakarana,
an anthology of Buddhist stories perhaps written some time in the 5th century CE, mentions
that one of the sea routes followed by the Buddhist pilgrims from Sri Lanka to visit
various Buddhist centres in India was from Mahakonda (perhaps Mahatittha), the port of
embankment in Sri Lanka, to Kāveripatͅtͅana in Tamil Nadu, the port of landing. From there,
they travelled overland to the north of India in the company of caravan traders, facing many
hazards and dangers.51
Incidentally, Kaveripumpattinam was not only famous for its seafaring activities, but
also well known in times of yore as a glorious centre of Buddhism. Many texts indicate
the existence and perhaps the prosperous conditions of the Buddhist establishments at
Kaveripumpattinam.52 Interestingly, excavations carried out at Kaveripumpattinam have
Patͅtͅinͅappālai, line 185-192.
A. Ghosh, ed., Indian Archaeology 1962-63 - A Review (Delhi: Archaeological Survey of India, 1965), 13; K.V.
Soundara Rajan, Kaveripattinam Excavations 1963-73 (A Port City on the Tamil Nadu Coast), Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of India, vol. 90 (New Delhi: Archaeological Survey of India, 1994), 24-26.
51
Jacqueline Ver Eecke, Le Sihalavatthuppakarana Texte Pali et Traduction, vol. 123 (Paris: Ecole Francaise D’Extreme
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brought to light the remains of a vihāra of the 4th-5th centuries CE and a Buddhist temple of
the 6th century or a little later.53 In addition, a large number of Buddhist bronzes have also
been found in and around Kaveripumpattinam. For some reason or other, trade activities
weakened at Kaveripumpattinam after the 6th-7th centuries CE and in turn Buddhism also lost
its importance in this city.

Fig. 4) Kaveripumpattinam, Tamil Nadu: remains of ancient wharf

Arikamedu
Arikamedu, a well-known Indo-Roman trading station, is identified with “Pouduke” of the
Periplus Maris Erythraei and Ptolemy. It was about 6 km from Pondicherry, situated on the
bank of the Ariyankuppam River which flowed into a lagoon barred by a sand-bar from
the Bay of Bengal. The area surrounding Arikamedu has several sea inlets and backwaters,
53
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thus making it a suitable location for harbouring ships safely. A small fishermen’s village
called Virampattinam, located about a kilometer south of Arikamedu, is considered to be
identical with Virai, a coastal town of a Velir chieftain referred to in ancient Tamil literature.54
Arikamedu is a celebrated archaeological site, probably the most famous in South India.
The site of Arikamedu was first mentioned in the travel writings of the French astronomer
Guillaume Le Gentil, who visited Pondicherry in 1768-71. In 1937, the historical importance
of the site and its connection with the Roman Empire was recognised for the first time after
Gabriel Jouveau-Dubreuil collected from here some beads and gems, one of them with the
head of Augustus in intaglio.55 Subsequently, scholars and amateur archaeologists from the
Ecole Francaise de Extreme-Orient, Hanoi Museum, Madras Museum, and others visited the
site and undertook explorations and excavations. From 1941-44, small scale excavations were
carried out under the direction of L. Faucheux and R. Surleau, and these excavations were
partly published in a brief report by Faucheux in 1945 and by Pattabiraman in 1946. In 1945,
the Archaeological Survey of India conducted systematic excavations under the direction
of R. E. M. Wheeler.56 J. M. Casal conducted excavations in the fairly extensive area from
1947-50.57 After a comprehensive review of the archaeological works at Arikamedu, the site
was again excavated by Vimala Begley and others between 1989 and 1992.58 The renewed
excavations proved that the site was first occupied during the third century BCE and that the
height of the region’s trade with the Mediterranean was from 50 BCE to 50 CE. It is worth
mentioning that Strabo recounts that a hundred and fifty ships sailed to India each year via
southern Egypt.59
The various explorations/excavations have brought to light a most impressive assemblage
of Mediterranean artefacts like red-gloss pottery (Arretine and related fabrics),60 Mediterranean
shipping amphorae, Roman intaglios, glasses and gems, Roman lamps, a Graeco-Roman
gem with the head of Augustus in intaglio, Egyptian faience bowls, besides black and grey
routetted ware, local potteries, stone and glass beads, terracotta figures, and other objects
(Figure 5). The occurrence of Chinese and Southeast Asian pottery from the medieval period
Akanān̤ ūr̤ u, 206, 13.
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Fig. 5) Arikamedu: grey pottery with engravings, 1st-2nd centuries CE

Fig. 6) Arikamedu: Mediterranean amphora pieces
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Fig. 7) Arikamedu

at Arikamedu indicates that this port city maintained an active contact with those countries
until the medieval period. The Arretine ware, produced at Arezzo in Italy, belongs to the terra
sigillata (stamped pottery) category as some of it is decorated with a stamped mould. Terra
sigillata pottery is believed to have originated in the eastern Mediterranean area. Some of the
Arretine ware found at Arikamedu has the stamping VIBII (VIBIE or VIBIF), CAMVRI
and ITTA.61 Large numbers of sherds of amphorae of a Mediterranean type were found in
Arikamedu (Figure 6). Wine from the Mediterranean region is often referred to in the Saṅgam
literature as “Yavana Teral.” One Saṅgam poem says, “The sweet-scented wine (tanͅ kamal̤ tēr̤ al)
brought in by the lovely ships of the Yavan̤ ar (foreigners, mainly Romans) served unto you
(king) everyday on trays of chiselled gold by girls with sparkling wrists and after testing of it,
may you be filled with merriment.”62 The study of the style, nature and internal incrustation
of the amphorae sherds found at Arikamedu shows that they were used as containers for
various items like wine, oil, and garum (fish sauce) and they came from different countries such
as Catalonia (Spain); Kos, Knidos, and Rhodes (Greek Islands); Campania and the adjacent
area (southern Italy); the Istria Peninsula in the Adriatic Sea; and other places. The excavations
at Arikamedu have also brought to light many structures, including a structure considered
to be a dyeing vat used for dyeing muslin clothes which the Romans wanted (Figure 7). The
large number of beads and bead waste found in excavations at Arikamedu indicates that this
61
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Wheeler et al., “Arikamedu,” 39-40.
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site was an important centre of stone as well as glass bead making industry. Some of the
beads both of stone and glass found in Southeast Asian countries reveal a striking similarity
with beads manufactured at Arikamedu. Some of the potsherds engraved with old Sinhalese
inscriptions found at Arikamedu and also at Alagankulam indicate the network of these port
cities with Sri Lanka.63
The Yuan Shi (Yuan-Shi-zin-bian), the annals of the Yuan dynasty (1271-1368 CE) compiled
in the 14th century, mentions the name of Xin-cun as the port on the Coromandel coast
where Chinese envoys arrived in 1281. The Chinese text mentions that the Chinese emperor,
being anxious to receive a mission from the king of Ju-lan as a token of his submission, sent
imperial envoys to Ju-lan for that purpose in 1280.64 The port city Xin-cun mentioned in
this work is identified variously with Kāveripūmpatͅtͅinͅam,65 Sadras (Caturaṅgapatͅtͅinͅam),
and Sōpuram (Tiruccōpuram) or Cintāmanͅi on the Coromandal coast.66 N. Karashima
identified this place with Pondicherry on the grounds that Xin-cun means a “new village” in
Chinese. Putuccēri, the original form of Pondicherry, also means a “new village” in Tamil.67
As stated above, the discovery of many Chinese and Southeast Asian potteries from the
12th-14th centuries CE in the Pondicherry area testifies to the fact that this area flourished as
an important seaport and trade centre during that period. Manappattu, a coastal site situated
about 10 kms south of Arikamedu, has also yielded a large number of Chinese and Southeast
Asian potteries from the late medieval period. 68

Mamallapuram
Mamallapuram was an important seaport right from the beginning of the Common Era.
The first authentic evidence to prove that it was a seaport comes from the Tamil work Periya
Tirumol̤ i written by Tirumaṅgai Āl̤ vār (8th century CE) who describes the place as Katͅal
Mallai (Mallai on the seashore) where ships rode bent to the point of breaking as they
Iravatham Mahadevan, “Old Sinhalese Inscriptions from Indian Ports: New Evidence for Ancient India-Sri
Lanka Contacts,” Journal of the Institute of Asian Studies 14, no. 1 (1996): 55-68.
64
K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, Foreign Notices of South India - From Megasthenes to Ma Huan (Madras: University of Madras, 1939), 150-152; Noboru Karashima, “Pondicherry in Chinese Sources,” in Ancient and Medieval Commercial
Activities in the Indian Ocean: Testimony of Inscriptions and Ceramic-Sherds - Report of the Taisho University Research Project
1997-2000, ed. Noboru Karashima (Tokyo: Taisho University, 2002), 160-163.
65
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Indian Ocean during the Fourteenth Century.” T’oung-pao 15 (1914): 431ff; K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, Foreign Notices
of South India - From Megasthenes to Ma Huan (Madras: University of Madras, 1939), 150-152.
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T. N. Subramaniam, “A Tamil Colony in Medieval China,” in South Indian Studies, ed. R. Nagaswamy (Madras:
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were moving hither and thither laden with wealth, big trunked elephants, and gems of nine
varieties in heaps. The Saṅgam work, namely Perumpānͅār̤ r̤ uppatͅai, written by the poet Katͅiyalūr
Uruttiran-kanͅnͅan̤ ār, refers to a place called Nīrpeyar̤ r̤ u as an active seaport of Tonͅdͅaimān̤
Ilͅantiraiyan̤ of Kancipuram. It is possible that the name Nīrpeyar̤ r̤ u was the earlier name of
Mamallapuram. The seaport called Sopatma referred to in the Periplus Maris Erythraei has
been tentatively identified with Mamallapuram. Ptolemy’s reference to “Malange” is perhaps
this place. The contact of Mamallapuram with countries beyond the sea, particularly with the
Mediterranean countries, is attested to by the occurrence of Roman coins (Theodosius of
the 4th century CE), amphorae pieces, and other objects in this area. A few Mediterranean
amphora fragments have also been found at a coastal place called Vasavasamudram not far
from Mamallapuram.69 In addition, there is some epigraphical and literary evidence to prove
that the Pallava kings had active contacts across the seas, cordial as well as inimical, with
foreign countries like Ceylon, China, and the Southeast Asian countries. These maritime
activities were more probably carried on through Mamallapuram, the notable seaport of the
Pallavas throughout their rule (Figure 8).

Fig. 8) Mamallapuram, Tamil Nadu: view of monolithic temples of Pallava period

69

R. Nagaswamy and Abdul Majid, Vasavasamudram (Chennai: Department of Archaeology, Government of
Tamil Nadu, 1978).
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The exact location of the seaport at Mamallapuram is a matter of controversy. However,
the author of this paper identified a place called Punjeri, situated just 1.5 km west of
Mamallapuram on the western bank of the Buckingham Canal, a backwater of the sea, as the
location of the ancient seaport of Mamallapuram.70 The reasons for identifying this place as
the ancient seaport are:
(1) The name Punjeri might have been derived from the term Pukum-cēri, which means in
the Tamil language “the village of entry.” As such, the very name of the village may
suggest that it was the place where ships used to enter.
(2) The majority of ancient seaports in south India are located either on a river bank, close
to the confluence of the river and the sea, or in a backwater area. Punjeri is, in fact,
situated in a backwater area, near Mamallapuram.
(3) The huge buried remains of structures, burials (megalithic burials), and ceramic varieties
of the early period found at this site on the western bank of the backwaters (Buckingham
Canal) prove its flourishing existence in the past.
(4) A few metres away, towards the western side of Buckingham Canal, there is a small knoll.
Running throughout on the western side of this is a set of 3 to 4 deep-cut grooves. It is
most likely that these grooves were meant to receive the first course of any foundation
of a huge structure like a warehouse.

Kottapatnam
Kottapatnam, located on the east coast near Sriharikota not far from Chennai, is a lesser
known seaport in Nellore district, Andhra Pradesh. The name “Kottis” mentioned by
Ptolemy is tentatively identified with this place. A variety of pottery including rouletted
ware, stamped ware, kaolin pottery, Chinese porcelain, celadon ware, glazed ware, a coin of
Taizong (1403–1424 CE) of the Ming dynasty, and many sherds of Thai celadon probably
produced from the Si-Sachanarai kilns in northern Thailand found in this site undoubtedly
indicates a well-organized trade link of this place with many countries like China, Thailand,
and other Southeast Asian countries.71 A good number of painted Thai ironware also perhaps
D. Dayalan, “Punjeri - A Pallava Sea-port near Mamallapuram,” in Seminar on Marine Archaeology, ed. Natana
Kasinathan (Chennai: Tamil Nadu State Department of Archaeology, Government of Tamil Nadu, 1992), 5256; D. Dayalan, “New Light on the Location of the Ancient Seaport of Mamallapuram” in Tamil Civilization,
Quarterly Research Journal of the Tamil Univeristy 5, no. 1 & 2 (1987): 133-134.
71
K. P. Rao, “Early Trade and Contacts between South India and Southeast Asia (300 BC–AD 200),” in Proceedings
Volume of the XVth International Conference on South Asian Archaeology, ed. E. M. Raven (Leiden: Leiden University,
1999), 353–61; K. P. Rao, “Kottapatnam: A South Indian Port Trading with Eastern Lands,” in Ancient and
Medieval Commercial Activities in the Indian Ocean: Testimony of Inscriptions and Ceramic Sherds - Report of the Taisho
University Research Project 1997-2000, ed. Noboru Karashima (Tokyo: Taisho University, 2002), 125-33; K. P. Rao
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from Si-sachanarai kilns were found at Kottapatnam. Large glazed and unglazed jars from
Thailand and other Southeast Asian countries have been found in this site and a few other
sites in Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh.72 The stamped ware (i.e., whole body of the ware
except the rim is decorated with impressed designs) found at Alagankulam and Arikamedu
(Tamil Nadu), Manikpatna and Jaugada (Odisha), Kottapatnam, and many other sites also
probably came from Southeast Asian countries. The author has collected large numbers of
grey-ware with chess-board patterns at Manalmedu near Pondicherry which are most likely
of Southeast Asian origin.73
It is worth mentioning that rouletted ware of Indian origin has also been found at
many places in Thailand (Phukhao Thong), Indonesia (Bunai complex on the northern
shores of Java and at Sembriran, north Bali), Vietnam (Trakieu), and many other places in
Southeast Asia. X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) of the roulette ware sherds found at Trakieu
in Vietnam and at Sembiran in Indonesia revealed their Indian origin.74 Interestingly, the
L-shaped roofing tiles popularly known as Cōl̤ a tile reported in almost all the historical sites
in Tamil Nadu are found at many places in Thailand and Malaysia (Bujang Valley). The beads,
particularly of carnelian and other semi-precious stones, were exported from India either as
a raw material or as a finished product. The collar-beads found at various sites in Thailand
are very much akin to similar beads found in south India, particularly in Tamil Nadu. The
glass beads of Sembiran resemble south Indian samples.75 Similarly, the beads reported from
Ridiyagama and Mantai in Sri Lanka, Ban Khuan Luk Pat in Thailand, Oc-Eo in Vietnam,
and Kuala Selinsing in Malaysia appear to have been imported from India.76 The finding
of agate and carnelian beads at Ban Don Ta Phet, Thailand, indicates the earliest maritime
contacts between India and Southeast Asia BCE.77
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Motupalli
Motupalli, another less known seaport of the medieval period, located to the north of
Kottapatnam in Andhra Pradesh, has an interesting inscription speaking of maritime trade
activities. The proclamation in the Motupalli pillar inscription of Ganͅapatidēva (1244 CE)
assures safety to traders arriving from all continents, risking the sea-voyage and its hazards
like storms and shipwrecks. The levies on the items of import and export have also been
listed in great detail and speak to the flourishing international trade from this seaport. Besides
the mention of several continents, islands, foreign countries, and cities, the specific mention
of Chini (China) is noteworthy.78 Motupalli is probably the same as the “mutfili” mentioned
by Marco polo. 79
Dharanikota (Andhra Pradesh), located on the bank of the Krishna River, was an
important inland trade centre near the renowned Buddhist site Amaravati. The huge
wharf-cum-embankment raised on post-holes at right angles to the navigational channel
at Dharanikota indicates its busy maritime trade activities in the early historic period. The
wooden wharf was subsequently substituted with a brick structure constructed all along the
channel on its inner side and an earthen embankment was raised at the back. The raising
of this formed a gradual gradient upwards from the brick wharf so that it acted both as a
backing and a floodbank during the tide.80
In fact, the large maritime façade of peninsular India and the fluvial networks of various
river systems, opening out into the sea at many outlets, afforded comfortable waterway traffic
and trade in the hinterland. Local merchants played an indispensable role in the promotion
of maritime trade as their participation and involvement was essential for the identification
of market centres and connecting routes to these markets. The Krishna River, one of the
longest rivers in India (about 1300 km in length), rises in Mahabalesvar in Maharashtra and
meets the sea in the Bay of Bengal at Hamasaladevi (near Koduru) in Andhra Pradesh. The
Krishna River flows through the states of Maharashtra, Karnataka, and Andhra Pradesh.
Its most important tributary is the Tungabhadra River, which itself is formed by the Tunga
and Bhadra rivers that originate in the Western Ghats. Other tributaries include the Bhima,
Malaprabha, Ghataprabha, Yerla, Warna, Dindi, Musi, Koyna, and Dudhganga rivers.
The Krishna River is one of the fertile regions in India. It afforded not only a convenient
approach to the sea, but also brought into being a number of flourishing Buddhist and
urban settlements. The river also immensely facilitated India’s maritime trade and cultural
relations with East Asian countries as this river delta and its dense fluvial network opening
Epigraphia Indica XII-1913-14 (New Delhi: Archaeological Survey of India,1982): 188- 197.
Marco polo mentioned a kingdom called Mutfili having many mountains in which diamonds were found. L.F.
Benedetto and Aldo Ricci, The Travels of Marco Polo (London: Routledge, 1939), 307.
80
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out into the sea at many outlets which served as appropriate natural seaports. There are
many important Buddhist centres on the banks of the Krishna River and its tributaries:
Bhattiprolu, Ghantasala, Amaravati, Bapatla, Vaddamanu, Penumaka, Gudivada, Alluru,
Gummadidurru, Jaggayyapeta, Goli, Manchikallu, Nagarjunakonda, Sannati and Kanganhalli
(Bhima Vallay), Maski, and many other sites (Figure 9). It is interesting to note that many
of these Buddhist sites also happened to be important local and international trade centres.
It is not just coincidental, but probably there was a strong link between trade centres and
Buddhism. Amaravati has also yielded quite a good number of Roman potteries, amphorae,
and coins, as well as pottery and antiquities from Sri Lanka, China, and Southeast Asian
countries. Nagarjunakonda, also located in the Krishna River basin, is one of the most
famous Buddhist sites of Andhra, hallowed by its association with the celebrated Acharya
Nagarjuna, the founder of the Madhyamika School of Mahayanism. Interestingly, there was
a monastery known as Simhala Vihara (Sīhalͅa Vihāra), probably constructed for devotees
from Sri Lanka who frequently visited this site.81

Fig. 9) Buddhist sites & commercial centres in the Krishna Valley
81

Epigraphia Indica XX-1929-30 (New Delhi: Archaeological Survey of India, 1983): 1-37.
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Machilipatnam
Machilipatnam in Andhra Pradesh also remained an important seaport on the coast of the
Bay of Bengal for quite a long period. It was located almost at the confluence of the Krishna
River and the Bay of Bengal. This place was mentioned in the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea
as “Masalia,” whereas Ptolemy called this place as “Maisolos.” Machilipatnam’s port served
as the principal seaport of the Golconda Kingdom (mainly Telangana region) from the
15th to 17th centuries CE. Even during the colonial period (18th-19th century), it remained
a significant port. Muslin was an important trade material of this place, and traders from
various parts of the globe visited it for the purchase of muslin. It is believed that the
word “muslin” originated from the name “Maisolos.” Several Roman coins and potteries of
Mediterranean origin have been found in and around Machilipatnam during explorations
and the excavations. In addition, potsherds from China and Southeast Asian countries have
also been found here.

Visakhapatnam
Visakhapatnam, one of the natural harbours on the east coast of India which served as
an active maritime trade centre in ancient times, is a leading seaport of India even now.
It has a long history right from the 4th-3rd centuries BCE. It was considered a part of the
Kaliṅga Kingdom, and later ruled by the Vengi, the Pallava, and the Eastern Gaṅga dynasties.
Archaeological records suggest that the present city was built around the 11th and 12th centuries,
and control over the city fluctuated between the Cōl̤ a dynasty and the Gajapati Kingdom
until its conquest by the Vijayanagara Empire in the 15th century. During the colonial period,
the Dutch, French, and other European merchants used this port for trading ivory, tobacco,
muslin, and other products. The three inscriptions, two in the Telugu language and one in
Tamil, found at Visakappatnam are quite interesting.82 The Telugu inscription, dated 1090
CE, purports to remit some taxes on house sites within the demarcated precincts of the
Ainūṭṭuva-perumballi in Visakappattinam or Kulōttuṅgacōl̤ a paṭṭaṇam by the “Twelve” of the
Nagaram of the town. The grant was entrusted to a merchant (vyāpāri) of the Añjuvanͅnͅam of
Mātōṭṭam or Rāmakulavallipaṭṭaṇam. It is interesting to note that Mātōṭṭam, the place from
where the merchant hailed, is obviously Mahātittha (the present Mandai), a famous seaport
town in Sri Lanka. The second title of the merchant Malaimaṇḍala-mārā perhaps indicates
that he had links with the Kerala coast too.83 The second Telugu inscription, dated to Saka
112 (1200, 1204 or 1207 CE), records a grant to the same Ainūṭṭuva-perumballi (this may be a
82
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mosque) by a chief Mahamaṇḍalēśvara Kulōttuṅga Prithvīśvara. In this grant, the receiver was
another merchant belonging to the añjuvanͅnͅam of Pāśay.84 The name of Pāśay is strikingly
similar to Pasai or Samudera-Pasai on the north coast of Sumatra in Indonesia.

Kalingapatnam
Kalingapatnam, an ancient port city as well as a notable Buddhist centre, was situated at
the confluence of the River Vamsadhara and the Bay of Bengal, in the Srikakulam district,
Andhra Pradesh (Figure 10). Kalingapatnam was a flourishing port under the Gaṅga rulers,
and during ancient times, vessels from here sailed to Sri Lanka, Java, Sumatra, Malaysia,
and other countries. The Jain Uttaradhayana Sutra85and Hathigumpha inscription of King
Kharavela86 mention the names of two ports, Pihunda and Pithunda respectively, belonging
to ancient Kalinga. The port of Pithunda seems to have been located somewhat close to
Kalingapatnam at the mouth of the River Vamsadhara.87

Fig. 10) Kalingapatnam & Saligundam, Andhra Pradesh:
Buddhist stupas of early historic period
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Palur
Palur, situated in the Ganjam district of Odisha, was mentioned as an important port on the
eastern coast of India. Palur is referred to in the Nagarjunakonda inscription (3rd century
CE) of Virapurushadatta as an important maritime emporium.88 G. E. Gerini, a researcher of
Ptolemy’s Geography, has identified the “Paloura” of Ptolemy with the present Palur.89 Recent
archaeological explorations around Palur (Kantigarh area) have brought to light potsherds
of Chinese celadon ware, rouletted ware, and Mediterranean amphora pieces, which further
strengthen identification of this place with the ancient Paloura referred to by Ptolemy. Palur
has often been identified to be the same as Dantapura mentioned in Buddhist texts. The word
“pallu” (in the Tamil language) and “danta” mean “tooth” and “ūr” is identical to “pura” or
city.90 According to the Pali Dathavamsa, a sacred tooth relic of the Buddha was presented by
Thera Kshema to King Brahmadatta of Kalinga who deposited it within a magnificent stūpa
at Dantapura.91
Ptolemy refers to an apheterion (point of departure), immediately to the south of Paloura
(Palur), where ships bound for Khryse (the Malay Peninsula) ceased to follow the littoral
and entered the high seas. Gerini has identified the apheterion of Ptolemy with the modern
Gopalpur, just a little below the mouth of the River Rushikulya in the Ganjam district of
Odisha.92

Pithunda
Pithunda was another significant port of ancient Odisha. The Hathigumpha inscription
mentions Pithumdam/Pithunda as a metropolis which Kharavela conquered in his 11th regnal
year.93 Ptolemy refers to a metropolis named Pityndra and locates it on the sea coast in between
the mouths of the Maisolos (the Godavari) and the Manada (the Mahanadi), equidistant from
both.94 The Jain Uttaradhyayana Sutra mentions Pihumda/Pithunda as a port town.95 Sylvain
Levi sees the Pithumdam/Pithunda of the Hathigumpha inscription, the Pityndra of Ptolemy
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and the Pihumda/Pithunda of the Uttaradhyayana Sutra to be one and the same.96 Taking this
into consideration, the ancient port of Pithunda may have been located somewhere near the
Chicacole region (Srikakulam region) of modern Andhra Pradesh.

Khalkattapatna
Khalkattapatna in the Puri district was a notable seaport on the Odisha coast in the
medieval period. It was situated about 11 km east of Konarak on the left bank of the River
Kushabhadra, which joins the Bay of Bengal about 3 km northeast of it. Excavations at this
place have revealed material remains assigned to c. 12th to 14th centuries CE. 97 On the basis
of the archaeological evidence, Khalkattapatna can be identified as one of the important
seaports on the eastern coast of India, which had maritime trade links with many countries.
The brick jelly floor excavated at Khalkattapatna can plausibly be recognized as a loading
and unloading platform. The pottery recovered from here consists of Chinese celadon ware,
Chinese porcelain, egg-white glazed ware, and glazed chocolate ware, all of foreign origin, and
a variety of indigenous potteries. Besides the Chinese celadon ware and Chinese porcelain,
a few Chinese copper coins datable to c. 14th century have also been unearthed.98 The eggwhite glazed pottery obtained from the site is supposed to be from Arab countries. It seems
Khalkattapatna had an active maritime trade link with Southeast Asia, China, and even with
countries in the west between the 12th to 14th centuries CE. The Tugu Rock inscription (5th
century CE)99 of western Java says that a river named Chandrabhaga, probably named after the
Chandrabhaga River of Odisha, was regulated by a canal. The Kuki copper plate (840 CE) of
Java speaks of potters and all sorts of servants of the inner apartments hailing from “Kling,”
meaning Kalinga.100 The mention of an ocean-related tax called “Samudrakarabandha” in the
inscription of the Bhaumakara period (9th-11th centuries) indicates the busy maritime trade
activities during that period in Odisha and also that there was a system in place to monitor
the trade activities.
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Manikapatna
Manikapatna (Adigrama) in the district of Puri, located on the left bank of the Kushabhadra
River at the northern end of Chilika Lake, was another important seaport of ancient
Odisha. It is identified with the port Che-li-ta-lo mentioned by the Chinese traveller Huien
Tsang.101 However, Alexander Cunningham has identified Che-li-ta-lo as Charitrapura and
has identified it again with modern Puri, the seat of Lord Jagannath.102 Although Puri is on
the sea shore and almost projects into the sea, it does not have any Buddhist monuments.
Hiuen Tsang mentions that Che-li-ta-lo was situated to the south-east of the Wu-Tu
(Odra) country. This place was situated near the shore of the ocean. The city was naturally
strong and contained many rare commodities. It was a thoroughfare and resting place for
seagoing traders and strangers from distant lands. Near the city were five Buddhist monasteries
close together with lofty structures and very artistic images. Seng-ka-lo (Ceylon or Sri Lanka)
was at a distance of 20,000 li (5000 miles) from this place. During the clear nights the light on
the top of the Tooth Relic tope in Sri Lanka can be seen from this place.
Excavations at Manikapatna have yielded lots of Chinese celadon and porcelain
pieces, Chinese coins, Sri Lankan coins, and fragments of amphora. The discovery of two
imported wares, i.e., a thin egg-white glazed pottery and a thick chocolate-glazed ware,
indicate its contact with Arab countries (Figure 11). The discovery of Shahasamalla’s coin
from Manikpatna, Polonaruva, in Sri Lanka and Kotchina in Indonesia testify to a maritime
network linking coastal Odisha, Sri Lanka, and Sumatra.103 Abul Fazl (in 1595-1596)
mentions that Manikapatna was a large port where salt tax was collected.104 The trade link
with Burma (Myanmar) is proved by the discovery of a brown glazed ware of Burmese
origin at Manikapatna.105 Interestingly, Maliwan and Aw Gyi, the notable ancient port cities
in southern Myanmar, have yielded lots of materials of Indian origin such as carnelian beads,
glass beads with elemental compositions similar to those of the beads found in ancient sites
mainly in eastern and southern India, fine grey pottery, terracotta figurines of Maurya-Sunga
style, and other objects.106
During the late medieval period (16th-18th centuries CE), many seaports of Odisha
Thomas Watters, On Yuan Chwang’s Travels in India (A.D. 629-645), vol. 2 (Delhi: Munshiram Manohar Lal, 1961),
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such as Balasore (Kosambia), Chandabali, Chhauna, Churamani, Dhamarra (Dosarene),
Harishpur, Laichanpur, Pipli, and Saratha had active trade contacts with the British, Danish,
Dutch, French, and Portuguese.

Fig. 11) Manikapatna: Ceylonese and Chinese coins

Tamralipti
Tamralipti, one of the foremost seaports on the eastern coast of India, had an extensive
maritime network with various port cities throughout the world. Tamralipti is identified
with the modern Tamluk in the Midnapore district of West Bengal. It was located at the
confluence of the River Rupnarayana and the Bay of Bengal and as such served as a natural
seaport. The port of Tamralipti is referred to in different sources. Tamralipti is mentioned
in the Markandeya Purana, the Vayu-Purana, the Natyasastra of Bharata, and the Brihat-Samhita
of Varahamihira. Jain and Buddhist texts also speak of this port city. The Jatakas makes
frequent references to voyages from Tamralipti to Suvarnabhumi (Myanmar/Southeast Asia)
in connection with trade and missionary activities.
The Arthasastra (3rd century BCE) contains profuse references to Tamralipti as an
important centre of maritime trade. Ptolemy referred to it as Tamalities.107 Chinese pilgrims
like Fa-Hien, Hiuen Tsang, and I-Tsing referred to Tamralipti as a port situated on a broad
bay, a place suitable for embarkation bound for China. It is recorded in the Dudhapani Rock
inscription of Udayamana (c. 8th century CE) that merchants from such distant places as
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Fig. 12) Nexus of Tamluk port and Buddhist centres in the Ganges Valley

Ayodhya (in the Awadh Kingdom) used to frequent this port city for the purpose of trade.108
The poet Dandin in his Dasakumara Charita referred to the coming of the Greeks to this
port.109 According to the Kathasaritasagara, Tamralipti was a maritime port and an emporium
of commerce in the 4th century CE.110
Since Tamralipti (Tamluk) was the nearest seaport for visiting the main centres of
Buddhism in India such as Rajagriha, Sravasti, Pataliputra, Bodhigaya, Sarnath, Champa,
Epigraphia Indica II (New Delhi: Archaeological Survey of India, 1984 ): 344-345.
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110
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1968), vol. 1: 85, 87, 92, 139, 329 and 334; vol. 2: 248, 265 and 342.
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Nalanda, Kaushambi, and other places, Buddhist travellers’ from different parts of the
world who came by sea landed here and from here went to various places (Figure 12). The
Samantapāsādikā of Buddhaghosa, which contains material belonging to the 5th century
CE, refers to ships often travelling between Tamralipti and Mahatittha.111 Hemamala in the
company of her husband from Dantipura in Kalinga was said to have brought the Tooth
Relic to Sri Lanka in a trading vessel which sailed directly from Tāmralipti during the reign
of Sirimeghavanna (301-327 CE).112 The Mahāvamsa mentions that the sapling of the great
Bōdhi-tree from India was brought by Mahatheri Sanghamitta accompanied by eleven
bhikkunͅis by ship.113 Most probably Mahatheri Sanghamitta embarked at Tamralipti.
Besides textual and inscriptional references, antiquities recovered from Tamluk proper
and its vicinity, namely at Ichhapur, Banka and Natshal, all situated on the right bank of
the Rupnarayana, such as a gold coin bearing a Graeco-Roman motif, terracotta figurines
and pottery pieces of Mediterranean origin, clearly testify to its international character. In
addition, many potsherds and other materials from China, Sri Lanka, and Southeast Asian
countries are also found in and around Tamluk. Similarly, a lot of materials of Indian origin
found in Myanmar, China, Korea, Japan, and Southeast Asian countries might have gone
mainly from any one of the eastern seaports of India, of which Tamralipti might have played
a vital role. Northern black polished ware (NBPW) of the 5th-4th centuries BCE found in
Thailand (Tham Sua, Kapoe, Phu Khao Thong, Khao Sam Kaeo, Tham Thuay) and Sri
Lanka (Anuradhapura) probably indicate the early contact of these sites with the Bengal
region.
Archaeological studies reveal that Chandraketugarh, situated about 35 kms northeast
of Kolkata beside the Bidyadhari River, was an important port city of the ancient period.
It is generally identified as a part of the ancient kingdom called Gangaridai mentioned
by Ptolemy.114 The history of Chandraketugarh dates back to almost the 3rd century BCE,
during the pre-Mauryan era. Artefacts suggest that the site was continuously inhabited
until the medieval period. It had a high encircling wall complete with a rampart and moat.
Terracotta seals from Chandraketugarh and Bangarh (West Bengal) depict seafaring vessels
with Kharosthi-Brahmi inscriptions referring to Tridesayatra, meaning a voyage to three
countries or directions (Figure 13).115
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Fig. 13) Terracotta seals from Chandraketugarh and Bangarh

Excavations at Ambari, situated in the heart of Guwahati City in the Kamrup district
of Assam, have revealed that it was notable in international trade. The River Brahmaputra,
on the bank of which Ambari was located, was favourable for the navigation of vessels to
far off countries. Foreign ceramics such as red-gloss pottery of Mediterranean origin, kaolin
ware, Chinese celadon ware, green glazed ware, and paddle impressed ware found at Ambari
exemplify its international network during the early period.116

Conclusion
The ancient seaports on the eastern coast of India played a dynamic role in promoting
maritime trade with eastern and western countries. Tianzhu is the historical East Asian name
for India. In ancient Chinese works, India was also referred to as Tiandu, Yuāndu, Yindu,
Yintejia, Wutianzhu, and Xiandou. In Japan, Tianzhu was pronounced Tenjiku, and in Korea,
Tianzhu was pronounced Cheonchuk (India). The main products exported from India were
pepper, cinnamon, cardamom and other spices; perfumes; metal; herbal medicines; hide; ivory;
sandalwood and other forest products; carnelian; aquamarine beryl and other semi-precious
stones; animals; muslin cloth; silk; pearls; and other products. Archaeological explorations
and excavations in many sites, mainly in coastal areas, have yielded ample evidence to prove
116
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international interaction during the early period. The findings of a large number of coins,
pottery, amphorae and other materials from Italy and various other European countries,
West Asia, China, Korea, Africa, the Arabian Peninsula, Sri Lanka, Southeast Asia, and Far
East countries in India are testimony to the dynamic maritime trade intercourse of India
with those countries in the early period. Similarly, pottery, sculptures, inscriptions, and other
materials of Indian origin are also found in those countries.
Trade routes, both maritime and overland, not only facilitated the exchange of materials,
but also provided ample opportunities for religion, thought, culture, customs, technology,
language, philosophy, and knowledge of art and architecture to reach foreign countries from
India and vice versa. The travels of Buddhist monks and pilgrims and the simultaneous
sharing of religious texts and relics indeed stimulated interactions between the Indian
kingdoms and various regions of Sri Lanka, China, and other countries.
Faxian, Xuan-zang, and Yi-jing were among hundreds of Buddhist monks who made
pilgrimages to India during the first millennium CE. Buddhist monks from Sri Lanka, China,
Korea, Vietnam, and other Far East countries followed both land and sea routes to reach
India. Notwithstanding that many of the pilgrims produced written accounts of their voyage
to India, only a few of those accounts have survived to some extent in their entirety. The
accounts of the journeys of Buddhist pilgrims and travels to India are valuable to understand
the status of Buddhist establishments and the socio-economic conditions in India during
their visits. Furthermore, these accounts also throw light on ancient land and maritime trade
routes, the arduous nature of long-distance travel, commercial exchanges, and the relationship
between Buddhist pilgrims and itinerant merchants. Faxian’s narrative of his return journey
from India on mercantile vessels, although marked by near-catastrophic experiences due to
the ravages of the sea, demonstrates the relationship between Buddhist monks and itinerant
traders as well as the existence of maritime trading channels linking the coastal regions of
India and China.
Yi-Jing, who took the maritime route to India, left the Guang-Zhou region in China and
visited Fo-che, Mo-lo-yu, and Sumatra by travelling southwest. Subsequently, he travelled
northwest to Kie-tcha. Then, he proceeded east and reached the Nicobar Islands (the land
of the naked). Proceeding northwest from these islands, Yi-Jing reached Tamralipti in about
half a month. While returning to China, he took the same route, landing again at Kie-tcha
and Fo-che, but skipping the visit of Sumatra.117
The itinerary of Ou-hing recorded by Yi-Jing is as follows. He took ship from China
during the season of “eastern wind” and took one month to reach Che-li-fo-che in Sumatra.
He changed the direction of his trip and went to Mo-lo-yu, which he reached in fifteen days.
From there, he took another fifteen days to get to Kie-tcha. After travelling in a northwesterly
117
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direction after leaving southern Sumatra, he is said to have “changed the route of navigation”
again to proceed towards Na-kia-pa-tan-na (Nagappattinam). This last segment of his travels
took thirty days. Then, he took ship again, and after ten days, arrived in Sri Lanka. Then, he
proceeded in a northeasterly direction towards Ho-li-ki-louo (Harikela), the kingdom in East
Bengal, which he reached in about a month.118 Hyecho (c. 700-789 CE), a Korean monk,
went to India by sea and returned to China by way of Central Asia in 727 CE. His work
was found in 1908 in the Mogao Caves at Dunhuang in a fragmentary condition without
beginning or end.119
Interestingly, ancient sea voyages are still remembered by people in India, and to
commemorate these occasions, they celebrate many social functions. For instance, the full
moon day (Kartika Purnima) of October-November is celebrated by the people of Odisha
as Bali Yatra (voyage to Bali Island). On this day, the people of Odisha go to nearby river
banks, sea shores, and lakes with votive boats with lighted lamps and float them symbolizing
a safe journey for traders to Bali. This celebration marks the adventurous spirit manifested in
transoceanic voyages for trade, commerce, and exchange of culture with Bali, Java, Malaysia,
Sumatra, and Thailand. Ancient ports are no longer extant, but the memory of past traditions
is still preserved through these annual celebrations. Festivals of a similar kind are celebrated
in Bali, Malaysia, Thailand, and Japan. For instance, during the festival named Loykrathong or
Loy brah Prahdip in Thailand, ritualistic boats are floated in the water. During April and May,
voyages from Southeast Asia to the east coast of India used to be easier due to the onset
of the southwest monsoon. The return voyage festival Khudurukuni Osha is celebrated in
September by the unmarried girls of Odisha who used to wait for their brothers to return
with wealth and gifts from Southeast Asia.
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Hyecho’s journey to India and his pilgrimage are recorded in his travelogue, entitled Memoir of the Pilgrimage to
the Five Regions of India.
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Duraiswamy Dayalan’s “Ancient Seaports on the Eastern Coast of India: The Hub of the
Maritime Silk Route Network” is a follow-up study of his previous research “Ancient Seaports
on the Western Coast of India: The Hub of the Maritime Silk Route Network”(2018). The
illustrations in the prior study are presented below.

Plate No. 1)
Harappan civilization

Plate No. 2)
Harappan trade link
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Plate No. 3)
Harappan seals and sealings
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Plate No. 4)
Circular seal of Dilmun type or of Persian Gulf

Plate No. 5) Lothal
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Plate No. 6) Dholavira

Plate No. 8) Foreign items

Plate No. 7) Boat seal

Plate No. 9) Amphorae
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Plate No. 10) Thailand seal

Plate No. 12) Boat models

Plate No. 11) Roman coins

Plate No. 13) Map of seaports in India
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Plate No. 14) Wind movement

Plate No. 16) Nala Sopara

Plate No. 15) Hathab

Plate No. 17) Trade route
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Plate No. 18)
Sassanian turquoise glazed ware

Plate No. 20) Amphorae Pattanam
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Plate No. 19)
Carnelian Intaglio with Goddess Tyche
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As Rumi Travels along the Silk Road in Feminist Costume:
Shafak’s The Forty Rules of Love
AZRA GHANDEHARION and FATEMEH KHAJAVIAN

Transnational exchange has been an inseparable part of both the ancient
and modern Silk Road. This paper shows how Rumi (1207-1273), a famous
Persian Sufi poet, travels along the Silk Road in the 21st century. With the birth
of a Rumi phenomenon in the West, Silk Road artists have rediscovered and
adapted him for different purposes. Elif Shafak, the Turkish-British novelist
and women’s rights activist, espouses feminist beliefs in her bestseller, The
Forty Rules of Love (2010). Benefiting from the views of feminist theorists like
Woolf, de Beauvoir and Friedan, this paper reveals how Shafak appropriates
Rumi for her feminist purposes. Forty Rules of Love’s protagonist, Ella
Rubinstein is analyzed, compared and contrasted with her former literary
counterparts Pinhan and Zeliha, heroines of Shafak’s previous novels. By
adapting Rumi’s definition of equality, Shafak shows how egalitarianism
must pervade the relationship between women and men. The adaptation
of Rumi’s ideas regarding the equality of sexes finds a different dimension
when Shafak reveals that all humanity possesses femininity and masculinity
at the same time. By means of ideas prevalent in the ancient Silk Road, the
five classical elements theory, and the yin and yang principle, Shafak portrays
unity within contradictions. It is concluded that although individuals might
belong to different typologies of the five symbolic elements of nature, they
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can at the same time complement one another’s inharmonious personalities
peacefully. The process of integration of female and male sexes can be
expedited by opening up one’s heart to a universal love.
Keywords: The Forty Rules of Love, Elif Shafak, Rumi, Feminism, Love, Silk
Road

Introduction
From the medieval period to the early 21st century, the Silk Road, a transcultural realm, has
facilitated the migration of materials and philosophies within Asia, Europe, and North
America (Dang 2013, 107; Ma 1999, 39-53). The journey of literature along the Silk Road is
a very good example of transculturally artistic commerce. Persian Sufi writing, including the
works of the 13th century Persian poet Jalal ad-Din Muhammad Rumi, reached China (Green
2015, 169-170). Persian literature traveled along the Silk Road and found itself in India
(Behera 2002, 5077-5079). It continued the journey with the help of the Turkish immigrant
population who mostly joined Samanid and then Buyid armies. Dethroning their masters and
establishing the Ghaznavid Dynasty, they invaded northwestern India, which not only paid
for the construction of new mosques but also spread the popularity of Persian literature
(Liu 2010, 105). The chronicles of Rumi’s travel entered a new phase in the modern Silk
Road through the “Rumi phenomenon.” The “Rumi phenomenon” is a new sensation of
which Shafak’s The Forty Rules of Love is an example (El-Zein 2000; Furlanetto 2013). This
female writer has redefined and recreated Rumi’s ideas in her 21st century English novel, more
notably by adding a feminist flavor to the narrative.
Elif Shafak, the award-winning novelist and political scientist, was born in 1971
in Strasbourg to Turkish parents. From an early age, Shafak’s attention was drawn to the
mechanics of patriarchy and the inferior status it imposes on women (Shafak, personal
communication, December 6, 2014). This was caused by the childhood experience of her
parent’s separation that compelled her to spend some time with her grandmother in Turkey.
Although critics believe that Shafak perceived Turkey as a male-dominated society (Gayas
2016, 12-14), in her novels, she portrays Istanbul as a female entity and “likens her to an old
woman with a young heart, who is eternally hungry for new stories and new lives” (Shafak
2006). By advocating women’s equality and freedom, Shafak focuses on women’s role in
society in her novels. She started her career of authorship in 1997 when her first novel Pinhan
was published. In addition to Pinhan, The Bastard of Istanbul (2007), one of Shafak’s most
controversial novels, depicts certain similarities to The Forty Rules of Love (2010) in which
she reveals her deeply-held, feminist beliefs with an eye to a much higher ideal, which is the
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distinctive feature setting apart The Forty Rules of Love from the other two novels. Alongside
bringing women’s issues to the fore, Shafak has also shed light on Rumi’s life, the “peerless
Sufi poet and sage [who] is now well known in the English-speaking world” (Nasr 2005, vii).
During the first decade of the 21st century, artists and critics claimed that Rumi had become
one of the most famous poets in America (Shafak 2003, 86-88; Nasr 2005, vii; Furlanetto
2013, 2). Furlanetto’s (2013) article further elaborates the term “Rumi phenomenon.” She
argues that Shafak has placed her American heroine alongside Rumi to catch the attention
of the American readership to the utmost, since she was fully aware of the recent American
fascination with the “Rumi phenomenon.” Furlanetto (2013, 4) describes Americans as
desperately in need of Rumi and his teachings for multiple reasons, the most important of
which is that the “Rumi phenomenon” is a “programme of spirituality, designed to fit the
American hunger for spiritual guidance.”
The novel’s storyline is twofold. On the one hand, it follows the first-person narrative
of Ella Rubinstein, a middle-aged Jewish-American housewife, who through her relationship
with Aziz Zahara, a wandering Sufi, experiences a spiritual rebirth that opens her eyes to the
realities of her life. On the other hand, there is Shams of Tabriz, the 13th century wandering
Persian Sufi Dervish, who recounts the details of his inspirational relationship with Rumi.
Adil (2010) considers Shafak’s narrative as “racy, told in first-person fragments, letters, emails
and braided through with Shams’s theosophy as told through his 40 rules of love.” Iannone
(1994, 66) believes that there are “differences between the sexes, but to the extent that writers
are bound by them, their work sinks below the level of literature” because only the great
writer attains the “capacity to transcend [these] particularities.”
Shafak’s technique is closely linked to Virginia Woolf ’s definition of “literary androgyny,”
which is in line with Rumi’s view toward artistic creation. Woolf, a 20th century British novelist
and literary critic, paved the way for modernist and feminist writers in Europe and North
America. She believed that good writers must have the capacity of “both sexes to operate
with both male and female tracks running at once – ‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’ not being
peculiar to each sex but representative of different qualities both sexes possess” (Iannone
1994, 76). Informed of both Rumi’s and Woolf ’s outlook, Shafak follows the same path as
the author of The Forty Rules of Love: she narrates the story through the eyes of multiple fe/
male characters capturing their experiences as keenly as possible. By incorporating examples
of the Quran’s verses in her novels, Shafak, along with many Islamist feminist writers,
researchers, philosophers, and activists, has tried to “deconstruct the misuse of the Quran
which has been used to dominate women and confine them to the private sphere” (Diner and
Toktaş 2010, 42). She is also highly critical of the “Turkish ‘package,” the amalgamation of
“modernization, westernization, and secularization,” its “gender specific essence and logic by
which the female body has become a symbolic battleground, particularly after the demolition
of the Ottoman Empire” (Şimşek 2016, 106).
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Though feminism is not new to the Silk Road (Werner 2004, 106-108; Braithwaite and
Zhang 2017, 32-33), no study has scrutinized the interconnection of the adaptation of
medieval literature on the modern Silk Road from a feminist perspective. In addition, there
is a paucity of literature regarding a feminist reading of The Forty Rules of Love. Consequently,
this paper aims to analyze the protagonist of The Forty Rules of Love, Ella Rubinstein, by
applying the feminist theories of Virginia Woolf, Simone de Beauvoir, and Betty Friedan.
The analysis of Ella Rubinstein is two-sided: first, she is juxtaposed with the protagonists
of Shafak’s two earlier novels, namely Pinhan and The Bastard of Istanbul, and second, she is
compared with the major fe/male characters of The Forty Rules of Love.

Ella: The Heiress of the Legacy of the Silk Road’s Strong Woman,
Pinhan and Zeliha
Tuğlu’s (2016) comparison of Pinhan and Virginia Woolf ’s Orlando paves the way for a
feminist reading of The Forty Rules of Love. It is assumed that Pinhan and Orlando are “doubleheaded,” which means they “carry the biological features of both sexes” in a fluid time and
space (Tuğlu 2016, 91). This spatiotemporal mutability is repeated in The Forty Rules of Love.
The parallel narrative structure of the novel that features the contexts of both 21st century
America and 13th century Konya mirrors the transcendental essence of the temporal and
spatial dimensions of the story. Most importantly, this element is conducive to Pinhan’s and
Ella’s understanding of the nature of sex because rather than biology, sex represents human
needs and social conventions (Laqueur 1999, 197). In the same vein, Simone de Beauvoir’s
(2010, 330) famous quote has functioned as the cornerstone for feminism: “One is not born,
but rather becomes, woman.” For her, not economy or biology but rather civilization forms
“this intermediary product between the male and the eunuch that is called feminine” (de
Beauvoir 2010, 330).
Once a distinct division separates the two categories of female and male, certain
archetypal roles are ascribed to each category; for example, the passive and reproductive role
of the female body is opposed to the powerful and phallogocentric role of the male body.
Shafak’s position during the Gezi protests of 2013 in Turkey is unequivocally against the
“authoritarian and anti-feminist policies that reinforced ‘marriage, reproductive, motherhood,
homemaker, and nurturing functions for women’” (as cited in Şimşek 2016, 112). Marxist
feminists like Rivkin and Ryan (2004, 768) note that these labels are privileged in capitalist
cultures to make women “better domestic laborers, better angels in the house.” Similarly,
Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar (2000, 24) argue that acquiring the art of pleasing men
is “not only angelic characteristic [but also] the proper act of a lady.” These complex and
sensitive issues are what Shafak mirrors in her novels.
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The heroine of The Bastard of Istanbul, Zeliha, gathers her feministic rigor to avoid
surrendering to a patriarchal society. Zeliha’s open rebellion happens even when her mother
Gülsüm Ana, a woman who has internalized patriarchy, warns her about the consequences
of divorce and the destiny of motherhood. This rebellion also brings to mind Ella’s abrupt
revolt against the established rules and regulations that David, her ostensibly caring husband,
has set for her. Ella, like Zeliha, eradicates “an unquestioningly accepted rule of the society:
a woman is the honor of a family and her responsibility is to protect this honor no matter
what are the conditions” (Güzel 2016, 576). Ella explains how the effusive Valentine’s Day
card she received from David “felt like […] an obituary” (Shafak 2010, 3). She believes that
others think of her as a woman who built “her whole life around her husband and children,” and
she “lacked any survival techniques to help her cope with life’s hardships on her own” (Shafak 2010, 3;
emphasis in the original). Consequently, Ella and Zaliha can be looked upon as the 21st century
heiresses of Virginia Woolf ’s legacy in A Room of One’s Own. She asserts that a woman needs
a private room, freedom, and courage to create (Woolf 1997, 122). With recent egalitarian
improvements initiated by Betty Friedan and Second Wave Feminism, many women in the
labor force in the 21st century own beyond what Woolf labels a “private room.” Women can
afford a house. Yet, this ownership and their sense of freedom is more of a physical nature
since the mental restrictions in the form of unwritten societal regulations limit women’s
freedom. Ella is a good example representing this subjugation.
Nevertheless, by observing the destinies that lie ahead of both Ella and Zeliha, the
restrictions can by no means hinder their progress towards the ideal that they have in their
minds. Therefore, the message behind such female characters as Pinhan, Zeliha, and Ella is
captured by Rubin’s delineation of “domesticated woman.” The personality and power of
“domesticated woman” is understood only in the predetermined roles she plays for men: “a
wife, a chattel, a playboy bunny, a prostitute, or a human Dictaphone” (Rubin 2004, 770).
Women are not to be considered inferior once they are set in certain relations with men,
rather the legitimate and logical perspective in society calls for a renewal of old archetypes
that uphold such positions. Women and men are equal partners, and such a fresh perspective
is beneficial to both of them. Once they are considered equal, as Rubin mentions, women
and men transform into “helpmates” and companions for each other who no longer fight
over supremacy and prioritize concerns that are more important than power and control.
This sense of equality is what Shafak adapted from Rumi’s values in The Forty Rules of Love,
which takes the shape of “The Forty Rules of the Religion of Love” introduced through
Shams’s engaging discourse during the course of the novel.
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Ella Rubinstein as the Worthy,
Modern Successor to Her Predecessors
Ella, the heroine of The Forty Rules of Love, positioned in the context of 21st century America,
lacks nothing in her life. She is married to David, a prosperous dentist, who has provided
his family with many luxuries such as a large Victorian house and prestigious apartments.
Nonetheless, Ella claims that she and her husband “did not connect on any deep level”
(Shafak 2010, 1). Her situation echoes what Betty Friedan first labeled “the problem that has
no name” in 1963 in The Feminine Mystique. Shared by numerous women in North America,
this unnamed problem is diagnosed by modern feminism revealing “frustration, insecurity,
lack of fulfillment and identity in women” (Iannone 1994, 74-75). Friedan (1974, 27) asserts
that society should “no longer ignore that voice within women that says: ‘I want something
more than my husband and my children and my home.’”
Friedan’s unnamed problem is exactly what Ella experiences after being married
peacefully for twenty years, because she is reminded of the fact that her life has been devoid
of love for a long time. After the birth of her daughter in 2006, Shafak experienced postpartum depression for more than ten months. She addresses this period in her autobiography
Black Milk: On Motherhood and Writing (2013). Concerning the reason why she has chosen this
title, Shafak challenges the ideals of femininity and domesticity by explaining, “mother’s
milk is not always as white, that is, spotless as society likes to think”; for her, the black milk
is the “ink” to write “about [her] experience [and] that of other women” (Shafak, personal
communication, March 17, 2010).
Shafak offers a brand new definition of motherhood: rather than being expected as
always-supportive and forever-selfless creatures defined in and by the family, mothers should
celebrate their autonomy, independence, and selfhood. Her protagonist, Ella, seems to have
undergone the same experience. She has always tried her best to care for the every need
of her family, especially her children: “Ella’s children topped her list of priorities” (Shafak
2010, 2). However, all of a sudden, she has come to sense a strange feeling that her current
condition is not what she prefers, and this discovery leads to her sense of depression. In
Ella’s case, the depression is not only because of the birth of her twins but also because of
David’s extramarital affairs. Despite the fact that Ella is aware of David’s infidelity, she has
managed to forgive him. A woman will “surpass the male characters of the novel” because
she shows greater strength “in response to sexual betrayal ... as the lessons of life grow
sterner, the heroine grows in inner light – in wisdom, grace, and humility” (Iannone 1994,
71). Needless to say, Ella does not simply endure but triumphs over adversity.
When the marriage of Ella’s eldest daughter is disrupted, her feelings start to change and
she begins to perceive the importance of passion and love in marriage. This is the starting
point for Ella’s sense of alienation and her approaching Aziz Zahara, his spiritual mentorship,
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and her ultimate appreciation of Rumi’s religion of love. Before Ella’s abandonment of her
family, David finds a job for her as a reader in a literary agency. This job in fact functions as
what Freeman (1975, 170) calls, “Boring Job: Woman Wanted.” Ella comments that she does
not care about the task of reading different novels and reporting on them (Shafak 2010, 11).
David found this job for Ella to function as an escape from the serious problems of her life.
At the same time, Ella, who used to care much about her physical fitness, evidenced by her
“list of resolutions” (Shafak 2010, 113), no longer pays attention to such trivial issues as she
knows she “hadn’t aged well, and she’d gained considerable weight over the last six years”
(Shafak 2010, 130). Since Ella understands that “[w]omen were victims of a patriarchal,
commercialized, oppressive beauty culture” (Kroløkke and Sørensen 2005, 8), she interprets
beauty through Rumi’s “Forty Rules of Love.” Mary Daly (2000, 64) notes that courage “is
the key to revelatory power of the feminist revolution”; similarly, Ella musters the courage
to leave her family to spend time with Aziz, a vehicle through whom she can gain revelatory
insights.
13th-century Konya, south of Ankara in Turkey’s Anatolia region, is the other setting of
The Forty Rules of Love, showing the affinities between Rumi’s time and 21st century America.
Shafak describes Turkey like “[a]s you travel across the Middle East, including Turkey, you
will see the cities belong to men. The streets belong to men. Women are being pushed back
into the private space” (Shafak, personal communication, May 11, 2017).
Konya features three major female characters, namely Kerra, Kimya and Desert Rose,
whose lives show the image that Shafak paints of Turkey and the Silk Road. Kerra is Rumi’s
second wife who used to be Christian before converting to Islam. In her first appearance
during the narrative, she complains of her being born a woman for multiple reasons, the
most important of which is that “[n]obody gives women books to open their eyes” (Shafak
2010, 167). Kerra is content with her marriage up until the point when Shams of Tabriz
enters their life; just then she becomes aware of the old resentment, the “unnamed problem”
she has been harboring inside herself. Though Sham and Aziz’s characterization have a
parallel structure, unlike the seemingly serene life of Ella and David, Kerra and Rumi have
had arguments before the arrival of Shams. Only with the appearance of Shams does she
understand that she has been able to deal with her problems successfully; however, a bigger
“unnamed problem” is revealed to the reader. Through a rivalry with Shams to win Rumi’s
heart, she comes to a new understanding of her “self.” In the end, when Kerra adjusts herself,
albeit passively, to the current situation and comes to terms with living under the same roof
with Shams of Tabriz, Shams leaves. Similarly, Aziz leaves Ella through his death; however,
their departure does not devastate Ella and Kerra because they are both self-empowered to
different degrees.
Disregarding the gender norms of the 13th century Silk Road, Rumi appreciates Kimya’s
exceptional gifts and adopts this twelve-year-old girl. He decides to tutor her in his own house.
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Since it is contrary to common mores, even a leading figure like Rumi doubts the outcome
of Kimya’s schooling in the beginning: “But you are a girl. Even if we study intensely and
make good progress, you’ll soon get married and have children. Years of education will be of
no use” (Shafak 2010, 171). After Kimya and Shams met in Rumi’s house, they gradually fall
in love with each other. However, Kimya is not as strong as Kerra in facing the difficulties.
Though Islam and Persian poetry have been an inseparable part of the Silk Road
(Beckwith 2009, 229), Shafak tries to focus on the controversial aspects of religion and
literature on the modern Silk Road. In one of the episodes of the novel, Kimya asks about
the interpretation of one of the most debatable verses of the Quran: the thirty-fourth verse
of Al-Nisa [Women], the fourth Surah. It reads:
Men are in charge of women by [right of] what Allah has given one over the other
and what they spend [for maintenance] from their wealth. So righteous women
are devoutly obedient, guarding in [the husband’s] absence what Allah would have
them guard. But those [wives] from whom you fear arrogance – [first] advise them;
[then if they persist], forsake them in bed; and [finally], strike them. But if they
obey you [once more], seek no means against them. Indeed, Allah is ever Exalted
and Grand (“Surah Al-Nisa” [4:34-44])

In replying to Kimya’s question, Shams espouses two diametrically opposing interpretations.
One reading maintains the subjugation of women, while the other advocates women’s
autonomy. This clearly shows the enigmatic and paradoxical nature of Shams, which after their
wedding, eventually precipitates Kimya’s death. All through their short married life Shams
avoids Kimya, so much so that, Kimya laments, “[b]ride and groom – that is what we were
supposed to be. It has been seven months since we got married. All this time he hasn’t slept
with me as my husband even once” (Shafak 2010, 311). Shams’s avoidance and negligence
deeply hurts Kimya; furthermore, he does not try to familiarize her with his mystical beliefs.
Shams misinterprets Kimaya’s talents as self-assertion and empowerment. He fails to notice
her emotional dependence as a young, deserted bride who has been previously abandoned
by her parents.
Interestingly enough, Simone de Beauvoir also comments in her The Second Sex on the
same verse in the Quran. By highlighting one interpretation that maintains the subjugation
of women, she overlooks the possibility of myriads of readings. She concludes, “pre-Islamic
bedouin women had a much higher status than that accorded them by the Koran” (de
Beauvoir 2010, 105), and that “Koran treats her [woman] with the most absolute contempt”
(114). On the other hand, Shafak presents her readers with both scenarios, while at the same
time she indirectly sides with the interpretation promoting women’s autonomy and dignity.
The last major female character that is associated with the Silk Road and the 13th-century
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Konya context is Desert Rose, a prostitute managing to recover from the depth of misery.
Her recovery is facilitated by the assistance of Shams of Tabriz, who once during the course
of the story saves her life. Desert Rose has her own interpretation of Rumi’s “Forty Rules
of Love.” She is a thoughtful person who firmly believes that her struggle for freedom will
ultimately have the desired effect despite the difficulties that accompany this metamorphosis.
As de Beauvoir (2010, 324) claims, “it is more comfortable to endure blind bondage than to
work for one’s liberation; the dead, too, are better suited to the earth than the living.” Although
it is seemingly more comfortable for Desert Rose to earn her living through prostitution, she,
indeed, chooses to fight for liberation. At the beginning of the story, she is portrayed as a
helpless young girl who is destined for prostitution, but as the plot unravels, she proves to
be the opposite. In fact, the only reason for her unconditional surrender is that she becomes
so desperate for money that she, perforce, turns to prostitution. However, in spite of the
difficulty that de Beauvoir mentions, the fact that women like Desert Rose are considered to
be beyond redemption and society’s harshly condescending view, Desert Rose succeeds in
regaining liberty. She welcomes risks, since, despite the potential dangers of attending Rumi’s
preaching, she remains unrelenting in her decision to go and listen to him. She yearns for
escape from her life as a prostitute so that she will be able to embrace faith wholeheartedly:
[Faith is] like a hidden rose garden where I once roamed and inhaled its perfumed
smells but can no longer enter. I want God to be my friend again. With that longing
I am circling that garden, searching for an entrance, hoping to find a gate that will
let me in. (Shafak, 2010, p. 121)

Desert Rose is a rose in the real sense of the term, but she needs to be discovered by Shams
and she must find herself through the interpretation of Rumi’s “Forty Rules of Love.” She
will bloom fully at last, despite the thorns in her psyche and the rocks in her path. Along this
road, Desert Rose is troubled by Baybars the Warrior who continuously molests her. Baybars
is one of the security guards of Konya who supposedly has responsibility for ensuring public
safety. However, he is the primary cause of Desert Rose’s torment. He considers himself a
man of morality and decency, so much so that his uncle, Sheikh Yassin, actually acknowledges
him as a paragon of virtue, which is certainly ironic. In his brutal treatment of Desert Rose,
Baybars literally reduces her to nothingness. De Beauvoir (2010, 431) explains this process
of reduction: when woman “does not accomplish anything,” when she is told “that she is
nothing […] empty and unlimited,” she will “seek to reach from within her nothingness
to attain All.” This exactly applies to Desert Rose’s circumstances, since one of the main
incentives for Desert Rose to pursue her prostitution is Baybars’ barbaric behavior.
A comparison between these two groups of female characters, those who live in 21st
century North America and those who lived the in the 13th century Silk Road region, reveals
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a great resemblance in their dilemmas and experiences. Ella is mired in a marriage that
completely lacks love or sense of mutuality, a situation that is exacerbated by David’s frequent
betrayals: “During the last twenty years, every wish she had, every person she befriended,
and every decision she made was filtered through her marriage” (Shafak 2010, 1). However,
by deciding to leave this hollow life behind and start a new life with Aziz, Ella manages to
fill the black void and to solve the “unnamed problem” that she has been suffering from.
As for Kerra and Kimya, both of them are racked by the fact that they do not receive the
attention they desire from their husbands, the result of which is submissive adjustment for
the former and untimely death for the latter. Though Desert Rose differs greatly from both
Kerra and Kimya, in that she is able to overcome the limitations of her time and male
domination, still when she is compared to Ella, Desert Rose does not achieve her ideal due to
certain constraints imposed on her by patriarchy. Ella succeeds in accomplishing both liberty
and liberation to the highest degree. Actually, Ella rebels against all the barriers that stand
between her and her ideal, until she achieves what she has always wanted but has been afraid
to embrace. By adapting Rumi’s life and works, Shafak builds a bridge between the desires
and dreams of women in the ancient and the modern Silk Road.

The Forty Rules of Love:
Timely Message of Universal Love Shared by All
Shafak weaves ideas prevalent on the ancient Silk Road, five classical elements theory, and the
yin and yang principle into the fabric of her story. The Forty Rules of Love is divided into five
parts that correspond, with slight variations, to the five symbolic elements of nature, namely
earth, water, wind/ air, fire and void. At the beginning of each part of the novel, one page is
dedicated to these elements where each is briefly explained. Although there is no other direct
reference during the course of the story to any of these components, the reader can notice
all these elements at work. Five classical elements theory is closely related to the principle of
yin and yang. Everything on earth has an inclination toward yin or yang.
Yin is inner directed, soft, gentle, flowing, yielding, passive, diffused, cold, and wet;
it is associated with water, earth, the moon, femininity, and night. Yang is outer
directed, fast, hard, solid, focused, sharp, hot, dry, and aggressive; it is associated
with fire, the sky, the sun, masculinity, and daytime (Dahlin 2016, 235)

The proponents of the yin and yang principle believe that the basic sources of human
livelihood is found in five phases (wu xing) – water, fire, wood, metal, earth – that dynamically
change in the manner of yin and yang principle (May and Tomoda 1999, 14-15; Graham
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1989, 327-329; Waltham 1972, 126; Needham and Wang 1969, 242-243). Shafak applies
these theories and principles to her novel by means of characterization. Ella and Rumi, the
hero and heroine of the novel, are characterized as water-type people. They are calm, clever,
introspective, and constantly in search of knowledge and truth. Because the dominant emotion
of the water-type is fear, they mostly prefer to be alone, and this may lead to their isolation.
Social and spiritual rituals, openness, and sensitivity can compensate for their imbalances
(Chokoisky 2014, 31-35). The concept of void is metaphorically portrayed in the last part of
the novel. Both Ella and Rumi suffer from a gaping void, and it is only filled by the presence
of Aziz Zahara for the former and Shams of Tabriz for the latter. Aziz Zahara and Shams of
Tabriz, who are the perfect foils for Ella and Rumi respectively, are characterized as fire-type
people. They are energetic, intuitive, fond of beauty, and unconcerned about material wealth.
Their dominant emotion, in contrast to that of the water-type, is joy. They are usually happy
and try their best to cheer those around them. While these two groups of characters have
conflicting attitudes, based on the yin and yang principle, their contradictory traits fascinate
and complement the other side. Both poles are equal and the decrease in one pole inspires an
increase in the other to reach their ultimate goal: harmony.
During the course of the story, Shams indirectly refers to the yin and yang principle
when he tries to interpret the thirty-fourth verse of Surah Al-Nisa for Kimya. He explains:
You’ll see that the verse is not about women and men but about womanhood and
manhood. And each and every one of us [...] has both femininity and masculinity
in us, in varying degrees and shades. Only when we learn to embrace both can we
attain harmonious Oneness (Shafak 2010, 198; emphasis in the original)

Dayekh (2016, 1718) believes that the heptad structure of the novel, a foreword, a section
by the killer, and five other divisions pertaining to the four elemental constituents of the
cosmos (fire, water, earth, wind/ air) plus the “void,” represents the “seven stages on the path
of Truth – seven maqamat every soul has to go through in order to attain Oneness.” This
condition of “harmonious Oneness” is in fact, as Shafak elaborates, the “perfection of the
human condition, al-insan al-kamil [the complete human/ harmonious Oneness]” (2004, 47).
For Iannone (1994, 76) “‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’ experience wield[s] not only particularly
but as larger metaphors for different aspects of the universal human condition.” Iannone’s
explanation clarifies Rivkin and Ryan’s (2004, 768) point differentiating physical or biological
identity from psychological identity: “Women can be just as much ‘masculine’ as men, and
biological men might simply be ‘masculine’ only out of obedience to cultural codes.” In
writing The Forty Rules of Love, Shafak has benefited from intertexuality technique by weaving
Rumi’s words into Joseph Campbell, the 20th century American literary critic, and Samuel
Taylor Coleridge, the 19th century British Romantic poet, to deliver a sense of unity beyond
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the diversity of human experience. Beyond the clash of civilizations and religions, beyond
power rivalry, The Forty Rules of Love unites the readers under “the banner of the essential
ingredient of the life of mankind: love, acquired by the quest of self-discovery, by the process
of unlearning in order to re-learn […] to live and [to] love” (Dayekh 2016, 1718-1719).
What Ella and Rumi experience, the amalgamation of both masculine and feminine
qualities, functions as larger metaphors for the universal human experience that can be
extended and shared by every individual. This experience could not have been gained without
the element of “love” that is as a “stone […] hurled from out of nowhere into the tranquil
pond of [their] lives” (Shafak 2010, 3). As Gail, the protagonist of Shafak’s The Saint of
Incipient Insanities (2004), explains “we tend to resist to being changed by our lovers for fear of
losing them, but maybe the alteration that comes with love is our only saving grace” (Shafak
2004, 22).

Conclusion
Whether Rumi’s exact words have immigrated to 21st century America to shape new literature
and to form the “Rumi phenomenon” is not the matter of concern. What is important is
how the modern Silk Road adapts and rearranges a Persian classic in North America that is
the legacy of Iran, Turkey, Afghanistan, and Tajikistan. This paper showed how Elif Shafak,
a Turkish-British novelist, revealed significant progress in The Forty Rules of Love (2010) in
comparison with her former novels. This statement is proved by comparing the heroine of
The Forty Rules of Love with two of her predecessors, namely Pinhan and Zeliha, the heroines
of Pinhan (1997) and The Bastard of Istanbul (2007) respectively. As for Pinhan, her raison
d’être is to substantiate the fact that the nature of sex is not predetermined but rather defined
under the influence and the needs of those who occupy positions of power. Consequently,
being a woman should not be considered as something inferior because there is no inherited
difference between man and woman. Zehila takes a major step forward in the confirmation
of the equality between women and men. By openly flouting the archetypal stereotypes that
are ascribed to women in order to justify their position as the inferior sex, Zeliha advocates
equality that leads to beneficial effects such as a fresh and sensible perspective for both
genders.
Informed by the views of Woolf, de Beauvoir, and Friedan, Shafak shows that the
“unnamed problem” overshadowing women’s life is not new to the Silk Road. From a feminist
perspective, she has reinterpreted Rumi’s respect for and avowal of individual identity in her
novel that evolves around “The Forty Rules of the Religion of Love.” Once Ella Rubinstein
is compared with Kerra and Kimya, it becomes clear that they are all in the same situation
–discontentment with their married lives; however, they react differently. Kerra and Kimya
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select adjustment while Ella rebels against this discontentment. Desert Rose also acts against
the prevalent patriarchy; however, compared to Ella, due to certain limitations, she cannot
achieve her ideal fully. The pentagonal structure of The Forty Rules of Love reflects the five
symbolic elements of nature, and earth, water, fire, wind/air, and void are closely associated
with the principle of yin and yang. By integrating the prevalent philosophies of the Silk Road,
Shafak characterizes the major fe/male personas of the novel. Ella and Rumi are water-types
while Aziz Zahara and Shams of Tabriz belong to the fire-type. Though each of these types
possesses diametrically different characteristics, the significant point is that they complement
each other in a harmonious manner. This leads to the statement that all humanity retains
within themselves femininity as well as masculinity, and it is circumstances that cause the
dominance of one over the other. What humanity must strive to achieve is the condition of
al-insan al-kamil or “harmonious Oneness” that is made possible through opening up their
hearts to a universal love.
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Fabulous Horses out of Water in B.Sīlā as
Depicted in the Kūshnāma:
A Cultural Encounter between East and West Asia
YINGJUN LIU

In the Iranian epic Kūshnāma, there is a rather interesting story that recounts
how the inhabitants of B.sīlā cross-breed their domesticated horses with a
magical horse living in the sea in order to obtain fine-bred ones. What is
even more interesting is that similar accounts are also seen in many of other
classical Perso-Arabic works and Chinese sources. The regions that such
events took place in mainly spread over Central Asia and western China
while in Kūshnāma, the story happens in B.sīlā, a legendary kingdom with
its historical prototype being Silla. By sorting out certain records of how
ancient people sought fine horses by cross-breeding domesticated horses
with wild horses that inhabited mountains and waters within Chinese sources
and classical Muslim works, and comparing these accounts with similar plot
lines as depicted in Kūshnāma, this paper attempts to elucidate that the story
in Kūshnāma is a result of flourishing land and maritime exchanges between
East Asia and West Asia during ancient and medieval times, rather than a
purely literary fiction. It was not only influenced by the horse culture that
thrived over the Eurasian Steppe, but the story is also coincidentally in
accordance with the fact that the nomadic zone which lies within the central
Eurasian continent extends as far as the Korean Peninsula in northeast Asia.
Keywords: water horse; fine horse; B.sīlā (Silla); Kūshnāma; Iranian epic
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Introduction
The Kūshnāma, an Iranian epic composed at the beginning of the 12th century, tells the story
of how the inhabitants of B.sīlā cross-bred their domesticated horses with a magical horse
living in the sea in order to obtain a refined horse breed. It is worth noting that similar
accounts are also frequently seen in other Iranian literary works, classical Muslim works, and
even in Chinese sources. Such events are recorded as happening in regions across West Asia
and Central Asia including western China, while in Kūshnāma, the story happens in B.sīlā,
a legendary territory whose historical prototype is Silla (新羅), an ancient kingdom on the
Korean Peninsula. By sorting out similar episodes of horses out of water recorded by people
who lived in territories from West Asia to East Asia, this paper attempts to investigate such a
remarkable textual case that links the Iranian and northeastern Asian horse cultures.

1. Accounts of Horses out of Water
in Perso-Arabic and Turkic Literature
1.1 Accounts in the Kūshnāma
In Iranian literary tradition, it seems that the earliest account of a horse coming out of
water, mating with mares, and producing foals appeared in the Kūshnāma. According to this
narrative, when Ābtīn, the head of the Iranian royal family, took refuge in B.sīlā, he once went
hunting with Ṭīhūr, king of B.sīlā. Ābtīn and his clansmen brought along falcons and hounds
but got nothing, while Ṭīhūr and his men caught a lot of prey by just riding galloping horses
cross-bred with a magical horse living in the sea. Ṭīhūr then offered an account of how the
people of B.sīlā cross-bred their horses with the sea horse in order to obtain refined horses:
Ṭīhūr said to him: in spring, I dispatch many men to the seashore,
bringing those fast horses of Tāzī breed. Their bodies are like wolves and they run
like the wind.
Everyone grabs the reins of several horses. I send many men to them as guardians.
A horse comes out of the sea in the dark night. It runs fast and has an imposing
appearance like Āẕargushasb.
When it smells the mares, it comes to them swiftly like the wind.
It goes back to the water after mating. It will regret and come back from the water.
When it rushes over to destroy them, the guardians light fires.
Seeing the fire, it stops there. It will then escape from there.
It goes into the sea from the fires. It hides when it sees bad situation.
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……
In the next spring, foals will be born, from the horse heard of by Khusraw.
At the age of ten, we saddle them. We get such horses from the sea.
In the water, they swim just like fishes. On the mountains, they run like leopards.
No wolves, no lions and no men can overtake them. If the lion appears, it can also
survive.1

The above story is the most complete and detailed among all similar accounts that I have
ever seen. Moreover, the fine horses of the water horse breed and the magical sea horse are
mentioned several times elsewhere in this epic. The fine horses of the water horse breed
once were sent by Ṭīhūr to Kūsh-i Pīldandān, king of Chīn, as precious gifts.2 This account
is echoed by the end of this epic, saying that the horse of Kūsh-i Pīldandān is of the water
horse breed and given by Ṭīhūr.3 Such refined horses also appear in the list of gifts to Firīdūn,
king of Iran, prepared by Kāram, son of Ṭīhūr and the new king of B.sīlā.4 The sentences that
follow once again describe the features of the magical sea horse: it has a robust and fabulous
body and lion-like bravery; it runs like the wind whether in water or over the mountains;
Sīyāvash’s black horse named Bihzād is one of its descendants.5
1.2 Accounts in Other Iranian Literary Works
Firdowsī’s Shāhnāma, which was composed about one century earlier than Kūshnāma, had
already recorded “a fabulous horse which emerged magically from water” in the stories
concerning Yazdegerd I. To treat a nose bleed, the Sasanian king Yazdgird came to the bank
of a vast river named Chishma-yi Sū,6 which means the spring of Sū, in the region of Ṭūs. He
saw a strong, fierce, and lion-like white horse come out from the river. When he put a bridle
and saddle on the horse, the horse kicked him in the head with its hoofs and then immediately
submerged, and so the king died.7 Historical sources offer diverse versions of the death of
Yazdegerd I. According to Shapur Shahbazi, “the widely reported native tradition claims
that while staying in Hyrcania,8 he was killed by a fabulous horse which had emerged from a
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

Īrānshān ibn Abī al-Khayr, Kūshnāma, ed. Jalāl Matīnī (Tehran: Intishārāt-i ‘Ilmī, 1998 [SH 1377]), 272–273.
Ibn Abī al-Khayr, Kūshnāma, 418.
Ibn Abī al-Khayr, Kūshnāma, 664.
Ibn Abī al-Khayr, Kūshnāma, 447-448.
Ibn Abī al-Khayr, Kūshnāma, 448.
In medieval times, the Persian word “daryā” conveyed the meaning of both “big river” and “sea.” In cases
where a judgement cannot be made by referring to the context, it is translated as “sea” or “water” in this paper.
Abū al-Qāsim Firdawsī, Shāhnāma, vol. 2 (Tehran: Intishārāt-i Hirmis, 2003 [SH 1382]), 1298.
Gurgān in Middle Persian and New Persian, a historical region composed of the land south-east of the Caspian
Sea, covering the whole Golestan Province and the eastern part of Mazandaran Province in modern-day Iran
as well as the southern part of Turkmenistan.
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spring into which it then disappeared, whereupon people said: ‘the horse was an angel sent by
God’ to end the king’s tyranny. As Nöldeke pointed out,9 this is a myth created by the nobility,
who probably murdered the hated king in remote Hyrcania.”10 The depiction in Shāhnāma
roughly corresponds with this statement, only the location of the incident is slightly different.
In addition, Rustam’s horse Rakhsh, according to the Shāhnāma, was born of ordinary
horses, but since the sea horse represents a fabulous and fast horse, Rustam’s horse is
gradually said to be of the sea horse breed in various Iranian folkloric accounts: a. Rustam’s
horse came out from the sea together with a mare; b. a pregnant mare came out from the
sea and the foal this mare gave birth to became Rustam’s horse;11 c. Rakhsh was born by a
mare at the seashore that mated with a horse that came out of the sea.12 Considering that
the plot of magical sea horses already appeared in Persian epics such as the Shāhnāma and
the Kūshnāma composed in the distant past on the basis of prose works, Sajjād Āydinlū, an
Iranian researcher, lands on the conclusion that profuse later folkloric repetitions of the
“hero’s horse of sea horse breed” motif should not eclipse its ancient originality.13
1.3 Accounts in Classical Muslim Works and Turkic Folklore
Similar legends have also found their way into classical Muslim works. According to al-Masālik
wa al-Mamālik, written by Ibn Khurdādbih in the 9th century, Khuṭṭalān in Central Asia had
one thousand springs and produced a fine horse breed. There were many horses hiding in a
very big spring and sometimes they came out quietly. Among the spring horses, a particularly
tall and fabulous stallion once mated with the mares bred by a herdsman for the king. When
men rode the descendants of the spring horse and the mares, they ran at full gallop between
the sky and the earth and were easy to steer. Later, all these fabulous horses plunged into the
spring and never came out again.14 In another part of this book, an island named Barṭāyl15 in
Rābīj of India16 is said to have had horses jumping out from the sea. Such horses were just
like domesticated horses, except for their floor-length manes.17 The Kūshnāma story in which
B.sīlā people made good use of a sea horse to produce a refined horse breed may well have
Tabari, Geschichte der Perser und Araber zur Zeit der Sasaniden, trans. and annot. TH. Nöldeke (Leyden: Brill, 1879),
77 note 1 cont. at 78.
10
A. Shapur Shahbazi, “Yazdegerd I,” in Encyclopaedia Iranica, ed. E. Yarshater, article published July 20, 2003,
http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/yazdegerd-i.
11
Sayyid Abū al-Qāsim Anjavī Shīrāzī, Firdawsīnāma: Mardum va Shāhnāma (Tehran: Intishārāt-i ‘Ilmī, 1990 [SH
1369]), 92.
12
Jalāl Khāliqī Muṭlaq, “Yikī Dāstān Ast Pur Āb-i Chashm,” in Gul-i Ranj-hā-yi Kuhan, ed. ‘Alī Dihbāshī (Tehran:
Nashr-i Markaz, 1993 [SH 1372]), 78.
13
Sajjād Āydinlū, “Asp-i Daryāyī dar Dāstān-hā-yi Pahlavānī,” Muṭāli‘āt-i Īrānī 7, no. Bahār (2005 [SH 1384]): 21.
14
Ibn Khordādhbeh, Kitāb al-Masālik wa’l-Mamālik, ed. M.J. De Goeje (Leiden: Brill, 1889), 180-181.
15
Also Būṭāyl or Ẕūṭāyl.
16
Also Zāmīj.
17
Ibn Khordādhbeh, Kitāb al-Masālik wa’l-Mamālik, 68.
9
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been inspired by these two accounts.
The ‘Ajāyibnāma, written by Hamadānī in the second half of the 12th century contains the
following account: “It is said that a village named Sū is situated between Nīshābur and Tūs.
There is a spring called the Sū Rūd (river). It is said that there is a sea horse (asp-i baḥrī) in it.
The emir there has a mare. The sea horse mates with it and the mare gives birth to a mottled
foal. When the foal grows up, it goes into the spring.”18 This piece shares the plot of the one
in al-Masālik wa al-Mamālik by Ibn Khurdādbih, whereas its setting is the same as that in the
Shāhnāma.
Among the Turkic epics, Dede Korkut mentions that a hero named Qarabūdāq had a fine
horse of the sea horse species.19 The stories of Koroghlu (Köroğlu), circulating mainly in the
region of Azerbaijan, begin with a water horse coming out from Amu Darya (Jayḥūn), mating
with ordinary horses, and giving birth to foals.20 Furthermore, a piece of folklore collected
by Ḥusayn Seçmən in the region of Urfa in South Anatolia tells such a story. A farmer once
witnessed a stallion emerging from a lake and mating with his mare. Then the stallion went
back to the water and a foal was born later. To obtain such a foal again, the farmer once again
brought his mare to the lakeside to entice the water horse. But this time, when the fabulous
horse came out, it took the newborn foal into the lake and killed it.21
1.4 Tracing the Sources of the Story of the Horse out of Water in the Kūshnāma
The prototype of fabulous horses out of water depicted in the abovementioned sources
may be wild horses wandering by wild waters, and the attribution of the ancestry of fine
horses to water horses is almost a worldwide motif. Āydinlū even concludes that the motif
of fine horses of the sea horse breed exists in the literary canon, folk tales and everyday
belief of Iranians, Muslims (Arabs), Armenians, Kurds, Azerbaijanis, Turks, Mongols, and
the inhabitants of regions of Khuttalān, Tukhāristan, Urfa, and around the Amu Darya
River.22 According to the Turkish historian Z. V. Togan, the Turkic people believed that
Allah, in giving them unparalleled horses descended from the stallions living in seas, lakes, or
mountains, preferred them to the people of other nations and ethnic groups.23 After a close
scrutiny of the relevant sources mentioned above, I tend to agree with his opinion.
Among the aforementioned references, al-Masālik wa al-Mamālik by Ibn Khurdādbih
is the earliest in terms of composition, and it records the event of a stallion from a spring
Muḥammad ibn Maḥmūd Hamadānī, ‘Ajāyibnāma, ed. J. M. Ṣādiqī (Tehran: Nashr-i Markaz, 1996 [SH 1375]),
236.
19
Parvīz Zāri‘ Shāhmirsī, Kitāb Dədə Qorqud (Tehran: Intishārāt-i Takdirakht, 2013 [SH 1392]), 39.
20
Raḥīm Ra’īs Niyā, Kūr-ūghlū dar Afsāna va Tārīkh (Tabriz: Intishārāt-i Nīmā, 1989 [SH 1368]), 231.
21
Ra’īs Niyā, Kūr-ūghlū dar Afsāna va Tārīkh, 200.
22
Āydinlū, “Asp-i Daryāyī dar Dāstān-hā-yi Pahlavānī,” 30.
23
Ra’īs Niyā, Kūr-ūghlū dar Afsāna va Tārīkh, 199.
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mating with mares that give birth to fine horses. In Masālik al-Mamālik (Roads of the
Kingdoms),24 written by another Iranian geographer Abū Isḥaq Ibrāhīm Iṣṭakhrī in the 10th
century, Khuttal,25 together with Ṭukhāristān, Panjshīr, and Badakhshān, is one of the regions
adjacent to Balkh.26 The horses there were fine and strong. Due to their outstanding quality
and considerable quantity, these horses were traded to places all over the world.27 Ḥudūd al‘Ālam: Min al-Mashriq ilā al-Maghrib, a geographical work written in the 10th century in Persian,
also records that “great numbers of good horses come from Khuttalān.”28 These examples
show the coherence and thus authenticity of records concerning Khuttalān in early Muslim
geographical works. Therefore, the plots of water horses in the Iranian narrative tradition
may have been influenced by relevant passages from early Muslim geographical works such
as al-Masālik wa al-Mamālik by Ibn Khurdādbih. In medieval Islamic times, Khuttalān was a
province on the right bank of the upper Oxus River, located between the rivers of Vakhshāb
and Panj (Jariyāb), 125 km from Dushanba in the southeast of present day Tajikstan.29 From
the 7th century, the process of Turkification began in Transoxiana, so the tale of spring horses
in Khuttalān most likely has a Turkic origin.
In the Shāhnāma, composed in the early 11th century, the story involving a water horse
takes place at Chishma-yi Sū (spring of Sū) near the city of Ṭūs. Firdawsī, who was an
inhabitant of Ṭūs, adopted eastern Iranian folklore in composing the epic and may have
picked up the story of the water horse from his hometown.
In the Kūshnāma, composed at the beginning of the 12th century, a well-developed story
of a sea horse is grafted onto Silla as a result of literary fiction. The author was most likely
a resident of Ray.30 Prior to the Mongolian invasion, Ray was an important city on the main
road linking Khorasan and Anatolia. In addition, the Kūshnāma was composed in the days
when the creation of poetry in Persian spread from Transoxiana to the central and western
part of greater Iran. Hence, such a story as contained in the Kūshnāma might find its root in
the east.
Masālik va Mamālik or Mamālik va Masālik in Persian.
Etymologically, Khuttal may originate from Hayṭal, i.e. Hephthalite, in the early Muslim historical works.
Khuttalān is the plural form of Khuttal in Persian, which means the Khuttal people. It can also refer to the land
inhabited by those people.
26
Abū Isḥaq Ibrāhīm Iṣṭakhrī, Mamālik va Masālik, trans. Muḥammad ibn As‘ad ibn ‘Abd Allāh Tustarī, ed. Īraj
Afshār (Tehran: Bunyād-i Mawqūfāt-i Duktur-i Muḥammad Afshār, 1994 [SH 1373]), 289.
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1362]), 118–119; V. Minorsky, trans. and ed., Ḥudūd al-‘Ālam: The Regions of the World (London: Luzac & Co.,
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version with the phonetic notation as Khatulān.
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http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/kottal-province-of-medieval-islamic-times-in-modern-tajikistan. Xuanzang, and Bianji, Datang Xiyuji Jiaozhu, annot. Xianlin Ji et al. (Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1985), 111.
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The water-horse episode from the ‘Ajāyibnāma, composed in the second half of the
12 century, is set in the same place as in Shāhnāma, Chashma-yi Sū. The relevant record in
‘Ajāyibnāma is well-developed, mentioning a water horse mating with an ordinary mare and
giving birth to a foal. The author of this book was a resident of Hamadan, a city situated to
the west of Ray.
When the tale collected in Urfa formed and began circulation there can hardly be traced,
but it may have a direct relationship with the story in Kūshnāma, as these two stories almost
completely correspond to one another. Among the aforementioned sources, the plot that
men deliberately entice the water horse by bringing mares to the waterside and the water
horse reappears to kill its offspring is only seen in these two stories.
Considering all of the above, we can hypothesize that the accounts of fabulous horses
coming out of water and mating with ordinary horses originated in Khuttalān of Transoxiana,
and approximately from the 9th to the 12th century, such stories spread westwards even to Urfa
of southern Anatolia via Ṭūs in Khorasan, Ray and Hamadan on the Iranian Plateau. This
process with such a route coincides with the Turkic migration from Central Asia to West Asia
during the Samanid, Ghaznavid, and Seljuk dynasties. Therefore, we can at least propose that
in the Islamic era, stories concerning the water horse transmitted in Perso-Arabic literature
may trace their roots to the statement in one of the Farasnāmas that the prototypes of the
horse were created by Allah in the sea,31 or to the Iranian heroic stories derived from the preIslamic era, but they are most likely the by-products of the westward migration of the Turks.
Moreover, Sū means “direction” in Persian and “water” in Turkic. Thus, Chashma-yi Sū in
Shāhnāma and ‘Ajāyibnāma is probably a water-related geographical name of Turkic origin.
This could be supporting evidence for the abovementioned hypothesis.
th

2. Similar Records in Chinese Sources
Conflicts between and integration of the agricultural zone of the central plain and the
nomadic zone of the northern steppe was long existing in ancient China. For the centralplain dynasties, the horse was of strategic importance. Consequently, the quest for fine horses
is frequently recorded in Chinese sources. Among these records, profuse references to horses
out of water call for our attention.
2.1 Horse-like Mythical Creatures Living in the Water
Among the Chinese sources, Shanhai Jing [山海經] (The classic of mountains and seas),
31

‘Alī Sulṭānī Gurd Farāmarzī, ed., Du Farasnāma: Mansūr va Manẓūm dar Shinākht-nizhād va Parvarish va Bīmārī-hā va
Darmān-i Asb (Tehran: The Institute of Islamic Studies McGill University, 1987 [SH 1366]), 13.
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composed in the pre-Qin (先秦) period, describes many horse-like mythical animals living
in the water, such as taotu (騊駼) in the northern sea,32 the water horse in Huashui [滑水]
(Hua River),33 boma (駮馬) in Maoshui [旄水] (Mao River) and Qiongze [邛澤] (Qiong Lake).34
Verses about water horses are seen in Shi Jing [詩經] (Classic of poetry) as well: “Oaks grow
in the mountains and six bo (駮) in the waters.”35 These works merely tell of the existence
of such mythical animals and emphasize that they are fearsome creatures comparable to the
kelpie or Each Uisge in the Celtic mythology, which is said to bring men to the water and
devour them, when men ride these horse-like mythical creatures.36 However, such accounts
by and large refer to wild horses witnessed by ancient people. For instance, the taotu living
in the northern sea is explained as wild horses in Erya (尔雅), the oldest Chinese dictionary
dated from the 3rd century BCE.37 Bo as explained in Erya has a horse-like look with curved
teeth, and preys on tigers and leopards. Similarly, according to an annotation of Erya by
Yingda Kong (孔穎達), a great scholar of the early Tang (唐) period, “bo is also the name of
wild horses.”38 Furthermore, Li Ji [禮記] (The book of rites), compiled in the Western Han (
西漢) dynasty, records that the Matu (馬圖), a chart of magic square borne by a horse once
sprang forth from the Yellow River.39 In Yingda Kong’s annotation of Li Ji, Shangshu zhonghou
(尚書中候) is quoted: “during Fuxi’s (伏羲) reign, a longma [龍馬] (dragon horse) bearing the
chart of magic square emerged from the Yellow River; then Fuxi arranged bagua [八卦] (the
eight trigrams) modelled on the chart.”40 Thus, the Matu emerging from the Yellow River has
been considered one of the roots of Sinic civilization.
Some accounts of the mythical creatures living in foreign waters are also seen in Chinese
sources. According to “The Records of the West Regions” in Bei Shi [北史] (History of
the northern dynasties), the state of Fuluni [伏盧尼國] (Byzantine Empire) was located to
the north of Persia. There was a big river flowing southwards with winged creatures living
in it. Some of them looked like camels and horses, and if they left the water, they died.41
According to Zhufan Zhi [諸蕃志] (Records of foreign nations), [in the state of Wusili (勿斯
里國)] there were water camels and water horses living in the river. They hid in the water if
they saw people.42 Nevertheless, not all the water horses recorded in Chinese sources are wild
Pu Guo, annot., Shanhai Jing, revised by Yuan Bi (Shanghai: Shanghai Guji Chubanshe, 1989), 87.
Guo, Shanhai Jing, 34-35.
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Carol Rose, Spirits, Fairies, Gnomes, and Goblins: An Encyclopedia of the Little People (Santa Barbara, CA: ABC-CLIO,
1996), 97, 178.
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Shisanjing Zhushu Zhengli Weiyuanhui, ed., Liji Zhengyi (Shisanjing Zhushu) (Beijing: Beijing Daxue Chubanshe,
2000), 832.
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horses. For example, the water horses of Wusili may be hippopotami in the Nile rather than
real horses, for Wusili is the phonetic transcription of Miṣr in Chinese, namely today’s Egypt.
2.2 Wild Horses out of Water
During Han Wudi’s [漢武帝] (Emperor Wu of Han) reign, due to wars against the Huns
and the personal interest of the emperor, Chinese people’s pursuit of fine horses reached
a climax. At that time, rare horses found in the wild were called tianma [天馬] (heavenly
horse). According to “The Records of Wudi” in Han Shu [汉书] (The book of Han), “in the
autumn [of the fourth year of the Yuanding (元鼎) era (113 BCE)], a fabulous horse came
out from Wowa Lake (渥洼水) [in Dunhuang (敦煌)].”43 The imperial edict issued by Wudi in
the third month of the first year of the Taishi (太始) era (96BCE) also says that “Wowa Lake
sent forth a heavenly horse.”44 The Han court composed “Tianma Ge” [天马歌] (the song
of the heavenly horse) to celebrate this event and defined it as one of the hymns for state
offerings,45 as recorded in “The Records of Music” of Shi Ji [史記] (Records of the grand
historian),46 and in “The Records of Rites and Music” of Han Shu.47 Moreover, “The Records
of Wudi” in Han Shu offer a similar account that “in the summer [of the second year of the
Yuanshou (元狩) era (121 BCE)], a fabulous horse came out from the Xuwu River [余吾水]
(the Tola River in central and northern Mongolia).”48
The account that a fabulous horse came out from Wowa Lake is also collected in Zizhi
Tongjian [資治通鑒] (Comprehensive mirror in aid of governance): “[In the third year of the
Yuanshou (元狩) era (120 BCE)] a fabulous horse was got from the Wowa Lake.” Sanxing Hu
(胡三省) annotated this event: “According to Fei Li (李斐), ‘Lichang Bao (暴利長), a resident
in Xinye [新野] (county) of Nanyang [南陽] (province), was sent to Dunhuang for penal
servitude. He saw wild horses by a lake several times and noticed that a fabulous horse
different from ordinary horses usually came to the lake to drink water. Lichang made a fake
man with mud who held a rope and stood by the water. Later, when the horse was accustomed
to the mud man, Lichang himself took the rope in his hands and caught the fabulous horse.
When he sent the horse to the emperor as a present, he said that it came out from the water
in order to make it miraculous.’”49
According to Huayang Guozhi [華陽國志] (Chronicles of Huayang) written in the Eastern
Jin (東晉) dynasty, four magical horses came out from the Dianchi River (滇池河) during Han
Gu Ban, Han Shu, vol. 1 (Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1962), 184.
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Zhangdi’s [漢章帝] (Emperor Zhang of Han) reign.50
These records in the authentic history can be summarized as, in short, wild horses coming
out of the water. “Water” here shall be deemed as places with abundant water suitable for
wild horses to live.51
2.3 Seeking Fine Horses by Utilizing the Water Horse
As depicted in Kūshnāma, as well as classical Muslim works such as al-Masālik wa al-Mamālik by
Ibn Khurdādbih and the ‘Ajāyibnāma by Hamadānī, Chinese sources, especially those written
from the Han dynasty, also mention that people made good use of the water horse for a
refined horse breed.
According to Huayang Guozhi,, “a rumour among the elders living by the Dianchi [滇
池] (lake of Dian) says that there are magical horses in the lake and sometimes they mate
with mares and give birth to gallant colts known as Dianchiju (滇池駒), which can cover five
hundred li [里] (Chinese mile) in a single day.”52
Another account in “The Records of Tuyuhun” (吐谷渾) in Bei Shi calls for attention:
“The circumference of Qinghai Lake (青海) is more than one thousand li and there is a hill
in it. After the lake freezes over in winter, people send healthy mares onto the hill. When
people get them back the next spring, the mares are all pregnant. The foals born of these
mares are called ‘descendants of dragon’ and many of them are fabulous. The people of
Tuyuhun once got Persian (波斯) mares and sent them into the lake, and hence fine horses
were foaled by the Persian mares. These horses could cover a thousand li in a single day and
were famous by the name of Qinghaicong (青海驄) in the world.”53 This is a well-developed
account and very similar to that depicted in Kūshnāma. This account even speaks of Persian
horses, exhibiting their recognition as fine horses by the ancient Chinese people. It is also a
strong piece of evidence that China and Iran had close ties and actual exchanges of horse
culture in history. Similar accounts are also seen in Wei Shu [魏書] (The book of Wei),54 Zhou
Shu [周書] (The book of Zhou),55 and Sui Shu [隋書] (The book of Sui)56 compiled earlier than
Bei Shi, and these accounts were collected into Tongdian [通典] (Comprehensive institutions),57
Taiping Yulan [太平御覽] (Readings of the Taiping era),58 and Wenxian Tongkao [文獻通考]
Qu Chang, Huayang Guozhi Jiaozhu, annot. Lin Liu (Chengdu: Bashu Shushe, 1984), 347.
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(Comprehensive studies in administration)59 compiled after Bei Shi. Sui Shu even records a
related event: “In the autumn of the fifth year of the Daye [大業] era (609CE), when Sui
Yangdi [隋煬帝] (Emperor Yang of Sui) made his imperial inspection tour to the western part
of the empire, he ordered that people graze the horses on the islet to find the dragon horse
breed. The action ceased as it didn’t work.”60 This event happened in the seventh month of
the Chinese traditional calendar in autumn, but the wild horses were generally in heat from
March to June in spring. Although Sui Yangdi did not succeed in finding the dragon horse
breed, the islet situated in the center of Qinghai Lake has long been famous for its name
Longjudao [龍駒島] (island of the dragon foal). In “The Records of Han Geshu” (哥舒翰) and
“The Records of Jian Hun” (渾瑊) in Jiu Tang Shu [舊唐書] (The old book of Tang), the name
Longjudao is mentioned,61 and “The Records of Han Geshu” in Xin Tang Shu [新唐書] (The
new book of Tang) commends the place as suitable for stockbreeding.62 Even nowadays, the
rumor that fine horses used to be born on this island still circulates among the locals.63
Chinese historical works even contain accounts of events analogous to the
abovementioned records that took place in foreign lands. As Huan Du (杜環) describes Dashi
guo [大食國] (the Arab caliphates) in his Jingxing Ji [經行記] (Record of travels): “Its horses,
it is said that, were given birth by the dragon mating with mares living by the shores of the
western sea. They have small bellies and long legs and fine horses among them can cover one
thousand li per day.”64
Some accounts of seeking fine horses by utilizing mountain horses can be seen in
Chinese historical works as well. According to “The Records of the Western Regions” (西域) in
Sui Shu, “there are magical horses living in the mountain caves [of Tokharistan]. Every year,
people bring mares to graze near the caves and then fine horses are born.”65 This account
of Tocharian’s obtaining fine horses by cross-breeding their domesticated horses with wild
horses is repeated in “The Records of the Western Regions” in Bei Shi 66 and Xin Tang Shu.67
These records indicate that in the Northern dynasties (北朝) as well as in the Sui and Tang era,
in which the inhabitants of China’s central plain had frequent exchanges with western ethnic
groups, the practice of using wild horses to improve domesticated horse breeds was known
to the Chinese people on the central plain. Down to the Song (宋) dynasty, another similar
event in Guangxi (廣西) was recorded. According to Lingwai Daida [嶺外代答] (Representative
answers from the region beyond the mountains), “in the mountain of Tianma shan [天馬山]
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(mountain of heavenly horse) in Qiyuanzhou [七源州] (Thất Nguyên châu in today’s Vietnam)
of Yongzhou (邕州), there were a dozen wild horses running fast like flying and no man could
approach them. During the Xining (熙寧) era (1068-1077), the governor of Qiyuanzhou
released some mares in the mountains and then got fabulous foals. People did it in this way
many times, but up to now, they have never succeeded again.”68 Such accounts show ancient
Chinese people’s efforts to pursue fine horses by cross-breeding domesticated horses with
wild horses.
2.4 Exchanges in Relation to Horses between the Central Plain of China and the
Western Regions
In the eyes of ancient Chinese people, the northwestern grasslands possessed good conditions
for horse-breeding and the western regions abounded in fine steeds. According to Lingwai
Daida, the further one went to the northwest, the better horses he would see.69 Ancient
Chinese people used to look for horses from the western regions. According to Shi Ji and
Han Shu, during Han Wudi’s reign, the emperor received fine horses from Wusun (烏孫) and
Dayuan (大宛), states in the western regions perhaps established by the Indo-Europeans.70
According to Luoyang Qielan Ji [洛陽伽藍記] (The monasteries of Luoyang), Chen Yuan (元
琛), a member of the royal house of the Northern Wei (北魏), “sent emissaries to the western
regions as far as Persia to seek fine horses. He got a horse that runs a thousand li per day
named ‘the red steed of wind chaser’ and more than ten horses that run seven hundred li
per day, each bearing a special name.”71 In Sui Shu, “there are many fine steeds and strong
donkeys on the lands [of Persia].”72 Concerning other places in the western regions, there
are similar accounts in Chinese sources as well. Zhufan Zhi reports that the state of Ghazni
(吉慈尼國) “abounds in camels and horses;”73 the state of Kish (記施國) “puts out pearls and
fine horses;”74 [the state of Oman] (甕蠻國) “has numerous horses breeding in the mountains.
Merchants of other places merely purchase horses, pearls and dates from here for reselling.”75
Kish is a small island in the Persian Gulf unsuitable for large-scale horse-breeding, but it has
long been one of the pivots of trade in the Persian Gulf. Thus, in fact, “the steeds there are
probably raised in other places of Arabia and Persia rather than locally raised in Kish. The
horses from the regions of Arabia and Persia were transported to Kish and Hurmuz. They
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were purchased there by the merchants and then delivered to other places such as India for
reselling.”76 As for Oman, it is located on the Arabian Peninsula, and in the minds of both
the ancient Iranians and Chinese people, the territory of Tāzī [大食] (Arabia) abounded in
fine horses.
Official exchanges between empires on China’s central plain and the states in the
western regions occurred in the Western Han period. Part of these exchanges was related
to fine horses, since the western regions had long been producing fine steeds and enjoying
prosperity in stockbreeding. Importation of lucerne and Dayuan horses from the western
regions even affected China’s stockbreeding.77 In the Tang period, exchanges in relation to
horses between the central plain of China and the western regions further thrived. According
to Wenxian Tongkao, “later, the Turks came to the border with goodwill and Yuanzong [元宗]
(i.e. Tang Xuanzong [唐玄宗], Emperor Xuan of Tang) gave favorable conditions including
permitting the Turks to trade with the Tang [once] every year in the cities situated to the
west of Shuofang jun [朔方軍] (army of Shuofang). The Tang bought horses from the Turks
with gold and silk, and grazed the horses in Hedong [河東] and Shuofang. Local horses then
became stronger after having cross-bred with the foreign horses.”78 In addition, according
to the Encyclopaedia Iranica, “Ḵottal (Khuttal, Ḵottalan) was a region of lush pastures, famed
for horse-breeding. Its inhabitants were also renowned for their skills in farriery, veterinary
science, and in the production of saddlery and horse accoutrements. In Mongol and Timurid
times, Ḵottal horses were exported as far as China.”79 It is thus evident that fine steeds from
the western regions were continually imported into China for a very long period. Stories of
seeking fine horses by utilizing water horses reveal that Central Asia, especially Khuttalān,
was pivotal for exchanges of horse culture between East Asia and West Asia. In Da Tang
Xiyu Ji [大唐西域記] (Record of the regions west of the Great Tang [empire]), Khuttalān is
recorded as Keduoluo (珂咄羅),80 also transcribed as Keduo (珂咄) and Guduo(骨咄) in Sui Shu
and Xin Tang Shu. Xin Tang Shu reports that Guduo, or Keduoluo, abounded in fine steeds
and red leopards.”81 Another piece of information about Guduo is also worth noticing. In
the first year of the Longshuo (龍朔) era (661), the Tang court dispatched Mingyuan Wang
(王名遠) to Tokharistan to set up Jimifuzhou (羁縻府州), and among the 16 dudu fu [都督府]
(protectorates) established to the west of the Pamirs, there were Tianma dudu fu [天馬都督
府] (the protectorate of Tianma [the heavenly horse]) in Shuman city (數瞞城) in the state of
Jiesu (解蘇國) and Gaofu dudu fu [高附都督府] (the protectorate of Gaofu) in Shiwosha city
Zhao, Zhufan Zhi Jiaoshi, 109.
Xie, Zhongguo Yangma Shi, 98. See also Chengxia Xie, “Erqian Duonian Lai Dayuan Ma (Aha Ma) he Muxu
Chuanru Zhongguo ji Qi Liyong Kao,” Zhongguo Xumu Shouyi Zazhi, no. 3 (1955): 105-109.
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(施沃沙城) in the state of Guduo (骨咄國).82 The location of Guduo, i.e. Khuttal as mentioned
above, is approximately the Khatlon region located in the southwest of Tajikistan in the
Vakhsh River basin. Shuman city in the state of Jiesu is the state of Yuman (愉漫國) in Da
Tang Xiyu Ji and is recorded in Muslim geographical works as Shūmān. It is located in the
vicinity of Dushanbe, adjacent to the Khatlon Region.83 That means that in the light of the
administrative divisions of Jimifuzhou established by the Tang court, though Khuttal was not
Tianma dudu fu (the protectorate of the heavenly horse), these two regions were adjacent to
each other. Furthermore, Tianma dudu fu of Xin Tang Shu is recorded as Dama dudu fu [大
馬都督府] (the protectorate of Dama [the big horse]) in Jiu Tang Shu.84 Whether it is a scribal
error or not between naming this dudu fu “the heavenly horse” or “the big horse,” the Tang
people appear to have been deeply impressed by the fine horses bred in this region. As for
the fine steeds of Khuttalān, Z. V. Togan even proposes that according to popular belief,
they were descendants of sea stallions. The Chinese heard about them in the early centuries
of the Common Era, and then made efforts to get such horses.85 In the light of Chinese
sources, from the 1st century BCE to the 4th century CE, the Chinese dynasties of Han and
Jin obtained fine horses from the ancient kingdom of Dayuan in the Fergana Valley.86 Such
records seem relevant to Togan’s opinion. As the lingua franca of Central Asia during the
first millennium CE, Sogdian exerted a civilizing influence on the Turks of Central Asia,
and the motif of fine horses of the sea horse breed may find its origin in Sogdian legends
transmitted in the pre-Islam era. The Iranian scholar Daryoosh Akbarzadeh also holds similar
views. In addition, since the commercial activities of the Sogdians long thrived along the land
Silk Road between Samarkand and Chang’an [長安] (Khumdān in Musilim works) and “the
language (Sogdian) was, indeed, instrumental as a medium of civilization between West and
East of Asia,”87 legends concerning horse culture could easily have been exchanged between
East Asia and Central Asia.
Generally speaking, in ancient and medieval times, exchanges between the central plain
of China and the western regions, namely the vast territory that stretched from Xinjiang in
China to Central Asia and West Asia and mainly inhabited by Iranian and Turkic peoples,
were frequent and flourishing, and the importation of horses from the western regions
even affected stockbreeding on China’s central plain. It is thus within our expectation that
accounts of people seeking fine horses by taking advantage of water horses are frequently
seen in Chinese sources.
Ouyang and Song, Xin Tang Shu, vol. 4, 1136.
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3.The Horse Culture and Written Accounts Concerning Horses
out of Water on the Korean Peninsula
3.1 The Horse Culture on the Korean Peninsula
In accounts written by the Chinese people, events that relate to refining horse breeds usually
happen in western China and the western regions in a broad sense. On the contrary, the
story of seeking fine horses by utilizing a fabulous sea horse in Kūshnāma takes place in B.sīlā,
the historical prototype of which is Silla. It is possible that the narrator merely grafted a
relevant episode that circulated in ancient Iran or a similar account in Muslim historical and
geographical works onto his epical narrative. However, the nomadic culture on the Eurasian
Steppe did exert its influence on the Korean Peninsula located in northeast Asia, and we find
ancient records of fine horses being produced on the Korean Peninsula. According to “The
Memoir on the Eastern non-Han Tribes” [東夷列傳] in Hou Han Shu [後漢書] (The book of the
Later Han), “[Hui 濊 (Yeguk濊國)] produces Guoxiama [果下馬] (Kwahama). Such horses are
further annotated to be 3 chi high and people can ride them striding under fruit trees.88 The
tradition of using domesticated horses in hunting wild animals existed for a very long time on
the Korea Peninsula. Hunting scenes with warriors on horseback are portrayed on the mural
Suryŏpto [狩獵圖] (hunting painting) inside the Koguryŏ [高句麗] dynasty’s Muyongch’ong [舞
踊塚] (tomb of the dancers), as well as on the folding screens of Horyŏpto [胡獵圖] (painting
of a barbarian hunting scene) popular during the Chosŏn [朝鮮] dynasty.89 In addition, both
Kyŏkku [擊毬] (Korean polo) and Masangjae [馬上才] (equestrian skills) also have a longstanding tradition, and are ranked among the “twenty four fighting methods” with a detailed
elucidation in Muye Tobo T’ongji [武藝圖譜通志] (Comprehensive illustrated manual of martial
arts).90 In 1973, two pieces of ch’ŏnmado [天馬圖] (painting of the heavenly horse), painted
on birch bark and hung on either side of a saddle, were unearthed in a royal tumulus at
Taerŭngwŏn (大陵園) in Kyŏngju (慶州), which was later named Ch’ŏnmach’ong (天馬塚). The
two paintings of the heavenly horse that date back to around the 5th and the 6th centuries CE
were the only paintings of the Silla period discovered up to that point. Therefore, they were
designated No. 207 in the list of national treasures of the Republic of Korea in November
1982.91 As reported on the website of the Chosun Ilbo on March 4th, 2014, a new ch’ŏnmado
Ye Fan, Hou Han Shu, vol. 10 (Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1965), 2818.
Ki-baik Lee, A New History of Korea, trans. Edward W. Wagner with Edward J. Shultz (Seoul: Ilchokak, 1984), 64
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was discovered among the relics unearthed in Ch’ŏnmach’ong. The director of Gyeongju
National Museum said that they had just discovered a pattern of a heavenly horse on a gilded
bronze statue that decorated a bamboo plate hanging under the saddle. Consequently, the
number of ch’ŏnmado increased to three.92 There has been dispute among historians of
Korean art over the question that whether the ch’ŏnmado is patterned on a horse or 麒麟
(qilin in Chinese, kirin in Korean).93 This controversy became heated again because Gyeongju
National Museum announced the presentation of the third ch’ŏnmado in an exhibition of
Ch’ŏnmach’ong in 2014. According to the report on the website of the Chosun Ilbo on April
14th, 2014, academics agreed that the “horn” on the head of the animal should be a horsehair
knot, so the ch’ŏnmado is patterned on a horse rather than a kirin. The report also quotes
Chaesŏ Chŏng (鄭在書), a mythologist and professor of Chinese literature at Ewha Womans
University, who says that “it is important that the pattern is painted on birch bark, as the
birch serves as a shinmok [神木] (sacred tree) in the shamanistic belief of the northern
peoples. This issue is in close relation to the culture of nomadic peoples who worshipped
heaven and horses.” The opinion of Sŏncha Kim, a researcher of Chinese mythology, is also
mentioned in the report that “it (the pattern) is a white horse painted on birch bark, which
acts as a messenger leading the dead to the sky/heaven.”94 There is no doubt that the ancient
civilization on the Korean Peninsula was influenced by nomadic culture. The elements of
nomadic culture on the Korean Peninsula are even seen in some classical Muslim geographic
works. For instance, Akhbār al-Ṣīn wa al-Hind (An account of China and India) by Sulaymān
claims that Silla produced white hawks,95 and ‘Ajā’ib al-Makhlūqāt va Gharā’ib al-Mawjūdāt (The
wonders of creation) by Zakariyā Qazvīnī recounts that it produced falcons.96
Similar to the presentation of fine horses of the sea horse breed by the king of B.sīlā to
the king of Chīn, the horses bred on the Korean Peninsula were sent to Chinese emperors by
Korean monarchs as gifts. According to “The Memoir on Wuwan, Xianbei and the Eastern
non-Han Tribes” (烏丸鮮卑東夷傳) in “The Book of Wei” (魏書) in Sanguo Zhi [三國志] (The
records of the Three Kingdoms), “Hui (濊) is bordered to the south by Chenhan [辰韩]
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(Chinhan), to the north by Gaogouli (Koguryŏ) and Woju [沃沮] (Okchŏ), to the east by the
sea ... It produces Guoxiama (Kwahama) and such horses were sent to Han Huandi [漢桓帝]
(Emperor Huan of Han) as gifts.97 In addition, according to the term of “Chema” [濟馬] (the
horse of Cheju 濟州) in Sŏngho Sasŏl [星湖僿說] (A collection of essays of Sŏngho) by Ik Yi (
李瀷), “during the reign of King T’aejong [太宗] (1400-1418, in the Chosŏn dynasty), a horse
was sent to the Myŏng [明] (Ming in Chinese) court as a tribute. The Myŏng emperor Sŏngjo
[成祖] (Chengzu in Chinese) said that this is a heavenly horse and your king loves me so much
that he presents it.”98 The term “Yongdamma” [龍潭馬] (the horse of Yongdam county) in
Nanshil Tamch’ong [蘭室譚叢] (The notes written in the room of orchids) by Haeŭng Sŏng (成
海應) records a similar event, in which a fine horse was found in Yongdam county.99 What is
even more interesting is that Yongdam means the dragon lake.
Moreover, since the Korean Peninsula is surrounded by the sea in three directions with
many neighboring islands, breeding horses on islands in the sea is a distinguishing feature of
Korean horse culture from inland horse culture. As the term “Madao” [馬島] (the island of
horse) in Xuanhe Fengshi Gaoli Tujing [宣和奉使高麗圖經] (The illustrated account of Koryŏ
according to the diplomatic corps sent by the [Song 宋] emperor during the Xuanhe era)
written in 1124 demonstrates, “the island is probably situated in Qingzhou [淸州]. The spring
water is sweet and the grass flourishes. The state-owned horses of the [Koryŏ 高麗] kingdom
usually graze here in groups, hence the name [of the island being Madao, which means the
island of horse].”100 Such an account parallels the description in Kūshnāma that B.sīlā was an
island in the sea and abounded in fine horses.
In ancient times, polo was a popular sport in many places such as Iran, China and
the Korean Peninsula, and both China and the Korean Peninsula produced Guoxiama
(Kwahama). Scholars have probed into the spread of horse culture on the Eurasian continent
and possible exchanges between different regions in this regard.101 Now let’s get back to
historical records on the Korean Peninsula concerning “fine horses out of water.”
3.2 Accounts Concerning Horses out of Water in Korean Literature
The accounts of horses out of water in Korean literature can be roughly divided into two
categories: a. accounts influenced by Chinese literature; b. the records made by ancient
Koreans in the light of what they saw and heard.
Shou Chen, Sanguo Zhi, annot. Songzhi Pei, vol. 3 (Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1959), 848-849.
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The Korea Peninsula has long been intertwined culturally and historically with China.
Written Chinese was used as the official and literary language by the Korean people up to
the 20th century. Confucianism deeply influenced Korean culture for about two millennia.
Consequently, accounts of “a chart of magic square on the body of a Longma emerged
from the Yellow River” which originate from the Confucian classics can be seen in the works
written and compiled by the Korean literati. The event of “a fabulous horse coming out
from the Wowa Lake” recorded in Chinese official histories is even frequently mentioned in
Korean poetry, for example, in “Ch’ŏnmaga” (天馬歌) by Inhu Kim (金麟厚),102 “Ch’ŏnma”
(天馬) by I Yi (李珥),103 and “Chapshi” (雜詩) by Tosu Kim (金道洙).104
Among works written by ancient Korean people concerning finding fine horses
near rivers or seas on the Korean Peninsula and northeast China, Samguk Sagi [三國史記]
(History of the Three Kingdoms) written by Pusik Kim (金富軾) in the mid-12th century
shows probably the earliest record: In the third year of Taemushinwang’s [大武神王] (King
Taemushin of Koguryŏ) reign (20 CE), the king went hunting at Kolguch’ŏn [骨句川] (Kolgu
River), captured a fabulous horse, and named it Kŏru (駏䮫).105 Centuries later, Ik Yi wrote a
poem titled “Kŏruhaeng” [駏䮫行] (A song of Kŏru) to recount this event.106 Actually, kŏru
(kəru) in the Korean language means “wild horse” and might be etymologically akin to khulan
(呼蘭) in Mongolian and kulan (呼蘭) in Turkic languages such as Chagatai, an ancient Uyghur
language sometimes recorded as 回紇語 in Chinese sources.107 Besides, Nanshil Tamch’ong also
reports under the subtitle of “Udoma” [牛島馬] (the horse of Udo): “Udo [牛島] (the island
of the cattle) is located in the east of Cheju. There is a cave in the southwestern part of this
island and it is said that a dragon hides in this cave. One of the governors of Cheju once
got a horse there that looked like carp and had a low head and wide belly, as well as a fierce
temper. With hoofs kicking and teeth biting, it could be approached by no one, and hence it
was released on the island. It was probably of the dragon’s stock.”108

Conclusion
Perhaps because both water and horses are important factors in the formation of human
civilization, “horses out of water” is a shared motif in world literature. The Kūshnāma tale of
B.sīlā people utilizing a sea horse to breed fine horses links the horse cultures of Iran and
Inhu Kim, Han’guk Munjip Ch’onggan, vol. 33: Hasŏ Chŏnjip (Seoul: Minjok Munhwa Ch’ujinhoe, 1989), 64.
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Silla, and it also accords with the limited knowledge of the Islamic world about the Korean
Peninsula at that time. This paper surveyed references to cross-breeding domesticated horses
with water horses made by the people living in the vast territory between the Anatolian
plateau and the Korean Peninsula. In comparison with the Kūshnāma story, these references
lead to the following conclusions. First, although the Kūshnāma story is a result of literary
grafting, it is not a pure fiction but derived from flourishing exchanges between East Asia and
West Asia during ancient and medieval times. Second, the composition of Kūshnāma was not
only influenced by the horse culture that thrived over the Eurasian Steppe, but also accords
with the fact that the central Eurasian nomadic zone extends as far as the Korean Peninsula.
Finally, in the composition and transmission of such stories as fabulous horses out of water,
Khuttalān is a key point whose horse culture influenced relevant tales circulating in both East
Asia and West Asia. Such an investigation sheds light on the important role played by Central
Asia in facilitating material and cultural exchanges between East Asia and West Asia in the
past, as a result of its prosperity in stockbreeding and trades.
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Introduction
Scholars have not reached an agreement as to when Islam was first introduced to China.
However, according to Chiu Tang Shu (舊唐書), The Old Book of Tang, Islam was officially
introduced in 651 during the Tang Dynasty (618-907) by Othman Ibn Affan, the third caliph,
from Medina. Individual contacts between China and the Arab world may have started much
earlier. Liu Zhi (劉智), a Chinese scholar who studied Islam, noted in his book Chao Jin Tu Ji
(朝覲途記) that Sad Bin Abu Wakkas, the uncle of Muhammad, came to China in 611 with
three delegates and settled down (Broomhall 1910, 61-80). It has been said that Muslim
students studied at Confucian schools, and one-fourth of the students of Guojizian (國子監:
central national university) were Muslims during the Yuan (元) Dynasty (1279-1368) in China.
Centuries later, during the late Ming (明) Dynasty and early Qing (淸) Dynasty, Muslims
were called the “Hui” (回) people; Islam was called the “HuiHui” (回回) religion and had a
significant influence on Chinese society thereafter. In the period of the late Ming Dynasty
and early Qing Dynasty, Muslim-turned-Confucian scholars appeared. It was, indeed, the first
attempt to localize Islam on Chinese soil. After the Ming Dynasty, China’s contact with the
Islamic world in the Arab lands and Central Asia decreased due to China’s so-called “closeddoor policy.” After that, Muslims began to be incorporated into the community of the Han
people, through marriage and adoption, while, sometimes, some attempts to convert Han
people to the Islamic religion were witnessed. Naturally, Muslims’ appearance and culture
gradually became similar to those of the Han Chinese. Thereafter, Muslims were no longer
called “Arabs,” “barbarians,” or “foreigners,” but called the “Hui” race, while their religion,
Islam, was called “Qingzhen” (淸眞: fair and truthful religion).1
In academia, some Chinese Muslim scholars attempted to combine Islam and
Confucianism. These scholars were born in Muslim families, grew up in the Muslim culture,
and learned Arabic and Persian. They also learned Confucianism, the predominant philosophy
of that time. In this process, they must have naturally acquired a basic knowledge of both
Islam and Confucianism. These early Muslim scholars in China include Wang Daiyu, Liu Zhi,
and Ma Dexin. Wang Daiyu theorized a structure of Chinese Islam, while Liu Zhi further
developed Wang Daiyu’s theory. Ma Dexin reinterpreted Chinese Islam based on Confucian
philosophy. These three scholars can be appraised as originators of studies on Chinese
Islam, and this article argues that their ideologies reflect Confucian-Islam. By exploring their
philosophy, this article examines how Confucian knowledge and concepts were adapted,
consolidated, and negotiated in the translation of Islam in China and the extent to which
such conjugation was rationalized based on the similarities between Confucianism and Islam,
placing Islam on a par with Confucianism for indigenization.
1

In response to the meaning of “Qingzhen” (淸眞), Ma Dexin interpreted “Qing” (淸) as “extreme ritual” and
“Zhen” (眞) as “go back to the truth” (理). “Qingzhen” means “to overcome one’s self-interest and restore it”
(理). This interpretation is based on the Zhuxi (朱子) school.
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Confucian Translation of Islam
Chinese Muslims not only tried to overcome the limitations of Confucianism based on Islam
but also made efforts to localize Islam in China by interpreting Islam from the perspective of
Confucianism. Such attempts gave birth to a new Confucian Islam, which differed not only
from preceding Confucian research but also from traditional Islam. In the sphere of East
Asian culture, the encounter between Confucianism and Islam was no coincidence. Chinese
Muslims had to ease the Han people’s doubts about Islam in order to survive and thrive in
China. For such a purpose, first of all, the philosophy of Islam had to be clearly conveyed to
the Chinese so that the Chinese people could accept it. For Islam to take root in China and
grow there while China’s traditional culture had absolute predominance, it needed all forms
of convergence with the traditional philosophy.
Islam was not translated into the Chinese language in the early days when it was introduced
to China. There are many possible reasons why Islam’s translation and interpretation in
Chinese began so late. It might have been because Islam failed to obtain special support
from the ruling class during its long development in China. More likely, however, the reason
was that Islam did not conflict with the Han Chinese. In short, Muslims made efforts to keep
their own religion, while the Han people did not have any bad feelings about the religion.
However, when the Muslim community grew in China and conflicts with the Han people
increased, the process of Islam’s translation into Chinese was essential in order for Islam to
take root in China. That is why the need for convergence with traditional Chinese philosophy
rose inside the Muslim community. Notably, it was important for Islam to interpret itself
based on the mainstream philosophy in China, Confucianism. Thus, the work of translating
Islam was a tool to solve Confucian bureaucrats’ ignorance and distortion of Islam, not just
to convey the real meaning of Islam to China. However, even inside Muslim inner circles,
there was a substantial backlash against its Chinese translation.
Orthodox Islamic doctrine bans Islam’s translation into a language other than Arabic.
That is why opinions about Islam’s translation into Chinese were split even inside the Muslim
community in China. They called the school against the translation “Jingdianpai” (經典派)
and the school that argued for the need for the translation “Hanxuepai” (漢學派). The first
group insisted that the Islamic scriptures absolutely had to be in Arabic, as the Koran that
records Allah’s revelations was written in Arabic. They said, “The Buddhist scriptures lost
their original meaning when they were translated into Chinese, but the Islamic scriptures
are still not vulgar as they have not been translated” (Yu Zhengu, Lei Xiaojing 2001, 7374). They opposed the translation of Islamic scriptures for such reasons, and in using the
word “vulgar,” they must have been expressing their concern over the potential distortion of
Islam’s true meaning in the process of translation. For such a reason, the orthodox faction
rejected on principle any translation of the Arabic Koran into another language.
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The “Hanxuepai,”2 on the other hand, rejected the idea that there was anything wrong
with translating the Koran into Chinese. Wang Daiyu even criticized the argument of the
other faction, calling it a vulgar idea that went against the great principle of Islam. This group
believed that the essence of the Koran lay not in language characters but in the philosophy,
perspective, or opinions of the people who use those characters (Wang Daiyu 1999, 284-285).
Wang Daiyu rebutted the argument of the orthodox faction, saying that Islam was not distorted
because of the difference in the chosen script, as the logic expressed in it remained the same
even in different styles of writing the Koran. Actually, the disciples of Muhammad had
written his words on slates or ceramics to better recite the words and compiled Muhammad’s
words in the Koran in Arabic only after his death. That is why the faction argued that various
styles had existed, and they denied a direct relationship between the Arabic language and
Islam, as the language was used by different religions in the Arab lands. They concluded that
the language itself was not an issue when the Koran was translated into Chinese.
They also argued that Allah’s revelations could be conveyed differently in different
regions, as Allah was talking to the entire human race, not just to Muhammad in the seventh
century. They insisted that, for this reason, emphasizing keeping the scriptures in Arabic
ran counter to the true meaning of Islam and did not give sufficient consideration to the
local conditions in China. Sticking only to the original text of scriptures while even religious
leaders in China were not fluent in Arabic or Persian and did not fully understand the doctrine
of Islam would only lead to the decline of Islam in China and could even distort its true
meaning further. Therefore, the faction went on to argue that the Islamic scriptures had to be
translated into Chinese, and the doctrine, creed, customs, and precepts of Islam needed to
be introduced to ordinary people by sometimes using Chinese characters. They believed that
Islam’s spread in China could be ensured only if the doctrine of Islam could be conveyed
clearly inside and outside the Muslim community.
Chinese Muslim scholars tried to translate Islamic terms using Confucian terms while
endeavoring to interpret Islamic doctrine and creeds using Confucian means. Such academic
traditions became the mainstream trend in the Muslim community in China after the Ming
and Qing Dynasty period. Even though Hanxuepai argued that the Islamic scriptures had to
be translated using Chinese characters, this did not mean that the original meaning of the
scriptures could be distorted. Concerning the translation of Islamic scriptures into Chinese
characters, the Chinese characters refer to neo-Confucian terms. It was not easy for them to
adhere to the original meaning of the scriptures while translating them using neo-Confucian
terms.
2

The Islamic religious leaders nurtured in China at that time generally used Chinese for their religious and
missionary activities. That is why religious figures who used Chinese in religious activities belonged to the
“Hanxuepai.” The members of the “Hanxuepai” were limited to Muslim religious leaders who translated the
Islamic scriptures into Chinese, especially those who insisted on the need to interpret Islam based on the
mainstream philosophy of that time.
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Humboldt said that in the act of translation, the spirit unique to the destination
language should be able to be raised to the level of the spirit unique to the original language.
Thus, according to Humboldt, the depths of other cultures cannot be considered without
respecting them (Kim 2009, 101). That is why Wang Daiyu said that Islamic scriptures should
be translated by those who have a deep understanding of both Islam and Confucianism. He
emphasized that the identities of both Confucianism and Islam must be preserved while
complementing each other. He also said the following:
Islamic scriptures and Chinese characters do not correspond with each other. Those
who know Islamic scriptures cannot be deeply knowledgeable about the Chinese
language, and those who have learned Chinese cannot know Islamic scriptures.
Only after the compilation of the complete orthodox scriptures could the subtle
meaning of Islam be revealed with the Chinese characters of the eastern land.
Therefore, I intended to develop people’s listening ears in depth by publishing the
book (Wang Daiyu 1999, 34).

Chinese Muslims felt that Muslims should have not only an accurate understanding of
Islam but also a basic knowledge of Confucianism, in order to convey the true meaning
of Islam to the Chinese people. Actually, most Muslim scholars in China learned Islamic
scriptures at home and studied Confucianism in school (Liu 1988, 7). The Muslim scholars
in China established the unique religious philosophy of “Confucianism-Islam” by translating
Islam into Chinese characters.
Translation is a semantic coupling of two unequal entities and concepts (Liu 2018, 368387). Translation, therefore, often masks the act of making equal inherent differences. That
is why Paul Ricoeur said that translation is nothing but an activity of continuously going
back and forth between a foreign language and one’s native language (Liu 1988, 103). This
activity of going back and forth between two languages is an essential tool in the process of
translation by an individual translator, and the entire process of translation by Muslims in
China can be seen this way as well. In other words, it is possible to approach Islam from the
perspective of Confucianism (以儒詮回). In that case, the issue of protecting the uniqueness
of Islam is raised, and a new form of translation is performed: approaching Confucianism
from the perspective of Islam (以回詮儒). However, this way of translation also has limitations,
as it is not able to maintain and guarantee the characteristics of Confucianism. Therefore,
translators come to consider trying a dialectic convergence of the difference between the
two ways of translation, which can be seen as the process of circulating from one’s native
country to a foreign country and then again from the foreign country to one’s native country.
Indeed, the convergence between Confucianism and Islam by Muslim scholars in China took
such an approach, trying to interpret the Islamic doctrine and creed based on the rules of
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Confucianism. This academic trend became the mainstream among Muslims in China after
the era of the Ming and Qing dynasties.

Conjugation of Confucianism and Islam
Muslims believe in Allah’s creation of the world and His Last Judgement. In other words,
the relation between Allah and humans in Islam is similar to that between lord and servants,
and Islam only allows for complete obedience to Allah. In contrast, the religious ideology of
such supreme existence does not exist in Confucianism. Confucianism cares much for human
relations, while Oryun (五倫), which regulates relations between parents and sons/daughters,
the king and courtiers, a husband and wife, adults and children, and friends, serves as its
doctrine. In this regard, Confucianism is an ethical philosophy rather than a religion, while
Islam is a religion that only allows for firm belief in it. How, then, can Islam as religion and
Confucianism as moral ethics be merged?
Regarding this issue, Muslim scholars in China focused on the similarities and
differences between Confucianism and Islam. Ma Dexin said, “I must say what is similar in
the two religions, as well as what is different between the two” (Wenshizhishi Editorial Staff
1996, 48). Chinese Muslims saw that Islam and Confucianism were similar in their positive
perception of the earthly realm, as Islam also puts more emphasis on the real world than on
the afterworld. Such an ideology can be seen from the following words by Jin Tianzhu (金天
柱).
If there is a Muslim who wants to leave his home to become a religious ascetic, he
can do so only after his parents have already passed away or when his relative who
has raised him or his married child can serve as head of the household instead of
him. Then he must carry out all his responsibilities and cut himself off from all
beliefs other than religious ones…. There is a world of difference between living
an ordinary life of being loyal to the sovereign, serving and respecting parents
devotedly, keeping up one’s credit among friends, taking good care of women,
children, and servants, helping widows, orphans, and troubled people, offering
religious services at the right time, worshiping God, and making efforts to practice
the good and leaving the world to practice asceticism alone (Jin 2000, 133).

Chinese Muslims criticized the sect, believing that “a union with God” (人主合一) could
be reached only by completely leaving the secular world,3while emphasizing that people have
3

“A union with God” is the ultimate goal of Sufism. Islam believes that human beings come from God (the
lord) and have to return to God. It also believes that human beings will have to be resurrected on the day of the
apocalypse, to be brought to judgment. However, Sufism sees the return to God not as a matter after death but
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to approach Allah while staying in the current world. Indeed, there existed a sect of Sufism that
approached the union with God alone, rejecting marriage in order to live a life of abstinence.
Chinese Muslims were very skeptical of such sects. (Jin 2008, 111) The philosophy behind
the criticism was similar to the Confucian value to focus on the current world. They did not
deny asceticism but saw it as a path that could be chosen only after fulfilling one’s moral
responsibilities in the human world. Muslims in China thus believed that social activities and
responsibilities were the most important factor to advance toward the path to becoming
a holy man. They criticized Buddhism and Taoism for their asceticism, arguing that only
Confucianism and Islam were the right paths.. In fact, the majority of religions, including
Christianity and Buddhism, emphasize the afterlife rather than the earthly life, but Islam
connects the life in this world to that in the afterworld. In other words, Islam believes that
if one lives a life that complies with the will of Allah through the practice of religious
values in this world, he will become united with Allah. Therefore, Islam does not refer only
to the religious system, but also to human life itself, including all human activities such as
politics, economics, society, and culture. Consequently, Islam has a system of religious belief
and practice that encompasses all religious and secular aspects. Such ideology sees that the
Confucian philosophy is no different from the Islamic belief that heaven order (天命) and
human nature (人性) are one.
Such a philosophy of Muslims in China, focusing on the current life, was influenced by
Sufism, and the ultimate goal of religion for them was to achieve union with God in reality.
The philosophy of union between humans and God is similar in structure to the Confucian
philosophy of union between heaven and humans. Islam is divided into Sunnism, which
places importance on religious doctrine, and Sufism, which focuses on religious belief. Sufism
spread to China, and had a tremendous influence on Islamic leaders in China.4 Sufis regard
becoming like the prophet Muhammad as their ultimate goal. Sufis endeavor to reinforce their
spirituality by pursuing frugality based on Muhammad’s words “My poverty is my pride” and

4

as a pursuit of union with God through mental culture in this world. The stage of mentality that they pursue
is neither a mystical experience of God (the real lord) entering into the human body, or the union between the
human body and God (the real lord). It is also neither divinity entering into the human nature or human nature
turning into divinity. It understands the status of union with God as a way of perceiving the fact that human
nature and God are one. Still, the two are divided. Islam says, ‘The master is only a master and the servant
(human) is only a servant.’ Therefore, seeing from the eyes of God, listening through the ears of God, and
speaking through the mouth of God is seen as union with God in Islam. In Qingzhenzhinan, Ma Zhu said, ‘If
I like him, I am his eyes, neck, hands, and mouth. So he listens depending on me, sees depending on me, gets
drunk depending on me, and speaks depending on me.’”
Sufism was introduced to China during the Yuan Dynasty by Sufi ascetics and missionaries. Mansur al-Hallaj
(858–922), a famous Persian Sufi, arrived at Turpan in Xinjiang Province in China, and many Sufi ascetics and
missionaries came to the Great Central Plain region of China starting in the era of the Yuan Dynasty. Their
missionary activities had an influence on the private sector of each region. Chinese religious leaders who
were in charge of teaching scriptures had exchanges with Sufi missionaries, and some of them even received
spiritual instruction from foreign Sufi missionaries. Many scriptures read at oratories were written by Sufis.
Some priests and students even practiced spiritual cultivation under the influence of Sufism. Sufi publications
were widespread among Muslim intellectuals in China.
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“My eyes are closed, but my heart is open.” They believe that people can encounter the love
between Allah and human beings by respecting Allah. The philosophy of Sufism is similar to
neo-Confucian ideology, which highlights union with the universal principle through mental
nurturing while also respecting reality. Regarding such interpretation of Islamic scholars,
Confucian scholars back then said that the “(Islamic) interpretation of the human mind is
no different from the Confucian interpretation” (Liu 1988, 8). The philosophy that human
beings can return to Allah through self-discipline was widespread among Muslims in China,
which was influenced by Sufism and which resulted in substantial advancement of the theory
of self-discipline. Wang Daiyu said the following:
Therefore, if scriptures are not based on Confucianism, the great principle
of cultivation, refinement, discipline, and peace cannot be revealed, and if
Confucianism is not based on scriptures, it cannot successfully pursue the ultimate
reason that began with the beginning and that will finish at the end. If one wants to
pursue both, he must choose the two enlightenments of Islam and Confucianism,
and neither can be given up (Ma Zhu 1988, 121).

Wang Daiyu tried to understand Islam based on the Confucian ethic of “first cultivate
your own body to control your family well, control your family well to rule the country, rule
the country well to make the world peaceful” and tried to understand Confucianism based
on the ultimate principle of Islam. These similarities made it possible for both to approach
each other more easily. However, the opening of such possibilities did not mean convergence
between the two. What was more important than that was the question of how to resolve the
differences between the two.
The key to Islam is the relationship between God and human beings – that is, the divine
principle. However, Confucianism puts more focus on the relationship between human beings
than on the relationship between God and human beings – that is, the human principle.
Therefore, Muslims in China became aware of the limitations of both Confucianism and
Islam. If the Han people had regarded the differentiation of Confucianism as an absolute
value or if Muslims adhered to their own doctrine and customs, severe confrontation and
conflict between Confucianism and Islam would have resulted. What was required under
such circumstances was a multicultural stance of recognizing each other’s uniqueness, not
an assimilation of understanding Islam from the perspective of Confucianism or vice
versa. Confucianism developed as an ethical philosophy in China and Islam developed as a
religion in the Middle East, and each had unique characteristics and logic. Therefore, both
Confucianism and Islam needed to respect the reasonableness of the other. Confucianism
needed to acknowledge the limitations of its ethical philosophy and borrow solutions from
Islam, while Islam also needed to accommodate the principle of Confucianism to a certain
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degree, in order to localize itself in China.
That is why Muslims in China paid attention to the filial piety of Confucianism. Even if
Muslims in China had succeeded in translating its scriptures into Chinese characters, it might
well have prompted criticism and persecution of Muslims if the translations contradicted the
mainstream philosophy of neo-Confucianism in ideological terms. Therefore, they needed to
let people know that Islamic doctrine did not conflict with Confucian moral principles. Islam
says that Allah created everything and that Allah rules all human behaviors. Islam emphasizes
that human beings must know the will of Allah, the creator, and live according to Allah’s
revelation. However, Islam also puts importance on human life in communities and this
world. Muhammad emphasized the Muslim community in Medina and explicitly mentioned
Muslim rules and norms in everyday life. Thus, Islam highlights not only the relationship
between human beings and God but also human roles and ethical norms. Islam is similar
to Confucianism in that it stresses the human role in Muslim society. However, Chinese
Muslims did not stop at exploring the similarities between Islam and Confucianism and went
further to accommodate Confucianism. Consequently, they not only accepted Confucian
secular values but also regarded human morality as a prerequisite for their religious practice.
That is why Chinese Muslims such as Wang Daiyu and Liu Zhi tried to accommodate the
concept of Confucian filial piety into Chinese Islam. As trenchantly evident in Wang Daiyu’s
remark below, Muslims in China tended to argue that Islam was similar to Confucianism and
different from Buddhism or Taoism, as Islam respected the secular value of filial piety just as
Confucianism did (Zhao 1989, 46).

My religion [Islam] has the same ethical values as Confucianism, and those who
follow its principles do their best to stay loyal to the sovereign and fulfill their filial
duty. So how could it be compared with Buddhism or Taoism?

In the same vein, Liu Zhi articulates as follows:
The relationship between parents and their children is the origin of higher and lower
status in human communities. When a father and sons are defined, the relationship
between adults and children is formed in a village and thereby, a distinction between
the sovereign and subject can be made. Every human relationship is defined based
on such a distinction. Therefore, the holy man of Confucianism taught people that
the higher and lower status in human relationships should be clearly understood.
That all begins from the father-son relationship. (Liu 1988,130)

In this respect, it can be argued that Chinese Muslims including Wang Daiyu and Liu Zhi
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embraced filial piety, the fundamental philosophy of Confucianism and reinterpreted it in the
context of Islam.
Wang Daiyu further elaborated the similarities between Confucianism and Islam and
developed the combined theology, as in his remark below.
There are three major duties for people living in this world: to follow Allah, to
follow the king, and to follow one’s parents. If these three duties are unfulfilled,
three sins of disloyalty, injustice, and disobedience are committed (Wang Daiyu
1987, 225).
Therefore, in addition to worshipping the real lord, Allah, equally important is to
respect parents. In order to learn moral ethics, one should respect Allah, while one
should respect parents to learn benevolence and righteousness. People who wish to
be sincerely loyal to Allah must be filial to one’s parents, and people who fulfill their
filial duties become loyal to the lord. Loyalty and filial duty are sine qua non for a
righteous religion. (Wang Daiyu 1999, 225)

In his book, Wang Daiyu clearly espouses the ethics of Confucianism that can be
represented as an emphasis on filial piety and loyalty, in the context of theorizing Islam. The
theoretical system of Confucianism was based on filial duty and loyalty and regarded other
philosophies that did not emphasize those values as heresy. That is why Islam accommodated
the value of filial duty and loyalty from Confucianism. However, in Islam, the subject of
people’s loyalty is Allah, not the sovereign, and the subject of loyalty in Confucianism is the
sovereign. Then, an issue of whom to be loyal to – Allah or the sovereign – arises. If one
stays loyal only to the sovereign but not to Allah, he is no longer a Muslim. However, if
he stays loyal only to Allah, he might face oppression from Chinese rulers. Such an ethical
dilemma was called “two types of loyalty” (二元忠誠論) by Muslim scholars in China.
These Chinese Muslims seem to have tried to make up for the shortcomings of
Confucianism based on Islamic doctrine. They may have considered that Confucianism had
a systematic and detailed theoretical system in terms of human duties; it does not stipulate a
relation between humans and supreme existence(s). In this context, Wang Daiyu’s argument
could be construed as an emphasis on the religious aspect of Confucianism, as evident in his
remark below.
There is no mention at all about how the beginning and end come, or about the
Creator who brought everything into being and who controls life and death. In
general, the principle of human life has its beginning, middle, and end. Confucian
scholars talk only about the middle period of life but do not discuss the beginning
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or the end of life. Any scholar who has deeply thought about it would naturally
have doubts about this…. A person in the Song Dynasty tried to proclaim the
principle of Confucianism and eliminate its shortcomings, but despite his good
will, his effort was ignored by God. Many other holy men have also failed to convey
the truth. They have mentioned only what could be explained in words, failing to
talk about what cannot be described in words (Wang Dayu1999, 380).

Wang Daiyu compared Confucianism and Islam and criticized Confucianism for not
explaining the origin of humanity and everything else, as well as the afterlife. He pointed out
that Islam bore a religious inclination of pursuing a return to Allah and offered a detailed
and systematic interpretation of the universe and human nature. Confucianism, by contrast,
failed to mention the origin and justification of the universe and humanity, even though
it had a detailed and systematic explanation of the universe and human nature. Actually,
neo-Confucianism systematically discussed the universe and human nature, but it does not
provide a convincing explanation of what the origin of the universe is and why human beings
have to lead a moral life.
This perception of the Chinese people was reflected in their understanding of Islam.
According to extant sources, the Chinese sometimes called Allah “Buddha” and sometimes
called Muhammad “Buddha.” Then, in the Song Dynasty period, Allah was expressed as
heaven (天). As such, the Chinese people could not clearly understand the true nature of
Allah. However, in the period of the Ming Dynasty, Allah was expressed as the “lord” (主).
Muslims in China did not use the expression “Allah” in their scriptures. They understood
Allah’s divinity to be exclusive, and based on Allah’s exclusiveness, polytheism was excluded
in the Arab lands, and Allah was seen as the only creator and the one presiding over the
universe. Muslims in China also translated this concept of the lord as the “real lord” and
“real one.” However, Muslim scholars in China thought that such a term was unnecessary in
China, as the concept of Allah appeared in the Middle East, where polytheism was prevalent.
Therefore, they tried to interpret Allah based on neo-Confucian theory (新儒學), using terms
related to the origin and essence of the world, which was the fundamental problem of
Chinese philosophy. That is why Muslims in China also translated the “lord” as the “real
lord” and “real one.” Chinese Muslims believed that Islam’s religious features needed to be
accepted by neo-Confucianism so that it could establish a perfect theoretical system.
Generally, reason (性) is like the light of the origin. The first great order from the
“real lord” (眞主) was given to the human being. Truth (眞) is the sole existence. As
principle (道) is connected to the truth, it cannot be changed, and it is one of the
world laws (理). If the “real one” is not obtained, the roots cannot grow deep, and
if the roots do not grow deep, the principle cannot be defined. If the principle is
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not defined, belief cannot grow thick. If it is not one, not deep, and not thick, such
a principle cannot last long (Wang Daiyu 1999, 38).

Chinese Muslim scholars believed that the principle of Confucianism must come from
Allah (眞). As mentioned above, they did not deny the morality of Confucianism. However,
they thought that such morality could be justified when it was discussed in relation to Allah.
Therefore, they thought that the Confucian principle could become an unchangeable and
eternal truth when it was established based on Islam. As such, they said that the Ma Zhu
could not have deep roots if it failed to obtain the one and only God, that principle could
not be defined if roots could not grow deep, and belief could not grow thick if principle
were not defined. As such, they saw that Confucianism had to accept Allah in order to justify
its theory about the universe and morality. Muslim scholars in China stated that they did not
deny the philosophy of Confucianism. They also acknowledged secular values and moral
nature and argued that human beings had to recover heavenly rule by overcoming personal
desires. They accepted the neo-Confucian concept of the universe’s creation from infinity to
the great ultimate, yin and yang, and all creation, for its theory about the universe. However,
they understood such a process of creation of the universe as Allah’s work. That is why they
insisted that while Confucianism is the form, the content should be seen as Allah (Wang
Daiyu 1999, 5).
The similarities and differences between Confucianism and Islam were explained
above. Confucianism focused on human morality, while Islam put more importance on
the relationship between human beings and God. While Islam prioritized divine principle,
Confucianism prioritized human principle. That is why Chinese Muslims tried to combine
the human morality of Confucianism and the heavenly principle of Islam. The issue of how
to combine the two was approached differently by different scholars. However, most scholars
attempted this convergence based on the similarities mentioned above, from the perspective
of the union between human beings and the lord and between heaven and human. They said
that Allah created all things in the universe, including human beings, so human beings should
return to Allah. Wang Daiyu tried such convergence in the form of “Zhen (眞) -> Shu (數)
-> Ti (體),” while Liu Zhi tried convergence in the form of “first heaven (heavenly principle)
-> later heaven (human morality) -> first heaven (heavenly morality),” and the medium of
such convergence was the human being. Consequently, he pursued convergence through an
organic relationship between heavenly morality and human morality.
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Conclusion
This article has revealed how Confucian knowledge and beliefs were adapted and negotiated
in the translation of Islam, focusing on the studies on Islam of three Chinese Muslim scholars,
Wang Daiyu, Liu Zhi, and Ma Dexin. Although the need to conjugate Confucianism and
Islam had been recognized long before the 16th century, because of social conflicts between
believers in each religion, these three scholars theoretically developed a Chinese tradition of
Confucian Islam.
These Chinese Muslims reinterpreted Islam based on the human morality of
Confucianism; they also tried to add a religious aspect to Confucianism, based on the
philosophy of Islam. Such a combination was undertaken based on the similarities between
the five moral disciplines of human relations in Confucianism and the five duties of Islam,
thereby placing Islam on a par with Confucianism in the context of indigenization. However,
it cannot be denied that the origin of human morality in Chinese Islam was based on the one
and only Allah. Even though the origin of human conscience is from transcendental Allah,
it was the moral practice of human beings that led Chinese Muslims to the union with Allah.
Therefore, Chinese Muslim scholars established a unique theoretical system, developing their
own philosophy and religion. This article has attempted to substantiate this position.
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Polo: A Cultural Code for Understanding
the Silk Road
TSCHUNG-SUN KIM

This paper deals with the question of the origin of polo. Although it is a sport
that has been mainly active in the West since the nineteenth century, it is well
known that British troops in the northern part of Pakistan learned about the
sport from the local people there. Most agree that the origin of polo is Iran.
However, in this paper, rather than specifying a specific area as the birthplace
of polo, it is argued that polo was a cultural phenomenon commonly found
on the Silk Road. This is based on the fact that polo has been known for
centuries in China, the Korean Peninsula, and Japan, as well as throughout
Iran, northern India, Tibet, Central Asia, and the Uighur Autonomous
Region. Yet, the transmission of polo cannot be traced chronologically
according to the supposed propagation route. This cultural phenomenon
has changed over a long period of time according to the local environment,
and the change was caused by mutual exchanges, not by one party. Therefore,
there are limitations to interpreting cultural phenomena linearly. Thus, the
origin of polo could also be identified with another area, namely Baltistan in
modern day Pakistan, instead of Iran. These results support the argument
that to understand Silk Road civilization, a process-centric approach based
on ‘exchanges’, not a method of exploring archetypes to find ‘the place of
origin’, should be utilized. Polo is undoubtedly an important cultural artifact
with which to read the Silk Road as a cultural belt complex, as well as an
example of the common culture created by the whole Silk Road.
Keywords: Polo, Origins, Process, Silk Road, Civilization
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The Origin of Polo
The game of polo is connected with the development of Silk Road equestrian civilization.
It was gradually refined and systematized from the nomadic lifestyle. In the process, it
developed into a court game and was slowly passed on to women and to common people
as folk games such as ground polo. One such example is changch’igi, or stick tossing game,
performed by ordinary people on the Korea Peninsula during the late Chosŏn Dynasty (Kim
2004). Therefore, it would be reasonable to understand polo as a cultural complex formed on
the Silk Road after a historical transformation process of exchange and compromise, not as
a unique prototype. Persia, Turkey, Tibet, China, and Central Asia are central for those who
want to find the original form of polo. There are literary resources, archaeological data, and
traces of actual play in these countries (Laffaye 2009, 5). However, this cannot specify where
polo originated. Rather, it is likely that it started simultaneously or collectively among Iranian
and Turkic cultures in various regions of Central Asia.
One such version can be called buzkashi, which is still used in Afghanistan and Tajikistan
where Persian is spoken (Azoy 1982, 23). The word ‘buz’ is derived from ‘goat’, and ‘kash’
from ‘pulling’, so buzkash means literally ‘goat pulling’. It is a fight in which hundreds of
horsemen gallop in a dust melee to take away the headless carcass of a goat. Similar traces
can be found throughout Central Asia including Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan,
Uzbekistan, and Mongolia as well as among the Uighurs. It is also widely spread in the Urals
and Siberia, especially in the Altai, Tatar, Bashkir, Buryat, Khakas, and Tuba (Ubaidulloev
2015, 48). However, the names are variously called ‘kokbura’, ‘kokpar’, ‘kokboru’, ‘kukpari’,
‘kukbure’, ‘ulak tartish’, and ‘oghlak tartish’. In the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region, it is
called kokpar tartu (Yabyshtaev 2011), and in the west of Mongolia where the Kazakhs reside,
it is called ‘tulam bulaatsaldakh’, according to a conversation with Munkhbat Otgonjargal (a
graduate student from Mongolia at Keimyung University).
Using Kyrgyzstan’s national epic the Manas as a reference point, this wild and dangerous
men’s contest could date back as far as the 3rd century CE. In the Manas, a scene of training in
which the main character rides a horse and exchanges a goat to protect women and property
from enemies is recorded in detail (Аckap 2017, 276-280). It is presumed that the content
of the Manas was formed between the 9th and 12th centuries, when the Kirghiz migrated
to their present land through unwavering struggles. However, the Manas encompasses an
enormous time span of 1,300 years, from 250 to 1,500 CE (Margulan 1971, 87), so it is not
easy to determine the history of the game. There is also the opinion that buzkashi began with
the Turko-Mongolian nomadic people of the Genghis Khan era (Safarov 2012, 220-222). But
this is not entirely accurate since there is much evidence that this game existed long before
the 13th century, the period when Genghis Khan was active. The mountainous nomadic
people of Central Asia had been raising superior horses for a long time, and the Tajiks and
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Xinjiang Uighurs had been playing on yaks instead of horses. In addition, in the area that is
now Tajikistan and Afghanistan, matches had already been held during Nowruz, the Persian
New Year Festival, well before Genghis Khan arrived (Brecher-Dolivet 2009).
The winner of a game of buzkashi is the person who takes the leg of the goat’s body
and places it on the back of his horse first. However, this is probably the case when the whole
group plays against each other in a free for all match. In comparison, today the kokboru game
in Kyrgyzstan takes place on a team by team basis. Kokboru means blue wolves, and one
team consists of four players. The entire length of the stadium is 200 meters, and the two
goalposts, called kazan, are 140 meters apart from each other. The players go on without a
break and the team that puts the most goats’ bodies in their opponent’s kazan in 20 minutes,
each in the first and second half, will win (Ives 2012). As the game is structured as such, it
is possible that it began as individual competitions in the early days and gradually developed
into team competitions.
Looking at the origins of buzkashi and kokboru, there are two theories. One is derived
from the ancient custom of sacrificing goats, and the other is derived from revenge by men
who returned from war for village women and the elderly who were hurt by wolves (Parkes
1996, 43-67). However, it is not easy to find any evidence. The theories seem to depend on
the meaning given to the carcass of the animals used during the game. Although there is a
common denominator of horse sports, there should still be much more evidence for it to
serve as an origin of polo. However, it is certain that the living space of the nomads was not
limited to the mountainous regions but spread across the plains, where the lifestyle changed
and they interacted with other peoples. The phenomenon is remarkable when it reaches
north Pakistan and Persia. Chowgan, which began here, is a game in which men ride on
horseback and hit a round ball, a guy, with a wooden stick, a chowgan. In time, the word
chowgan came to denote the game itself (Chehabi 2002, 384). However, using a ball instead
of an animal’s carcass and using a stick instead of a hand are the biggest differences from
buzkashi or kokboru.

Persia, Arabia, and Turkey
It is said that chowgan is perhaps the oldest team polo game in the world. The first record
shows that Turkmens and Persians competed against each other and that the Turkmens won
tournaments in the 7th and 6th centuries BCE (Safarov 2012, 229). From the 5th century
BCE, it spread to Arabia, Tibet, and the Eastern Hemisphere (Laffaye 2009, 5-6), and it
might have been transmitted to the Western Hemisphere after Alexander the Great’s first
encounter with polo on the route to Central Asia (Tursunov 1983, 26). Darius III, the last
king of the Achaemenid Dynasty, was killed by Alexander. However, Iran’s narrative tradition
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describes Alexander as a half-brother of Darius. Thus, Alexander’s defeat of Darius and
taking his throne was a legitimate succession of the Persian kingship. By making Alexander
an Iranian, they wanted to say that he was no longer an Iranian enemy (Hanaway 1990, 93103). An interesting episode related to polo is also used to explain this. Darius sent Alexander
a ball and a stick, which meant ‘Don’t pay attention to war games and focus on children’s
play’. However, Alexander told the Persian envoy that the ball was Earth and he was the stick,
so he would blow it away as he wanted (Stoneman 1991, 70-71). This is far before the claim
that polo originated in the Parthian Empire, 247 BCE–224 CE (Knauth 1976, 48).
The Parthian Empire originated in the northeast of Iran (roughly in the Khorasan
region), near the Central Asian grassy plains. The Parthians’ riding skills were great enough
to be acknowledged by their everlasting enemy, the Romans. In particular, they were famous
for the ‘Parthian Shot’, in which the rider shot an arrow while looking back and keeping his
balance on a galloping horse. Their riding skills and their games appear to have also been
transmitted to their successors in the Sassanid Empire. The way in which polo was handed
down from the Parthians to the Sasanians remains an episode in the literature of the seventh
century. According to the book Karnamak-e Ardashire-e Papakan, which recorded the daily
life and achievements of Ardashir, the founding king of the Sasan, Ardashir beat Ardavan
V, the last king of the Parthians. Ardashir married Ardavan V’s daughter who gave birth to
a son, Shapur I, who captured Valerian, the 33rd emperor of the Roman Empire. One day,
the son bravely caught a ball that had rolled under his father’s throne while playing polo with
other players, and his father recognized his son’s bravery (Ferdowsi 1977, 274-5). This story
may be a metaphor for how certain forces came to topple the old regime and established a
new nation. It can be seen that polo played a very important role in the process of founding
kingdoms.
Additionally, Persian classics and art provide many materials related to polo. In particular,
Abulqasim Ferdowsi, a poet and historian of the 10th century, refers to it several times in
the epic Shahnameh (Horn 1907, 837-49). Horses and jockeys play a very important role in
Shahnameh. One interesting episode can be found in the game played by the legendary Iranian
prince Siyavash, the hero of Shahnameh, and his father-in-law Afrasiab, the king of Turan.
In the process of this match, Siyavash hit the ball hard enough to make it invisible, then hit
another ball and it moved side by side with the moon (Ferdowsi 1977, 97-8). This is a scene
in which his kingship is portrayed through his ability to play polo. There is also a lyric poem
that uses polo as an image. The poet Nizami tells the story of how the king met his Aramean
wife, Shirin, in the tale Khosrow and Shirin. Khosrow, who saw Shirin playing polo, found her as
beautiful as if she were ‘a dove on the grass’ and as valorous as if she were ‘a hunting hawk’.
He challenged her to a polo game. After Shirin won one game and Khosrow another, he said
‘the greatest blessing is to be created when two lovers stick around’ (Sykes 1902, 285). Polo’s
popularity was also large in court life. It can be guessed from the fact that it was the most
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beloved motif in Persian miniature painting (later on in Turkey and India as well), along with
hunting (Fig. 1).
Furthermore, the Ummayad and Abbas Caliphs, who ruled the Muslim world after
overtaking the Sasanian Empire and conquering Syria and Iraq, developed polo according
to the tradition of the Sasanians. Yazid I, the second caliph of Umayyad, beheaded Hussein,
the Prophet Muhammad’s grandson, in Damascus, and played polo with his head. Hussein,
who was believed to be the third Imam (as the orthodox successor of the prophet) by Shia,
was assassinated in 680. However, the Persians and the Kurds became deeply immersed in
polo without knowing this history (Dankoff 1990, 147-51). This statement might be a later

Fig. 1) A folio of a Persian manuscript of Mathnavi of Guyva-Chogan (Khalnameh) by Tahmaseb Mirza
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distortion by Shia sources, because Yazid is said to have hit Hussein in the teeth, but not
played chowgan with his head.
After the Caliphate era, even when secular leaders ruled Iran and the Arab Middle East,
they continued to play polo, called ‘sawlajan’ in Arabic (Ahsan 1973, 303). Despite fighting
against the crusades, Salah al-Din was known as a great figure in the Western Hemisphere.
Similarly, Baibar I, who ruled the Mamluk Sultanate, was known to be a man of great
athleticism who played polo in both Cairo and Damascus during the same week (Diem 1982,
173-178).
Despite being dominated by Turks and Mongols from the middle of the 11th century,
Persia continued to be keen on polo. The court poet Farrokhi took only the Sultan’s polo
hobby as the subject in his poetry (Schimmel 1992, 441). He even listed four things for the
monarch to do: ‘feasting, hunting, polo game, and war’ (Schimmel 1992, 286). Timur (13361405) seems to have exerted a great effort to spread polo from his conquest of Russia, Iran,
Central Asia, and India. Hafiz, a Persian Sufi poet, in desperation because of Timur’s victory,
wrote a letter entitled ‘I hope the enemy’s head is a polo ball’ (Diem 1982, 188). Indeed,
Timur did exactly what the poet prayed for (Brown 1891, 12). Apart from historical facts, the
fact that the enemy’s head was considered a polo ball was not just the poetic imagination of
Hafiz, but a story that had already appeared in the process of forming the Shia.
Moving on to Anatolia, Seljuk first, and then Ottoman Turkey, also played polo. It was
also known among the Kurds living in eastern Anatolia (Chehabi 2002, 391). The Safavid
Dynasty, which ruled Iran from 1501 to 1736, also cared about polo. Shah Abbas, the greatest
king of the Safavids in the early 17th century, was also a great polo enthusiast. Sir Anthony
Sherley, a British traveler, recorded this game in detail. In particular, he said, ‘When the king
rode on a horse, the drums and the trumpets sounded … the drums and the trumpets played
louder when the ball fell in front of the king’ (Hurst 1825, 70-71), stressing that the game
was played based on music. Shah Abbas moved the capital of the Safavid Dynasty to Isfahan
and built a big square at the center. It was also called the Maydan of the Polo Stadium, Imam
Square, or Naqsh-e Jahan Square (Fig. 2). On both sides of the plaza, there are two marble
pillars used as goal posts. The base circumference is about 2 m, the height is about 2.3 m,
and the distance between the two goal posts is about 10 m. The length of the stadium is 512
m from north to south, and the width is 163 m from east to west. The kings would have sat
on the high terrace of the Alicapu Palace across the street and watched the game, which was
held in the square under their eyes. Like this, polo was a lofty sport of the Persian aristocracy
and also a game of the court (Bull 1989, 173-5).
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Fig. 2) Immam Square or Naqsh-e Jahan Square in Isfahan

Tibet and India
If polo had been transmitted through the Silk Roads, the road would probably have originated
in the northeast of Iran and crossed Turkestan and Tibet, and then reached the northwest
of China. The fact that it came through Tibet can be seen through the epic of King Gesar.
It is recorded variously in poetry and prose, and is sung widely throughout Central Asia and
the north east of South Asia (Chadwick 2010, 48-49). Its classic version is to be found in
central Tibet. As a hero from heaven, King Gesar defeats monsters and unifies various races,
defeating the strong and helping the weak. In Chapter 12, the Battle of Kunlun Mountain
between King Gesar and King Baakar appears as an anecdote related to polo (Lu 2002, 202).
Gesar was the ruler of the ancient Bonismo Kingdom, and Baakar was the ruler of the
Khotan Kingdom. Gesar fought for months when he knew that his queen had been captured
by the enemy and was trapped by a shell. In the meantime, the queen had already given birth
to two children at the palace of Baakar. Eventually, Gesar went to the Khotan Kingdom and
killed Baakar, and then he took the queen to a safe place. Afterwards, he went back to the
palace, killed the two children, cut off their heads, put them in his pocket, and went back to
the queen. Gesar rode a horse with the queen on a green plain. Then he took the children’s
heads out of his pocket, threw them hard in the sky, and hit them with a stick to blow them
away. After hitting the first head, Gesar shouted ‘Draafoks!’ and the second time the queen
shouted ‘Hit!’ too. When the queen arrived at the end of the plains, she found out that the
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heads of the two children who had been just hit were her children. She immediately lost her
mind (Lu 2002, 204). The epic of King Gesar has spread throughout the region, and this
is the story of how polo started in Turkestan, including the northern part of Pakistan (Lu
2002, 201).
Especially in Baltistan, polo was already loved before the common era. When a polo
game was played, the musicians played special music with drums and flutes. The famous
sword dances ‘Zobo Barasu’ and ‘Kashuba’ in Baltistan are dances to the epic of King
Gesar. In this area, the winners of a polo game rode their horses and shouted ‘Yayayayaho’.
After a player recited the first verse of the epic, he would ask the musicians to play for the
opposing team, and the musicians would perform three or four songs with all their heart.
The performance was not only inspiring for the polo game, but also gave a strong impetus to
the players’ fighting (Lu 2002, 204). This custom played a great role in preserving the epic of
King Gesar. Reciting and playing the Gesar was an integral part of the polo game, ‘dacipulu’.
For centuries, the game of polo has been played widely in Baltistan. The word ‘dacipulu’,
a compound word combining ‘da’ for ‘horse’, ‘ci’ for ‘on’, and ‘pulu’ for round object in
Baltistanian etymology (Lu & Li 2007, 87), was used from Ladakh to Gilgit and Chitral. It
seems that the ancient Baltistanian conquerors played a role in extending it widely. There is
a record that they played polo in riverside fields when it was time to go to the battlefield or
return. Polo seems to have had a festive character with music because they killed a goat before
the game began to provide a blood sacrifice to ensure their victory. Today, in the Kashmir
region, which is adjacent to Baltistan, the game of polo is still played, and it is very popular in
Pakistan. In this way, we can see how long polo, which was born during the mythical period
of Gesar, lasted and spread widely (Ding 2004, 50).
Moreover, some traces of polo still remain in the nomadic areas (30°-73° east longitude,
27°-40° north latitude) of Tibet and the northern Mongolian Plateau where the epic of
King Gesar is recited. The area covers 2,700km from east to west and 1,400km from north
to south, with a total area of 2,500,000 km2. It reaches the upstream areas of the Yangtze
River, the Yellow River, and the slope of the northern Himalayas. It also includes Pakistan’s
Balti region, Nepal, Bhutan, India’s Ladakh, Mongolia, and Russia’s Kalmyk Autonomous
Republic and the Burialat Autonomous Republic. It is interesting to note that the area where
the game of polo is played overlaps with the area where the epic of King Gesar is recited
(Li 2001, 320). As for the dissemination of polo matches, evidence can be found not only in
legend, but also in history.
For example, Songstengampo was the 33rd king of Tibet and was born in 617, the year
before the founding of the Tang Dynasty, and conquered the surrounding kingdoms and
unified Tibet for the first time. He attacked the Silk Road and the Sichuan region, expanding
the Tibetan forces and pressing the Tang Dynasty. In 634, the king asked for a marriage with
the princess of the Tang Dynasty, but when he was rejected, he attacked and took Toyohon.
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Then, leading 200,000 troops, he invaded the border of the Tang Dynasty and finally married
Princess Wencheng in 641. It was at this time that China received polo from Tibet (Li 2001,
322). It is clear that polo was very popular throughout the Tang Dynasty. In 710, Emperor
Zhongzong of the Tang Dynasty made Princess Jincheng marry the king of Tibet. When the
envoy of Tibet visited Tang to greet Princess Jincheng, the two countries played polo. King
Zhongzong and his nobles came to the pavilion to watch the international match, but the
victory was for Tibet (Li 2001, 322).
Islamic India also carried on the tradition of playing polo. After Islam spread to the
northern part of India, Qutbuddin Aybak (r. 1206-10), the first sultan of Delhi, was a Turk
slave from Central Asia who died while playing a polo game. King Akbar of the Mughal
Empire (r. 1556-1605) was a polo lover as was Shah Abbas, his contemporary in Iran. They
used a luminous ball made from a palas tree and even played at night. His servant Abu’l-Fazl
vividly testifies to this pastime of Akbar:
Ordinary people can see the game as a mere recreation, but in the eyes of a thoughtful
person, it can be understood as a means to learn some quickness and determination.
Strong people learn the art of riding in this game. Animals learn agility and to submit
to authority. Through this, the values of men can be identified, and the tenacity of
friendship can be strengthened. Therefore, the king enjoyed it very much (Allami 1989,
309-10).

In the Mughal Empire, Islam was at its height and the cultural traditions of Central Asia were
also greatly affected. The Mughals’ literature and art, which reached their climax in the 17th
century, were often decorated with polo as their theme. There are several miniatures in which
Jahangir, the son of Akbar, plays polo, and also there are a number of literary works that
encourage him to be bold and brave (Diem 1982, 218-219).

China
Polo began to emerge in China from the time of the Tang Dynasty (618-906 CE), when it
brought excellent horses called the ‘Heavenly Horse’ from the Fergana region of Central Asia
(Brownell 1995, 35). In China, polo was referred to as Jiju (击鞠), meaning ‘ball hitting’, or as
Maqiu (马球), meaning ‘horse ball’. There is a great deal of evidence to tell how successful
polo was during the Tang Dynasty. Names related to polo alone are used in various terms,
depending on region, and just as diverse as the ethnic minority distributions (Kim 2004, 2930).
At the beginning of the Tang Dynasty, there were about 20 luxurious private stadiums
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Fig. 3) Stone inscription commemorating the
building of Hanguang Hall (含光殿) and a polo
field in Daming Palace in 831

Fig. 4) ‘Polo players at their game.’ Prince Zhang
Huai’s tomb, interred in 706 AD during the
Tang Dynasty of China

for the emperor and aristocracy. In 831, a large scale polo stadium was built in the palace
courtyard in Chang’an, so we can guess how great the interest in polo at the time was. It is
proven by the discovery of a stone tablet inscribed with the phrase, ‘A polo stadium is next
to Hanguang Hall’ (Fig. 3). It was unearthed in 1956 from the ruins of Daming Palace of
the Tang Dynasty in present day Xi’an City. In addition, a painted clay polo-playing figurine
as well as a mural which depicts a horse playing polo were found in the tomb of the Crown
Prince Zhanghuai, Li Xian (Liu 55-62) (Fig. 4). There are twenty horses on the whole mural.
The moment when five players try to take the ball with poles is expressed in full excitement.
The riders wear black coats of narrow-sleeved multicolored wool, black boots, and headscarves on their heads. The rider holds the reins in his left hand and a crescent-shaped stick in
his right hand. The leftmost horse lifts its forelock high, and the rider lies on his back, holding
the stick with both hands and turning his body to hit the ball. From behind, four people are
running towards the ball. The shadow depicts the expression of the rider and horse more
realistically (Cui 2009, 57).
Another example from the Tang Dynasty is when, after having ordered old officials to
play the game, Ruizong enjoyed himself in the midst of his court ladies’ applause and laughter
at the sight of them falling down in the stadium (Liu 1985, 208; Diem 1982, 138). His son,
Xuanzong, was one of the most prominent figures in Chinese history. He loved poetry,
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music, dance, painting, and even polo (Xiong 1996, 291). However, he fell too far into polo
and it was eventually abolished by his son. Nonetheless, polo was greatly encouraged in the
Chinese army, and the best polo athlete in Chinese history was General Xia during the reign
of Emperor Daizong. He had twelve bunches of coins set up in the stadium and hit them
one by one as he rode at full speed, hitting them up to 20 meters away (Diem 1982, 143).
Polo was also one of the important subjects of the examination for government officials,
and especially in the case of Xizong who was so proud of his polo skills that he boasted, ‘If
I take the examination in polo, I'll definitely take the first place’. When he was appointed the
defense chief, polo was the most important requirement (Liu 1985, 207, 209).
This interest transferred to the Song Dynasty. The queen and other court ladies enjoyed
polo just like the Tang Dynasty. In this era, mixed teams of men and women were organized
to hold competitions, and there were even cases where men dressed up as women. They
played on donkeys instead of ponies and had night games with torches lit. Overall, however,
the fervor surrounding polo was fading because the courtiers no longer rode horses, which
were limited only to the training purposes of the army, or to court entertainers (Liu 1985,
215, 219). In the Liao and Jin dynasties of the Manchurian people who fought against the
Song, polo was handed down as a national rite of worship (Chung 2010, 257), although there
were many negative views associated with polo’s popularity. When Mongolia invaded China,
the Chinese generals were more preoccupied with polo than with war, so much so that some
generals were even teased as ‘General Polo Stick’ (Liu 1985, 214). In particular, Taoist priests
objected, saying that polo consumed one’s energy and was not good for horses (Liu 1985,
208). Confucians also said that ‘according to strict moral standards of Confucianism, polo is
like various deceptive behaviors, such as drunkenness, gambling, vulgar music and obscene
acts’ (Liu 1985, 218). This kind of criticism probably affected polo’s decline.
By the time of the Ming and Qing dynasties, polo began to gradually disappear. Xiaozhong
was the last emperor who was enthusiastic about polo. No emperor played polo after his
death (Liu 1985, 222). During the Qing Dynasty, it was extinguished among the upper classes
and warriors, and no longer appeared in the historical records. However, archaeological data
remains considerable. In 1972, a painted clay polo-playing figurine was found at the tomb of
Astana in Turfan, Xinjiang (Cui 2009) (Fig. 5). Despite its negative evaluation, polo was more
prevalent during the Song Dynasty than in the Tang Dynasty. The scene of a polo match
carved on bricks collected by the Chinese Sports Museum tells of this history (Fig. 6). As a
further example, in 1990, a figure in a mural painting of a polo game was found in Tomb No.
1 in Pijianggou Cemetery of the Liao Dynasty at Baoguotu Township, Aohan Banner, Inner
Mongolia (Fig. 7). These artifacts also prove that the game of polo was very popular and
important to the northern nomads (Cui 2009, 57).
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Fig. 5) Painted polo figurine. Xinjiang, 7th-10th CE

Fig. 6) Brick carving from the Song Dynasty with polo playing scene (Sports
Museum of China)
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Fig. 7) Tomb mural of the Liao Dynasty with polo playing scene
(Tomb No. 1 in Pijianggou Cemetery, Inner Mongolia)

Korea and Japan
Polo is commonly known as ‘kyŏkgu’ (擊毬) in Korea. It is unclear when kyŏkgu was introduced
to Korea. It is possible that it was introduced from the Tang Dynasty during the Koguryŏ
Dynasty (Kim 2004, 33). The evidence for this assumption can be found in the ‘Woman of
Koguryŏ’ holding a stick in the Takamatsu tomb murals of the Asuka period, built in Nara,
Japan, from 694 to 710 (Fig. 8). The first appearance of polo in literature was in 889, about
two centuries later. In Haedong’yǒksa, there is a record that Wang Mun-ku, the envoy of the
Balhae Kingdom, demonstrated kyŏkgu in front of the Japanese king, and the king gave
them 200 dun (屯) of cotton (Han 2001). Balhae, where kyŏkgu was already prevalent at that
time, had sent envoys to Japan 35 times to demonstrate it. Having seen this, the Japanese king
made a bet with his servants (Song 1997, 39). Balhae not only accepted kyŏkgu from the Tang
Dynasty but also played a role in spreading it to Japan. There is another record that during the
Koryŏ Dynasty, a welcoming ceremony was held in the middle of a kyŏkgu stadium, where
Azagae, the general of the enemy country, Later Baekje, surrendered in September of the
first year of the reign of King Taejo (Song 1997, 40). Based on this, it can be estimated that
polo first appeared on the Korean Peninsula in the middle of the ninth century after passing
through Tibet and the Tang Dynasty in the early seventh century.
Likewise, it is possible that it was imported directly from Persia at the end of the ninth
century. The proof is that in the Persian epic Kushnameh, the Persian prince Abtin was
exiled to Basilla, believed to be the Silla Kingdom, where he enjoyed polo with King Taihur
(Akbarzadeh 2014, 162-166). There are traces on a corner pillar excavated from the square
mounded tomb in Kujŏng-dong, Kyŏngju. On one side of this pillar is embossed a martial
artist’s image holding a stick that is believed to be Persian, and on the other side is an engraved
lion. In the context of Kushnameh, Professor Vosughi interpreted the martial artist’s stick as a
polo stick (Lee 2016) (Fig. 9). Later on, King Ŭijong of the Koryŏ Dynasty (918-1392) was
very fond of watching polo games (Koryŏsa, Ŭijong 1), and also had excellent techniques for
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Fig. 8) Woman of Koguryŏ in the Takamatsu tomb
murals of the Asuka period

Fig. 9) Corner pillar excavated from a
square mounded tomb in Kujŏng-dong,
Kyŏngju

playing the game. The military regime had great interest in polo and also owned a luxurious
private stadium (Taejo Sillok, vol. 1). In the Koryŏ period, kings and martial artists must
have enjoyed playing it as an amusement. The period of the sport in Koryŏ has been shown
differently from time to time, but after King Ch’ungyŏl, it was fixed as a seasonal custom of
the Dano festival in May (Chung 2010, 259-260). This was recorded only in the case of the
king’s own presence, so it can be assumed that it was held much more frequently.
Finally, the polo of the Chosŏn Dynasty (1392-1910) was different from that of Koryŏ.
Taejo enjoyed watching the game, and had an outstanding ability in horse riding martial arts.
According to the Kyŏngguk Daejŏn, which is known as the basic law of the Chosŏn Dynasty,
the length of the stadium was 600 meters with 400 steps. It was larger than Isfahan Imam
Square, which measures 512 meters north to south and 163 meters east to west. The way of
playing was a little unusual. When the singers and dancers played and threw the ball in the
middle of the field, the game was begun by the players who were waiting in the middle of
the runway with a stick. The music and dance for polo, so-called ‘hoerye’ak’ (會禮樂), were
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created to encourage the game. It can be guessed how high the popularity of the game was
due to the fact that the phenomenon that it was set to music and dance could be seen not only
in Korea but in the Persian region where polo was played as well as in the region where Gesar
was recited. A combination of sports and music is an example of acculturation (Fig. 10).
King Sejong in the early Chosŏn Dynasty enjoyed the game greatly, so he systematized it
and adopted it as one subject of the martial arts test (Chung 2010, 263-266). It is considered
to be the period of the revival of polo in the Chosŏn Dynasty, and Sejong built thirty new
stadiums in order to spread it. The era of the greatest popularity of polo was called ‘the
Renaissance of Chosŏn’ when the transformation and development of science took place,
Han’gŭl was created, and academic achievement was higher than ever before. Because of
such a phenomenon, it can be assumed that a strong cultural exchange along with polo
took place at that time, just as the renaissance that took place in the Western Hemisphere
was affected by the Middle Hemisphere from the 14th to the 16th centuries (Kim 2018,
7-17). Subsequently, after a silent period for a while, polo was revived briefly during the reign
of King Injo, who maintained the Hullyŏnwŏn, a military training center, but which was
disbanded at the beginning of King Yŏngjo’s reign. It was during the reign of King Chŏngjo
(1776-1800) that polo was documented in Muyedobotongji as one of the six horseback martial
arts (Fig. 11). In the late Chosŏn period, it was handed down as Changch’igi, a form of

Fig. 10) Kyŏkgu with music by Yŏsŏng Lee, 1938
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Fig. 11) Kyŏkgu’ in Muyedobot’ongji, 1790

ground polo. The period is estimated to be around the 18th to the 19th century in the late
Chosŏn Dynasty. After at least 200 years of disuse, horseback polo was restored in the mid1990s and has continued until today.
In Japan, polo is called dakyu (打毬; strike the ball). Although there is a record related
to the visit of the demonstration team of Balhae in 899, the first record that the nobility
enjoyed the game of dakyu is in 727 and appears in the 8th century poetry collection Manyoshu
(Gottmann 2001, 36). Indeed, it seems that the game was performed in aristocratic society
for 500 years during the Nara period (710-794) and Heian period (794-1185). According to
a record from June 7, 966, a gate was made and children played ground dakyu. Therefore it
was probably in the 10th century that the format was completed. The capital of the Heian
period was Kyoto, and polo games were held in May of the lunar year as an annual event for
the guardians of the Imperial Palace. However, dakyu was on the decline when power passed
from the king to the Fujimara Clan and again to the Shogun of Kamakura (Kim 2004, 42).
Then, in the 18th century, the Shogunate of Tokugawa Yoshimune (1716-1751) revived
it for the practice of martial arts, and in the 19th century, it was handed down in several
branches of the Shogunate (Kim 2004, 42). However, at that time, it had already changed
to a way of showing individual skill rather than playing competitively. Although it was old
and the data about the game were rare or lost, the sticks became more like a lacrosse stick
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than a polo stick, and adopted a form of netting rather than hitting (Gottmann 2001, 38).
Originally, dakyu meant ‘mariuchi’, ball hitting, but it is possible that other similar games
were imported and mixed together. Two different kinds of sports, from the buzakashi line
of Central Asia and the lacrosse line of the Native American, may have come to Japan and
created a new form. In fact, there are various versions of the game and system, so it would be
more meaningful to understand the process of transformation than to track the prototype.

Conclusion
The history of the game of polo seems to have originated in the wide range of the Central
Asian mountains in the 6th century BCE. The context runs through the Persian and Parthian
to the Sasanian empires of the 3rd to 4th centuries CE. However, according to the above
arguments, it is more specific to identify northwest India and Baltistan Tibet as the other
epicenters of polo. It may not be a coincidence that they still use the word ‘daci-pulu’ meaning
of ‘horse and round object’, which should be considered as the etymological root form of
the current word polo. In a transition of the game style, buzkashi, which is enjoyed by Central
Asian nomadic people today, also could be considered an original form of polo. As such, the
route of the flow and the interchange of polo is in accord with the Silk Road.
In Persia, the enthusiasm for polo gradually faded after the end of the Safavid Dynasty
in the 18th century. In Central Asia, which is considered to be its original birthplace, it is
almost impossible to find data after the 17th century. It seems that China, Korea, and Japan
also had polo until the early 18th century. It is difficult to explain polo’s decline with one
reason only, because the court reduced its support due to a complicated social and political
situation stemming from various political and social factors. However, there still remained
some traces of it in northern India in the Hindu Kush and Manipur, where rich villages
flourished. It is unclear whether this was influenced by Mughal court culture or directly
influenced by Central Asia (Parkes 2005, 44-45), but fading interest in polo was revived by
British soldiers in India. They were introduced to it on the borderlands of Burma, in Manipur
in 1854 (Milburn 1994, 34-35), and polo spread to Canada, the United States, South America,
Australia, New Zealand, Egypt, and beyond (Tursunov 1983, 27).
Polo performed various functions for the purposes of military training, harvest rituals,
wedding celebrations, seasonal events, martial arts examinations, displays of power, and
diplomatic friendship, as well as play or sport along the Silk Road civilization area. It was
also expressed in various art genres, including epics, lyric poetry, songs, murals, cartoons,
sculptures, and paintings. In the Chosŏn Dynasty, music and dance called ‘hoerye’ak’ was
also developed, and during the Safavid Dynasty in the early 17th century, creativity showed
its presence in various fields such as playing unique music for polo games.
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It is interesting that epics such as Shahnameh and Gesar share the motif of ‘hitting the
enemy’s head off as a polo ball’ as it is also told in the episode of Hussein’s assassination.
Additionally, it is remarkable that a similar motif appears in the poetry of Hafiz for praising
Timur. Moreover, in Shakespeare’s Henry V, the Dauphin sends Henry V a box of tennis
balls intending them to serve as a mocking symbol of Henry’s boyish frivolity, but Henry V’s
reaction to the gift renders them a different symbol entirely. The tennis balls are changed,
in his imagination, to cannon balls. Though he once played games, he will now fight wars
against France (Bach 1999, 3-4), which is exactly what Alexander did to Darius in Shahnameh.
Polo is even the subject of philosophy. Shah Abbas’s subjects identified polo as a means of
learning some quickness and determination, and said people could even understand ‘the way
of submission to authority’ and ‘the friendship of a man’ through polo (Allami 1989, 30910). The fact that polo was treated as a subject of martial arts examinations in China and
Korea suggests that it was understood not just as a martial art but as a category of ‘literature’
and ‘manners’. Moreover, it was a serious issue of Confucianism as well as Taoism, which
dominated the mental sphere of the Eastern Hemisphere, although both were never linked
with polo.
Thus, in the end, polo offers a way to draw larger conclusions from specific examples
that demonstrate the interconnectedness of history. It does not mean that there has not
been an attempt to read culture and civilization from the perspective of an interchangeable
history but it may be in this context that Chinese civilization or Islamic civilization, which
spread through exchanges, can be emphasized in the interpretation of ‘modern’ in Europe in
recent years. It is also an attempt to dissipate the achievements and contributions of Europe’s
monopoly on progress. In the development of technological civilization, although the timing
of a technology’s emergence varies depending on the region, we can see how it develops to
suit the environment through the exchanges and influences of various factors over a certain
period of time. For example, it is estimated that silk cultivation started around 4500 BCE
during the Yangsao culture period (Barber 1992, 31), but an understanding of silk culture
is impossible without an understanding of the propagation process of transformation and
development for that long history. The invention of paper was presumed to have already
begun in the second century BCE, but it is also impossible to understand paper culture
without understanding the propagation process of transformation and development, as it
was transmitted to the Islamic world through the battle of Talas in 751. In the case of
printing technology, the first metal type appeared in the Koryŏ Dynasty in the 13th century
and it went through several experiments before the Gutenberg type appeared in the 15th
century. However, the development of print culture would have been impossible without the
demands of the times, such as the Renaissance or the Reformation, for the spread of paper
(Kim 2018, 315-325).
These inventions were groundbreaking results that changed the lives of mankind, but
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how they developed is far more important than who invented them or where they were
invented first. While many technologies have been invented and developed, they have soon
flowed into other areas through cultural contacts and interactions between groups that
were made sometimes intentionally, sometimes accidentally. The flow of culture was made
sometimes entirely, sometimes selectively. Contact between heterogeneous cultural groups
has also sparked conflicts and facilitated encounters and mixes of technology, thought,
belief, value, religion, and civilization itself. It has also shaken the cultural identities of all
related groups and sometimes brought about the destruction of cultural traditions that had
already been established (Bentley 1992, 5-9). Therefore, many peoples have been offered the
opportunity to redefine their unique cultural traditions. Thus, it is reasonable to insist that the
history of civilizations eventually is a history of mutual borrowings that lasted for centuries,
although each civilization of the world maintained its own unique character (Braudel 1987,
8).
In that sense, the fact that a version of this ancient game with the name chowgan,
a traditional Karabakh horse-riding game in the Republic of Azerbaijan (ICH 2019),
was included on the UNESCO List of Intangible Cultural Heritage in Need of Urgent
Safeguarding in 2013 is a serious concern. It should not be a tradition of any particular nation
but a joint heritage of Iran, Tajikistan, Afghanistan, Armenia, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, and
Azerbaijan (Ubaidulloev 2015, 50). The ownership of the cultural prototype is not with any
particular group.
The history of the cultural exchange of polo emphasizes the role of heterogeneous
culture group contacts, and the importance of contact between culture groups in daily life.
Civilization is not a one-time event, but always has to be read as a process. Polo, which is
visible in the world today, is a cultural artifact for reading Silk Road civilization, and it is also a
lens through which we can reinterpret the unilateral discourse of the ‘expansion of the West’.
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Laruelle, Marlène, ed. Being Muslim in Central Asia: Practices, Politics, and Identities. Leiden:
Brill Publishers, 2018. 327 pp. (ISBN-13: 9789004357242 [E-book] and 9789004306806
[Hardcover])
What can I do, Muslims?
My place is placeless, my trace is traceless,
No body, no soul, I am from the soul of souls.
I have chased out duality, lived the two worlds as one.
One I seek, one I know, one I see, one I call.
(Jalāl ad-Dīn Muhammad Rūmī [Maulana], Persian poet, Islamic scholar and
theologian)

The tensions between Islam and the West have a long history going back to the Crusades. The
terrorist attacks that marked the post-9/11 era have polarized and simplified this narrative
where the War on Terror is mostly interpreted as “War on Muslims” since Muslims are
seen as a threat to secularization and globalization centralized in the West, particularly the
United States (Renner 2017, 39-53). Post 9/11 events have marked religiosity, read as Islam, a
synonym for radicalization. Interpretation, stereotypes and representation of Muslims equal
the justification of and solution to the War on Terror. New Islamist movements from the
1990s to the 2010s in Uzbekistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iraq, Syria, and the Gulf countries
have triggered the same narrative in the Central Asia. West and the Central Asian governments
seem unanimous in their (mis)conception of Islam though the “re-Islamization” of Central
Asia in post-Soviet Russia as mostly rooted in the revival of tradition, national heritage
and culture rather than any political agenda. The celebration of Sufism stands in sharp
contrast with the strict monitoring of religious practices in Central Asia. Needless to say,
not all Islamic activities in this region are apolitical. Muslim-nationalist ideology in Tajikistan
(Islamic Renaissance Party of Tajikistan [IRPT]) fought for dominance over USSR-supported
parties. The invocation of Islamic laws, Shari’a, by a part of the Kyrgyz and Tajik populations
revealed their demand for social justice and political honesty.
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Geopolitically speaking, defining Central Asia is a great challenge. Being a Muslim in
this region makes the definition even harder. Central Asia, narrowly explained within national
boundaries, refers to the five post-Soviet states of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan,
Uzbekistan, and Tajikistan. Considering historical heritage and avoiding strict borderlines,
Central Asia embraces eastern Russia, Afghanistan, northern Iran, northwestern Pakistan,
northern India, northwestern China, southern Caucasus, northern Turkey, Tibet, and Inner
and Outer Mongolia (Yemelianova 2018, 10-11; Erturk 1999, 1-10).
Informed of the complexities and intricacies of Muslimness in the literature produced by
a new generation of Soviet researchers, Laruelle fashions Being Muslim in Central Asia: Practices,
Politics, and Identities with a wide range of investigations by scholars who are mostly familiar
with the native language and are able to capture different implementations of Muslimness in
the broad spectrum of Islamic practices. The book shows how a part of the Central Asian
societies is in favor of Soviet-style secularization of public spaces and the marginalization
of Islam since rather than associating Islam with a set of cultural and social practices, they
labeled it as a post- Soviet ‘fad’ or ‘spree’. Another faction prefers an indigenized version of
Islam that individuals adapt and appropriate according to the national culture and tradition
of the region. That is how the cultural products of Muslims in Central Asia have been partly
influenced by what Central Asian Muslims define as the epitome of successful and affluent
Muslim modernity.
Being Muslim in Central Asia is carefully divided into four parts and twelve chapters,
structured to explain the nuances of Muslimness in public and private realms. The first section,
“What Does It Mean to Be a Muslim in Today’s Central Asia?” focuses on how Muslim “Self ”
and “Other” are shaped, relying on comparative, historical or statistical surveys. The second
part, “Islam, Politics, and the State,” highlights the public and administrative face of Islam
covering a wide range of topics from the Islamic revival and the definition of “Original”
Islam to banking and investment. Thirdly, “Islam in Evolving Societies and Identities,” draws
attention to discursive practices such as how Central Asian Muslim immigrants integrate into
other Muslim communities, cosmopolitanism and Muslim’s redefinition of financial success
and entrepreneurship, and the role of social media and popular television networks in a
society where both Muslims and non- Muslims are assimilated. The forth section, “Female
Attire as a Public Debate,” bridges the gap between public and private space. It chronicles
how the hijab has found its way into political debates, activism, changes in the society, fashion
and religio-national identities.
The first part opens with “How ‘Muslim’ are Central Asian Muslims?” Through this
question, Yemelianova problematizes the definition of Central Asia geopolitically and claims
that only a rigorous historical and comparative approach can shed light on the complexities
of this region since English-language Central Asian studies are not only inadequate but also
rely on secondary sources in English/Russian and are thus responsible for stereotypical
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representations. The Cold War and post-Cold War discourse, the decline of sponsorship
for interdisciplinary studies, and political barriers have all contributed to the recycling of
literature that was problematic in the first place. In addition, the turmoil in the region has
made Islamic practices a security issue for the post-Soviet Russian regimes who have been
preoccupied by this question: what if our country takes Taliban jihadists and the Arab Spring
as a model? The road taken by Central Asian Muslims has not followed Ummah, fellow
Muslims in the West and the Middle East; it may sometimes meet Ummah’s thought, but it is
different and autonomous.
Junisbai, Junisbai, and Zhussupov have scrutinized two rounds of national public
opinion surveys within five years (2007-2012) to elucidate views toward Islam in Kazakhstan
and Kyrgyzstan. Criticizing the qualitative and secondary-source based nature of previous
studies, they concentrate on patterns of religious identity, devotion to religious practices, and
adherence to Islamic laws. Both Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan are compared and contrasted in
terms of favoring Islamic practices and Shari’a. They conclude that religious revival is tightly
woven into the fabric of Muslim populations, though they fail to mention the number of
participants and the target population in their research.
The first part closes with another survey-based analysis about the interrelation of
Uzbekness and Muslimness. In “Uzbekness and Islam,” Ro’i and Wainer concentrate on
the role of Islam Karimov, the first and the most powerful president of the independent
Uzbek Soviet Socialist Republic, who reigned for 25 years (1991-2016). They try to discover
how Karimov’s both suppressive and supportive policies toward Muslims were internalized
in Uzbekistan. Conducted in 2015 with 203 participants, the survey reveals that in terms
of Islamic practices, identity and attitudes, most Uzbekistanis assert Karimov’s message.
Suppressive policies toward Muslims are privileged because it is believed that suppression
leads to stability compared with the chaos Uzbeks witnessed in neighboring countries like
Afghanistan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. Though Uzbekis perceive themselves as Muslim
believers in folklore, customs and traditions, they are proud of their Soviet socio-cultural
heritage and distance themselves from orthodox and extremist Islam.
The second section starts with Epkenhans’ “Islamic Renaissance Party of Tajikistan”
(IRPT), chronicling its rise to power, interactions with society, activism, conflict, ultimate
defamation and marginalization. The Soviet press misunderstood and partly misrepresented
IRPT’s views by associating them with the Wahhabi label, though IRPT was primarily
silent about its religious agenda and highly favored Sufism, a point of divergence with
Wahhabis. The threat of chaos and civil war legitimized governmental homogenization of
different voices in Muslim political parties to create a unanimous voice and a safe version
of democracy in Tajikistan. Similarly, in “Power, ‘Original’ Islam, and the Reactivation of a
Religious Utopia in Kara-Suu,” Biard discusses the identity crisis and the inclination toward
politicization of Islam during the time of political disillusionment and economic hardship in
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Kyrgyzstan. Focusing on advocates of re-Islamization headquartered in the Fergana Valley,
Kara-Suu, because of its geopolitical importance and diversity, Biard reveals how religious
debates can increase power in secular realms not only by besmirching the opponents with
labels like “Wahhabi,” “extremist,” or “Islamic terrorists,” but also by challenging the current
secular order. In this polarity of good vs. bad Muslim, the motivations are diverse and multilayered. Interestingly, this revival of an Islamic utopia built on “social justice,” “economic
transparency” and “free trade” poses as an alternative to the existing order, be it political or
financial (112).
The second part closes with “Islamic Finance and the State in Central Asia,” where the
capabilities and confines of Islamic economics in Central Asia are discussed. Wolters tries to
answer why out of five states in Central Asia, only one bank in one country, National Bank
in Kyrgyzstan, has entered global finance. The advancement of Islamic finance in Central
Asia is tightly interwoven to political crises in this region. The attention to local context
and postcolonial views are two discourses that tailor Islamic financial transactions, both
individually and nationally.
Part three opens with Schwab’s “Visual Culture and Islam in Kazakhstan,” focusing
on the leading Islamic media company, Asyl Arna, an Islamic television network. Setting
a role-model for the middleclass by offering guidelines for devotion, piety and economic
achievement, Asyl Arna delivers different messages of Islam in miscellaneous posts and
programs varying from those conveyed by the company’s founder and mufti of Kazakhstan
to pictures metaphorically associating the Quran with a washing machine that removes stains
and dirt from the heart or as an oxygen mask for the nourishment of the soul. However,
this utopian depiction of the harmony of gender in marriage, family values, collaboration,
contentment and friendship can be equally stressful if a Muslim cannot find a respectable
middle-class job or if Kazakhstan experiences economic decline.
In “Playing Cosmopolitan: Muslim Self-fashioning, Migration and (Be)Longing,”
Stephan-Emmrich recounts the nuances of transnational Islam and Islamic practices among
financially successful Tajik migrants in Dubai. How they mirror, re-create, shape and are
shaped by their guest and host society is interestingly delineated in their preference to
be called “businessmen” rather than “migrants.” The Persian language and Sufi-Islamic
literature, art and philosophy connect Tajiks with Afghan and Iranian business in Deira,
Dubai. This bond with other Central Asian migrants, in a broader sense, strengthens the
multifaceted relationship between economy and religion in the Islamic world. In the same
vein, Turaeva’s “Informal Economies in the Post-Soviet Space” investigates the role of postUSSR Islam in the formation of entrepreneurship in Central Asia. Criticizing the paucity of
literature regarding “informal” economic activities, Turaeva shows how the dynamicity of
Islamic norms – in gender, trust and debt – is practiced by migrant workers, who privilege
Muslimness and mosque communities over their racial and ethnic identity. After scrutinizing
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the informal economy in the Soviet and post-Soviet eras, she chronicles the ways Islam has
presented a substitute for the existing economic order. Though informal regulatory principles
are mostly rooted in patriarchy (i.e. only men’s word equals trust), women are more successful
because they engage in a branch of business that does not necessitate such principles.
The final part starts with Nasritdinov and Esenamanova’s “The War of Billboards: Hijab,
Secularism, and Public Space” in the Kyrgyz Republic. It recounts the competing discourses
on billboards in urban Bishkek where religiosity, secularism, nationalism and Western fashion
all struggle to gain power; women’s bodies are their showcase. Westernization and Islamic
extremism are marginalized in favor of nationalism and secularism. In the government, both
secular and religious groups negotiate over their share of power. While Soviet modernity bans
the hijab in public spheres, national secularism promotes freedom and choice in women’s
attire and that is why a group of Kyrgyzstani parliamentarians have requested the minister
of education guarantee the right to wear the hijab in schools. At the same time, secular
nationalists label the hijab as an “imposed” Arab or Pakistani dress-code and prefer elechek
(Kyrgyz headdress) over any foreign influence, be it Western or Arab (239). On the other
hand, Muslims find the hijab in line with Kyrgyz heritage by referring to women’s elechek
and men’s chapans (coats). Not only as the sight of power rivalry but also as active members,
women in the hijab dynamically took part in Islamic Fashion Week, blood donation, bike
riding, and demonstration to show their discontent with the hijab ban in schools.
In “Hijab in a Changing Tajik Society,” Nozimova explains how the hijab is not only a
controversial religious practice but also a new form of women’s identity in contemporary
society. Women’s dress is both a personal and public regulatory force, though the definition of
the hijab in the Quran is not very specific in covering the neck, hair and chin. Unveiling, one
of the most palpable representations of modernization in the 20th century, be it Soviet, Tajik,
Iranian, Turkish, or Egyptian, has been mostly altered into women’s seclusion rather than
promoting their appearance in the workforce or academia. Now, the hijab, by disregarding
class and the financial status of women, can serve as a unifying factor especially when it is
complimented with a strategic marriage that functions as a supplementary social value. This
chapter carefully chronicles the politicization of female costume, narratives about woman
who practice the hijab and their re-valuation of the hijab.
The book closes with chapter twelve, “Switching to Satr: An Ethnography of the
Particular in Women’s Choices in Head Coverings in Tajikistan.” Miles’ ethnographic
fieldwork research covers a wide range of social network posts (e.g. Facebook), sermons,
YouTube videos, interviews and events from 2013 to 2015 about the decision of Tajik
woman whether they prefer satr, the Tajik word for the hijab. She has closely observed the
intimate environments of rituals targeted at woman like arūstalʙon (welcoming of a bride)
and gahvoraʙandon (welcoming new mother to social life), a fertile ground where religious
knowledge is conveyed and religious practices are performed. Though satr, because of
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subverting the socio-political norms, is associated with extremism and civil war by officials,
Tajik women practice it to deliver a message that goes beyond the hijab revealing the dynamics
of power exchange.
Being Muslim in Central Asia is an elegant collection of different representations of Islam
in articles, graphs and figures covering a wide range from advertisements, posts in social
networks, banners, pop singers, athletes, fashion shows, and bazaars, to demonstrations,
activist women, religious figures and Friday prayers. Though the countries in Central Asia, in
a broad sense, are briefly referred to (Iran, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Turkey, India and China),
a single article in this collection dedicated to Turkmenistan is missing. Two articles analyze
Kyrgyzstan (“Power and ‘Original’ Islam” and “War of Billboards”); one examines Uzbekistan
(“Uzbekness and Islam”) and one Kazakhstan (“Visual Culture”). The voice of Tajikistan is
overpowering in all four parts of the book. When it comes to woman’s dress code, two
articles out of three are dedicated to this country. Though great effort was devoted to an
all-inclusive and comparative view of Central Asia, only three articles securitize this region
comprehensively: two articles on Islamic commerce (“Informal Economies” and “Islamic
Finance”) and one on history (“Two Countries, Five Years”). Previous studies are referred
to, criticized and analyzed, but a famous precursor, Jo-Ann Gross’s collection of articles in
Muslims in Central Asia: Expressions of Identity and Change (1992) has been neither (dis)approved
nor mentioned. Of course, in another project and another book, these issues can be solved
once we understand why they were not included in Laruelle’s genuine collection gathered
with love and devotion. To put it in Rumi’s words, a famous Sufi poet and an inseparable part
of Central Asian heritage who marked the beginning of this review, I conclude: “Your task
is not to seek for love, but merely to seek and find all the barriers within yourself that you
have built against it.”
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Boyar, Ebru, and Kate Fleets eds. Middle Eastern and North African Societies in the Interwar Period.
Leiden: Brill, 2018. 338 pp. (ISBN-978-90-04-36949-8)
The Middle East region has been the focus of many academic studies throughout the past
decades, especially during the years after the first and second world wars. Many Western
scholars and writers decided to write about this region trying to understand the nature of its
political, social, and cultural issues and explaining and analyzing the roots and causes of its
many problems. Middle Eastern and North African Societies in the Interwar Period is part of Economic
and Political Studies of the Middle East and Asia, a series of scholarly works published by Brill.
In a book of 338 pages, editors Ebru Boyar and Kate Fleet have collected a number of very
interesting topics written by some knowledgeable though lesser known authors covering a
variety of subjects related to the Middle East in a very critical period of its history in the years
between the two bloody world wars of the 20th century.
The first chapter of the book is written by the editor themselves. It is entitled
“Approaching Societies in the Interwar Middle East and North Africa,” and it is a thorough
examination of Middle Eastern societies from a social perspective rather than a political one.
As rightly pointed out by the authors, their priority in writing this chapter has been non-state
and to some extent non-classical political factors, but instead focusing on factors such as
mass communication, music and the spread of ideas. It is also an attempt to explain how the
Middle East entered the “new world” in terms of social connections, urban-rural relations and
transnational contacts. One important issue regarding the Middle East during the two world
wars was the emergence of the press in the form of newspapers and magazines. This new
development which was an unprecedented event for Middle Eastern societies revolutionized
the relations between state and people in many ways, especially by highlighting the role of
intellectuals in these countries.
The second chapter of the book is quite a different perspective of the Middle East
during the inter-war period in which the author, Ulrike Freitag, takes a look at the statesociety relations through the lens of urban development, highlighting the major themes in
post-Ottoman urban history. The understanding of cities is of great importance, the author
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argues, because in his opinion, cities were to some extent laboratories for governmental
experiments and intervention. They also became important stages for societal reactions to
political, economic and social change. Moreover, they help us to have a better understanding
of the emergence of new political and social movements in the inter-war period in the
Middle East without which we may not be able to understand the emergence of modernity,
modernization and civil society in this part of the world. The author chose Jeddah as a casestudy trying to show how transportation, communication, education, urban planning, etc., in
rural areas in general and Jeddah in particular were affected by the social and political agenda
adopted by the state on one hand, and how it changed and expanded the state on the other
hand.
In the third chapter of the book entitled “Beirut’s Musical Scene: A Narrative of
Modernization and Identity Struggles under the French Mandate,” Diana Abban attempts to
illustrate the relations between art and state during the interwar period in Beirut, one of the
important capitals in the Middle East. In her narrative of art and its role in the formation
of the new Middle East, the author chooses to focus on music trying to show the changes
in taste and the struggles around musical modernization that took place in the musical field
in Beirut and the region. The chapter is a success in showing how the emergence of a new
“middle class” and the introduction of new technologies and new forms of entertainment
were interlinked and changed musical practices during the interwar period, and how art in
general, and music and theatre in particular played an important role in moving towards
modernization in the region.
Mobility, roads, infrastructure, vehicles, trips, and tourism are the key words of the
fourth chapter entitled “Tourism and Mobility in Italian Colonial Libya,” written by Brian
L. McLaren. In this chapter, the author tries to show how new transportation technology
affected Middle Eastern societies in general and Libya in particular. Perhaps the most
important message of this chapter can be read in this sentence where the author argues that
“the tourist exploitation of Libya during the governorship of Balbo was an extension of the
modern social and political agenda of the colonial regime. Indeed, the development of a
well-organized and efficient tourist system was premised on the modernization program that
saw the construction of an infrastructure of roads and public services.”
The fifth chapter written by Emilio “the Call of Communication: Mass Media and Reform
in Interwar Morocco” is all about modern media, communication, and print publication and
their role in social transformation in Middle Eastern societies with an emphasis in Morocco
as a case study. The chapter is an attempt to examine the interaction between media, state,
religion, and society. To show how important was the role of media and communication in
MENA societies during the interwar period, the author compares the role of the media of
that time with the role of the so-called “Twitter revolutions” or “Facebook revolutions” in
the 2011 Arab uprisings.
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The sixth chapter entitled “Doctors Crossing Borders: The Formation of a Regional
Profession in the Interwar Middle East” by Liat Kozma looks at the formation of a
transnational professional identity across the Middle East during the interwar period with an
emphasis on the role of networks and interconnections between medical doctors. The chapter
is an attempt to show how a new generation of transnational profession, in this case doctors,
emerged in the interwar period in Middle Eastern societies and how its emergence affected
social transformation across these countries, arguing that pan Arabism, Arab nationalism,
and educational development are good examples of this phenomenon.
“There She is, Miss Universe: Keriman Halis Goes to Egypt, 1933” is the topic of the
seventh chapter written by Amit Bein, in which the author uses the story of a young Turkish
beauty contest winner to show how the gender debate in the interwar Middle East began
and how it contributed to the broader social transformation of the region. The chapter
successfully demonstrates how during the interwar period some Middle Eastern societies
were introduced to new concepts and issues such as feminism, male-female relations, the
celebrity phenomenon, beauty contests, popular journalism, and commercial advertisements.
Ebru Boyar, the author of the eighth chapter, selected “Taking Health to the Village:
Early Turkish Republican Health Propaganda in the Countryside” as the topic for her
contribution to the book. The chapter covers a variety of issues from the establishment of a
formal central healthcare structure (Ministry of Health) in Turkey during the interwar period,
to how treating or pretending to treat old diseases by the ministry helped the government to
improve health conditions across the country and at the same time to use healthcare as a tools
for propaganda, especially in rural areas.
“The Provision of Water to Istanbul from Terkos: Continuities and Change from Empire
to Republic” by Kate Fleet is the title of the ninth chapter of the book in which the author
makes an attempt to show the transition process from empire to republic, shedding light on
how the new Turkish government sought strategies of legitimacy (in this case water supply)
in its drive to incorporate its citizens into the new state with which they were to identify. In
other words, the article’s main contribution to the book is to show how welfare policies of
modern governments brought them the legitimacy they needed by demonstrating the sharp
contrast between them and the past regimes.
In her contribution to the collection, “Reforms or Restrictions? The Ottoman Muslim
Family Law Code and Women’s Marital Status in Mandate Palestine,” Elizabeth Brownson
pays attention to the very interesting and delicate issue of the legal transformation of family
from a traditional status to a Western style one. The chapter is a clear demonstration of how
sensitive issues such as family law in general, and marriage and women’s rights in particular,
were affected by the whole process of social transformation in the post-Ottoman Empire era
and what the main causes and challenges were there.
“Mapping Social Change through Matters of the Heart: Debates on Courtship, Marriage
and Divorce in the Early Turkish Republican Era (1923–1950)” by Nazan Çiçek is the title of
the last chapter of the book. It is somehow a complementary piece to the previous chapter
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which again touches upon the delicate issues of family such as marriage and divorce. As
mentioned by the author, the main goal of the chapter is to show how marriage, both as an
idea and an institution, was imagined, “problematized,” discussed and criticized in the early
republican era in Turkey. To do this task, the author tries to illustrate the broader image and
to show marriage in the greater context of social transformation. The clash between religious
and secular discourses, the confrontation between traditional values and newly discovered
Western ones, and observing this debate in intellectual and media circles are among the issues
that the article manages to cover successfully.
To sum up the review, we can say that the book is an admirable piece of work in terms
of its ability to demonstrate the transformation and change that the Middle East region went
through during the interwar period. The different chapters of book, despite their different
perspectives and narratives, have successfully achieved one shared goal and that is to show
this transformation which revolutionized and shaped the Middle East in the 20th and 21st
centuries.
The main weakness of the book is perhaps equating the Middle East with the Ottoman
Empire. The other problem with the book seems to be simply generalizing the findings
of its chapters’ case studies to the whole region of the Middle East and North Africa in
spite of meaningful differences between the countries in the region. However, one big
accomplishment of the book is the fact that its chapters and case studies successfully show
how reform policies and transformations in different layers of state and society went hand in
hand in the interwar period across the Middle East and North Africa. Due to its rich historical
and interdisciplinary nature, I strongly recommend this book to students and researchers of
Middle East studies who would like to deepen their understanding of not only the political
but also the social and cultural dimensions of Middle East affairs.
Mohammad Hassan Khani
Imam Sadiq University, Tehran

Mistree, Firoza Punthakey, and Cashmira Vatcha Bengalli, eds. The Collected Scholarly Writings
of Dastur Firoze M. Kotwal Vol. 1. Mumbai: Parzor Foundation, 2018. 726 pp. (ISBN-978-81910957-3-9)
The collapse of the Sasanian Empire was a significant step in the relations between Iran and
India as well as between Iran and the Far East. The political migration of Yazdgird’s family,
the last Sasanian king, to China is a noteworthy part of the claim. Also, communities of
Zoroastrians migrated by force to India. These people are now called Parsis (which means
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those who come from Persia). Qeṣṣa-ye Sanjān is an indicator of the Parsis’ settlement in
India. There is debate over the exact date of this exodus, whether it was 716 CE, 775, or the
780s (Hinnells 2008). Their secure life and affirmations of their religion are the two main
reasons why India mingled with Zoroastrian resurrection and most of the Zoroastrian heroes
became entangled with India (Akbarzadeh 2017, 53). Zaratosht-nama (1959, 96) refers to a
final savior from this region.
Mobeds (priests) not only made new changes in sources, oral and written, due to the new
settlement but also they preserved the Zoroastrian heritage generation after generation in
India. Despite their sacred texts, they have kept the “Pahlavi language” as their “identity.” It
is known that A. H. Anquetil-Duperron (1731-1805), a French scholar, learned the language
from the Mobeds (Dasturs, or Senior Priests: Kāvus and Dārāb) for the first time as a nonZoroastrian. He brought Zoroastrian heritage to Europe, and the world became familiar
with this golden treasury. History confirms Dastur’s role in preserving the past Zoroastrian
heritage in modern times.
In 2018, the book titled The Collected Scholarly Writing of Dastur Firoze M. Kotwal, edited
by Firoza Punthakey Mistree and Cashmira Vatcha Bengali, was published by the Parzor
Foundation with the support of UNESCO and Wadia Group. The second volume will be
published soon, and its content covers the correspondences of Dastur Kotwal with his
contemporaries like Prof. M. Boyce, the late Iranologist of SOAS.
Dastur Firoze Meherji Pirojshah Kotwal was born in Navsari to a long line of Bhagariā
priests (tracing them to the first group of priests who arrived in Navsari) on 12 December 1935.
Despite his high religious position, he is one of the prominent experts of Zoroastrianism,
who has worked with most of the well-known Iranologists and scholars of Zoroastrianism;
he delivered lectures in many distinguished institutes. His stay at Colorado and Cambridge
universities and at SOAS can attest to this (p. 114).
The first volume includes 726 pages. The volume starts with a short forward by J. W.
Boyd, a preface by Firoza P. Mistree, an introduction by Dr. Shernaz Cama, the Director
General of the Parzor Foundation, and a list of publications and honors conferred on Dastur.
The book can be divided into two main parts. The first chapter (to p. 340), Part I-II (by
Firoza P. Mistree) is about Dastur’s life, his parents, birth, childhood, relatives, education,
narratives, his stay at the Cama Institute, relative priests, H. B. Wadia Atash Bahram, and his
meetings with prominent people. His meeting with the Queen of Iran (Shah-banu 1975) can
be seen in prestigious photos between pages (pp. 119-121). However, the portrayal of Dastur
Kotwal appears very spiritual, modest and amicable in all the photos.
The second part covers the scholarly articles of Dastur. His high knowledge on
Zoroastrian rituals is a point that most of the articles stress in this issue. “Zoroastrian Bāj and
Drōn” ritual is the first article (co-authored with M. Boyce). The article philologically stresses
the religious terms of Zoroastrianism. Also, the readers can find a connection between nīrang
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(incantation) and Bāj (speech, holy word) semantically (p. 345). According to the article, the
two terms can be synonyms. The article stresses a spiritual thematic connection between Bāj
and drōn yašt (for example, Bāj ī nān xwardan).
In the next article (co-authored with J. W. Boyd), Dastur explains Pārsi Bāj of Mihragān as
a ritual offering to Mihr Yazad (God) which is consecrated once a year, on Mihr’s day of Mihr
month. For the first time, Dastur in “the Zoroastrian Paragṇā” gives detailed information
on this rite (p. 309). “The major prefatory ceremony to all high liturgies in the Dar-i- Mihr
is Paragṇā serving as the foundation for the Yasna, Visperad, and Vendidad,” he writes. The
readers become familiar with the purification of “ālāt” by being cleansed with fire, ash, and
water in the later part of the article (p. 404 ff.).
In the next part (446 ff.), Dastur jointly with Jamsheed K. Choksy explains “the Satomi
or stūm Ritual’s History and Functions.” Stūm generally means “to praise, to profess.” The
ritual may be conducted in any ritually clean area such as a Zoroastrian house or fire temple.
In his wonderful note (p. 485 ff.) on Zoroastrian Nīrangdīn Ritual and an Old Pahlavi text, he
writes: “This Zoroastrian ritual, as performed in Zoroastrian places of worship, involves the
rite of consecrating pure water and bull’s urine and is the foundation of all purity connected
with the life of a devout Zoroastrian”. To round things out, “Initiation into the Zoroastrian
Priesthood” (p. 497 ff.), “The Parsi Dakhma (Zoroastrian tomb, a place for keeping dead
bodies),” “Datuš and the Frāgām (twice Zoroastrian ceremony)” (p. 526 ff.), “Select Ritual
Aspects of the Gāthās (Zoroaster’s hymns) and their Continuity in the Later Tradition” (p.
540 ff.), “Prayer” (p. 553 ff.) and other known Zoroastrian rituals are described by Dastur.
The content of the book is the reason it should be called an encyclopaedia of Zoroastrian
studies.

Conclusion
The book The Collected Scholarly Writing of Dastur Firoze M. Kotwal has been recently published
in high quality in New Delhi. The cover, paper, and color can be a part of the claim, at least to
its physical quality. The quality of its content, however, is more than outstanding. In addition
to the scholarly content, the first chapter includes many lovely photos of Dastur and others;
few of these photos have been seen so readily, such as some photos together with M. Boyce.
Looking at the second chapter, which is the more scientific section, that surveys Dastur’s
articles, along with the written content, many Zoroastrian rites have been documented by
photos. Each rite includes some photos where Dastur or mobeds perform the ceremonies.
Also, this collection has a beautiful glossary (p. 652 ff.) which is most useful for researchers
and students. Furthermore, a full bibliography (p. 696 ff.) can be a handbook for those who
want to study Oriental or Iranian studies. Finally, an Index (p. 703 ff.) is a useful tool to find
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specific terms or topics. It is tough to find a weak point in this book or write an explanatory
note; it is a perfect encyclopedia.
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Pomfret, Richard. The Central Asian Economies in the Twenty-First Century: Paving a New Silk Road.
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2019. 328 pp. (ISBN-13: 9780691182216)
Richard Pomfret is one of the best-known scholars writing on the economics of Central Asia
and this book will be appreciated by regional specialists and economists. The book examines
the economic policies and economic conditions of the five former Soviet Central Asian
Republics (Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan and Tajikistan) from their
independence in 1992, focusing on the themes of economic development and economic
liberalization.
Part I of the book provides an introduction and compares the five nations in terms of
their implementation of economic liberalization measures and natural resource endowments.
In Part II, five chapters analyze each of the five nations’ economic development models since
independence. Part III concludes with three chapters devoted to relations among the five,
relations between Central Asia and the great powers (U.S., Russia, China, E.U.), and recent
efforts to build a new Silk Road, respectively.
The book finds that, counter to orthodox economic liberal expectations, countries
with the most liberal economic policies did not always record the highest economic growth,
primarily due to variation in national natural resource stocks. While the fastest developer,
Kazakhstan, adopted market friendly economic policies, high gas and oil prices allowed
protectionist Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan to outperform resource poor Kyrgyzstan,
which was the most economically and politically liberal of the five. Hampered by civil war
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and resource scarcity, Tajikistan remains the least developed. Despite high levels of export
dependence, all five nations struggle with steep trading costs, due to outdated and poorly
maintained infrastructure and inefficient, corruption riddled bureaucracies.

Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan’s high levels of GDP per capita derive from its more market friendly policies and
successful development of its large oil and gas stocks. Kazakhstan began as the wealthiest
of the five, but its economy declined during adjustment from 1990 to 1998, due to brain
drain, interruption of Soviet supply networks, and crony capitalism in privatization under
the increasingly dictatorial rule of Nursultan Nazarbayev. Higher world oil and gas prices
stimulated an economic boom from 1999 to 2007, leading to increased investment in facilities,
construction of pipelines to China and Turkey, and increased oil and gas output.
Pomfret praises Kazakhstan for not wasting resource wealth, and instead using oil and
gas revenue to pay off the IMF, establish a rainy day national resource fund (NRKF), take
ownership of oil firms, initiate oil exploration, fund anti-poverty programs and improve
education levels. When oil prices fell after 2007, the government drew on the NRKF to
avoid financial collapse and in the process created large gas and oil state enterprises. Pomfret
criticizes Kazakhstan’s failure to liberalize its inefficient agricultural sector by freeing prices,
however, instead using oil revenue to fund the bureaucratic and corrupt allocation of
subsidies.
Kazakhstan has adopted a more market led approach since 2015, joining the WTO and
emphasizing infrastructural development. Kazakhstan must improve its electricity grid to
develop potential green wind and solar power and nuclear power from its uranium deposits.

Uzbekistan
Despite possessing abundant natural gas resources, Uzbekistan’s failure to implement
market-based reform hindered its development. Cotton exports enabled Uzbekistan, the
most populous of the five, to handle the initial collapse of central planning without too much
difficulty. Although Uzbekistan’s market development was limited by trade protectionism
and incomplete privatization under the dictatorial rule of Islam Karimov, rising commodity
prices after 2000 in gas, gold and copper, and remittances sent back from Uzbek workers in
Russia delivered economic growth.
Uzbek government market restrictions included foreign exchange controls, control
of capital inflows and the state purchase of cotton and wheat, incomplete land reform,
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restrictions on internal migration, violent crackdowns against traders, and trade protection of
cars, textiles and wheat under the control of an inefficient government bureaucracy bloated
by patronage appointments.
Following Karimov’s death, new President Shavkat Mirziyoyev reestablished regional
rail and air links, made progress developing the market and rule of law, reformed the public
service and the judicial and tax systems, liberalized the foreign exchange regime, reduced gas
subsidies, and ended forced child labor in the cotton fields. Supported by the E.U. and the
U.S., Uzbekistan is pushing hard for WTO membership.

Turkmenistan
As the least politically or economically open of the five, Turkmenistan survived on gas
exports, despite an inefficient economy under the repressive rule of Saparmurat Niyazov,
known as Turkmenbashi.
Turkmenistan never fully liberalized prices or privatized housing, with the state securing
support through free distribution of gas, electricity, heat, water and salt. Gas revenue has been
spent on a repressive security apparatus, money losing industrialization projects in textiles
and petrochemicals, and construction of underused vanity projects for Turkmenbashi.
Government preference for social control over human capital led to the purging of thousands
of teachers, neglect of education and the use of forced student labor in the cotton fields.
While Turkmenistan was saved by high gas prices after 2000 and construction of a
new gas pipeline to China, Pomfret concludes that reform prospects look bleak despite the
assumption of power by Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedow following Turkmenbashi’s death.
Purges and declining education standards have robbed the bureaucracy of the educated
workforce needed for reform, while the move to offshore liquefied gas threatens to reduce
the value of Turkmenistan’s gas stocks.

Kyrgyzstan
Despite its status as the most economically and politically open of the five, as the first
to institute market reform, join the WTO and democratize, Kyrgyzstan’s lack of natural
resources other than a single gold mine has limited its economic growth.
Open economic policies produced the two largest bazaars in the region, which manage
trade from China into Uzbekistan and Tajikistan, but limited prospects have led to one of
the highest worker remittance to GDP ratios in the world, and Krygyz dependence led the
country to join Russia’s customs union, the Eurasian Economic Union, in 2015.
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Tajikistan
Tajikistan’s civil war left it amongst the poorest countries in the world in 2000. After Emomali
Rahmon unified the country with Russian help, the country became dependent on worker
remittances from Russia for 40% of its GDP, which helped reduce poverty from 83% to
31% of the population. Tajikistan’s remaining challenges include poor infrastructure, unsafe
drinking water, low levels of health, education and pension spending and struggles with the
drug trade. The country’s ambitious goals include completing construction of the $5 billion
Rogun Dam but a poor electricity grid hinders export prospects.
While the economies of all five Central Asian nations are trade dependent, each suffers
from high trading costs, as measured in time and bureaucratic red tape. China’s One Belt
One Road initiative is partly helping to ameliorate this problem by building transportation
infrastructure throughout the region, and China’s 2018 free trade agreement with the Russianled Eurasian Economic Union will further entrepreneurial activity. The greatest remaining
developmental challenge is the absence of “soft infrastructure”: effective bureaucracy.
Throughout the region, corrupt officials on the take raise the costs of market exchange and
hinder development. Anti-corruption bureaucratic reform will be essential to complete the
construction of Pomfret’s “New Silk Road.”
James C. Schopf
Keimyung University

Pálosfalvi, Tamás. From Nicopolis to Mohács: A History of Ottoman-Hungarian Warfare, 1389-1526.
Leiden: Brill. 2018. 504 pp. (ISBN-13: 978-90-04-36584-1 [hardback]; ISBN-13: 978-90-0437565-9 [e-book])
Hungary has always occupied a unique position in Europe. Despite being known as the
“Heart of Europe,” there has often seemed to be something of the “other” about the country.
From its unique language to its popular association with the Huns to its modern position as
the problem child of the EU, the country has often seemed to be not quite European, to be
somehow on the outside looking in. Hungary’s latest troubles with its European neighbors
stem from a familiar source, the encroachment of peoples from the east, this time in the
form of refugees from Syria and other countries in the region. Viktor Orbán’s closing of
the eastern borders of the country and his trenchant appeals to Hungarian nationalism echo
a centuries-old tradition of resistance to the East. Nowhere is this better illustrated than
in the resistance an independent Hungary put up in the face of the Ottoman threat for
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nigh on 150 years. From Nicopolis to Mohács: A History of Ottoman-Hungarian Warfare, 13891526 deals with the earlier history of Ottoman-Hungarian conflict in a departure from the
more common focus on “Hungary in the Ottoman era.” This is the period when Hungary
remained an independent state, when it had not been torn asunder with one part integrated
into the Habsburg Empire, another into the Ottoman Empire, and another a vassal state of
said empire.
Tamás Pálosfalvi’s goals in the book are twofold. In the first place, he seeks to provide an
accurate chronology of the events that took place over this century and a half, using a wealth
of contemporary sources. In the second place, he aims to publicize the latest Hungarian
research on Ottoman-Hungarian warfare and the politico-military background to the conflict
in Hungary, much of which has not yet become available to the wider academic community.
In the book, he portrays the struggle as taking on something of a religious imperative from
the point of view of the Hungarians, as a fight for their very existence. At the same time,
he seeks to explore the social and political consequences of the struggle, while paying
more attention than much scholarship has to the role of the two famous Jagiellonian kings,
Wladislas II and Louis II, seeking to reevaluate the accepted view of them as being largely
responsible for Hungary’s downfall.
The book is divided into seven chapters. The first deals with Hungarian military
organization from 1387-1526. The chapter gives detailed information on the administrative
makeup of the Hungarian Kingdom and the traditional constitution of military forces within
it. It delineates the organization of these forces, how they were raised, and the enormous
financial burden this placed on the kingdom. It further provides a thorough depiction of all
the pressures on Hungary up to the Battle of Mohács.
The next chapter deals with the period 1389-1429 and takes the reader back to the first
contacts with the Turks. Pálosfalvi provides a detailed account of the build up to the Battle
of Nicopolis and the allied “crusade” and follows this by recounting the events that led to
the siege and loss of the fortress of Golubac. In an interesting departure from more accepted
scholarship, the author portrays Sigismund’s role in the Battle of Nicopolis in a more positive
light, placing a fair share of the blame for the loss on the Franco-Burgundians. Similarly, his
decision to avoid an open fight with the Turks at Golubac is seen as a reasonable decision.
Chapter three begins with a treatment of the last years of Sigismund and the confusion
that followed his death and the accession of Albert of Habsburg in 1437. It deals with the
decisive changes in the Hungarian approach to the Ottoman problem at this time and the
attendant rise of the offensively-minded Hunyadi. This chapter of over 100 pages goes on
to chronicle the Long March, the Battle of Varna, and the disastrous defeat at the Battle
of Kosovo Polje and the consequent end of Hungarian offensive strategies and culminates
with the Ottoman defeat at the siege of Belgrade. Pálosfalvi also questions quite a bit of
“orthodox Hungarian historiography” relating to this period.
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The fourth chapter focuses on the years 1458 to 1483, separating the period into two
parts, “Securing the Borders, 1458-1466” and “Turning West, 1467-1483.” The first part
charts the early years of the reign of the great King Matthias, beginning with the loss of
Serbia to the Ottomans and moving through Matthias’ campaigns in Bosnia and Serbia. The
second deals with Matthias’ preoccupation with expanding his realm to the west rather than at
the expense of the Ottomans, the motivations surrounding the siege of Šabac, and Matthias’
final major counteroffensive following the victory at the Battle of Kenyérmező.
The following chapter is entitled “The Wars of the ‘Long Peace’, 1483-1520,” referring
to the period in which the Turks undertook no major direct offenses against Hungary. It deals
with the final years of Matthias’ reign and the succession of Wladislas II. It details the myriad
internal and external issues that beset the king throughout his reign, as well as the massive
financial millstone the military increasingly became. It also investigates the domestic political
strife that followed the accession of his son, Louis II.
Chapter six explains how the accession of the new sultan, Süleyman resulted in a
renewed focus of the Ottoman Empire on westward expansion. The Ottoman motivations
in the campaign of 1521 are investigated, as are the enormous repercussions of the fall of
Belgrade. The Hungarian attempts to muster a response to this defeat are detailed as are the
increasingly deep incursions of the Ottomans into Hungary. The chapter also provides a
critical analysis of how the Hungarian government attempted to respond to this irresistible
Ottoman pressure, calling into question some traditional criticisms of this response, and of
the events that led up to the disastrous Battle of Mohács.
In the final chapter, Pálosfalvi attempts to weave the various strands of the narrative
together to account for the fall of the Hungarian Kingdom. While delineating the military
failings that ultimately doomed the Hungarian resistance, he focuses major attention on
economic realities as the primary cause of the eventual fall of the country. He highlights the
constant Ottoman military pressure financed by the massive tax and other financial resources
provided by their eastern conquests. This forced Hungary into an almost permanent state of
military readiness, something that was economically unsustainable given a much depleted tax
base and massive indebtedness as a result of decades of campaigns against the Ottomans.
From Nicopolis to Mohács: A History of Ottoman-Hungarian Warfare, 1389-1526 is an
exceptionally detailed look at a period in Hungarian history that has been in some ways
overlooked by scholars. It also seeks to challenge certain elements of the received historiography
of the period and uses a combination of contemporary sources and modern scholarship to
do so. In addition, it personalizes the period through an exhaustive documenting of the
personalities involved in the events of the time. It is further complemented by extensive
footnotes as well as by the judicious use of maps and images from the period. The book does
presuppose more than a passing familiarity with Hungarian history of the period, and some
may find the endless lists of names to be excessive. In addition, the volume perhaps suffers
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from one of its main aims, that of providing an accurate chronology of events, attempting to
exhaustively chronicle events rather than providing a more judicious focus on a more limited
selection. However, on the whole, the book is a thorough chronology and an up-to-date
reading of the events that led to the dissolution of Hungary. It will be of interest to students
and scholars of both medieval European history and the early Ottoman period.
David Lyons
Keimyung University

Spector, Regine A. Order at the Bazaar: Power and Trade in Central Asia. Ithaca, NY: Cornell
University Press. 2017. 266 pp. (ISBN-13: 978-1501709326)
The dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991 gave birth to an independent Kyrgyzstan, but
at the same time generated an abysmal political quagmire, along with a chaotic social and
economic environment in the following transitional decades. The harbinger of confusion
reigned across all former Soviet Union republics including Kyrgyzstan.
Regine A. Spector, an associate professor in political science at the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, in Order at the Bazaar: Power and Trade in Central Asia, explores local
understandings and traditions in connection to bazaar order in Kyrgyzstan. She looks at order
from the perspectives of traders, owners, and others who work in the country’s bazaars. In
the unpredictable and erratic times following the demise of the USSR, Specter scrutinizes
a puzzling situation by unraveling how the bazaar maintained a particular type of order.
Despite the deterioration of the political and economic conditions of the country, the bazaar
was able to stand firm and cope with change much more effectively than other institutions.
Throughout the region, bazaars constitute the fundamental aspects of daily economic
activities for the populace. Bazaars are hubs of ambitious and enterprising power in Central
Asia. Nevertheless, these aspiring and vigorous marketplaces are also frequently associated
with organized crime or illegal economic activities conducted by locals living at the fringe of
their society. Spector proffers insight into everyday life at bazaars by showing the reader that,
in reality, bazaars have a strict code of conduct and order within a turbulent national context.
To this end, Spector examines the role of bazaars in the political economy and development
of Central Asia.
Kyrgyzstan is one of the poorest countries of the region with minimal economic
resources at its disposal. Its land-locked status creates further fragility to external geopolitical
and financial shocks, which in turn directly affect the population of the country, including
traders. Limited state capabilities and periodic political upheavals combined with an exceptional
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level of corruption create a fertile environment for more economic decline and degradation
of the marketplace. Traders do not have much control, so their survival strategy includes
adapting. The author successfully shows the reader the different and ever-changing meanings
associated with trading and bazaars within the context of Central Asia and Kyrgyzstan. For
instance, during pre-Soviet times, local culture considered trade as unsuitable and irrelevant
for the nomadic nature of Kyrgyz people. Notwithstanding, during Soviet times, another
layer was added to that already preconceived idea by describing it as illegal or even criminal
in some instances.
The massive changes in society, markets, and the economy of the period were traumatic
in many ways. However, to overcome governance-related difficulties, the merchants of the
bazaar relied not only on already well-embedded Soviet institutions in society such as trade
unions but also on rural, nomadic, pre-Soviet local practices such as the authority of the
village elders – literally white beards, or aksakals – for the panacea to bring order to the
marketplace. Spector investigates the two largest bazaars of Bishkek, namely Dordoi Bazaar
and Osh Bazaar. Both symbolize distinct characteristics in terms of their location, leadership,
or organizational structure. Indeed, the cultural unmooring of the Soviets and the legacy
of Homo Sovieticus through ideological indoctrination of the Soviet educational system was
instrumental and influential in the establishment of an orderly structure at the bazaar. For
instance, although the traders of the bazaar originated from political and economic groups
of society other than commerce or business, Spector asserts that it is interesting to discover
how those individuals adapted their Soviet-era understandings to organize the bazaar. In
crude terms, they reoriented themselves to this new working context to solve problems that
they encountered in their new work environment. Moreover, trade unions, albeit having a
reputation of being dysfunctional in most third world countries, in the Kyrgyz context, were
able to reinvent themselves with a unique positive connotation.
At the end of the book, the author provides robust documentation of all interviews
conducted throughout her fieldwork. On methodological grounds, Spector relies on
interviews, archival sources, and participant observation to reveal the perplexing nature of
the relationship(s) that takes place in the bazaar among various actors to imitate a sound
administrative structure. This triangulation of data as a method in this qualitative research
most certainly allows checking and establishes the validity of arguments from multiple
perspectives and increases the methodological persuasion of the study.
It would be fair to argue that Spector’s conclusions have significance and implications
well beyond the bazaars of Kyrgyzstan. Most importantly, the dramatic interplay between
economic development and the inadequate rule of law can be extended further to other
developing countries or transitional countries in the third world.
Spector yields an exceptionally compelling account of the role of the bazaar for political
economy and the development studies in Central Asia. It provides many insights about
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the interconnections between politics, society, and market relations within the context of
economic development and governance structures in Central Asia. Most of the literature
on Central Asia looks at the region from a geopolitical point of view at the macro level.
However, Spector shuffles the political economy focus to the micro level by focusing on
everyday people’s espousal of trade and commerce. Most certainly, it is a must-read for
specialists as well as graduate students focusing on Central Asia and a remarkable addition to
Central Asian studies.
Cagri Erdem
Keimyung University

Campbell, Ian W. Knowledge and the Ends of Empire: Kazak Intermediaries and Russian Rule on
the Steppe, 1731-1917. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press. 2017. 288 pp. (ISBN-13: 9781501700798)
At the time of the Russian’s eastward expansion and empire-building attempts in the first part
of the eighteenth century, Kazak tribes primarily dominated the Central Asian Steppe. During
the sixteenth century, these tribes formed themselves into three nomadic confederations
known as “hordes.” These competing hordes comprised the Kazaks, namely the Ulu (Large,
Great, or Senior), the Orta (Middle) and the Kishi (Small, Lesser, or Junior). The hordes
controlled a vast stretch of steppe encompassing over 3,000 kilometers from the Volga River
and the Caspian Sea in the west to the Altai and Tien Shan mountain ranges in the east and
southeast. However, political, social, cultural, and demographic shifts profoundly altered the
nature of the steppe and Central Asian society from the tsarist conquest of 1865 to 1917.
It is essential to acknowledge that Russia was an inexperienced imperial juggernaut when it
comes to Central Eurasia. Correspondingly, it is essential to decipher the impact of Russian
imperial conquest on its Central Asian periphery.
Ian W. Campbell, an associate professor of history at the University of California-Davis,
delves into the intricate connections between knowledge and imperial policy making on
the Kazak steppes to investigate how the Russians sought better ways to govern the newly
acquired territories in Central Eurasia. To this end, the author provides an excellent narrative
on the production of knowledge about the local traditions/practices on the Kazak steppes
and relies on a rich array of both Russian and Kazak language sources. Campbell’s research
is eloquently presented within an interpretative framework to explain the transformations
and interactions taking place in Central Eurasia. Perhaps more importantly, the monograph
represents the continuity of a flourishing scholarship throughout the post-Soviet period,
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equally utilizing non-Russian language sources. In Knowledge and the Ends of Empire, Campell
specifically centers the analysis on the role of Kazak intermediaries as Tsarist Russian control
became firmly entrenched on the Kazak steppe.
The main arguments of the monograph are consolidated in six well-delineated chapters.
Chapter I provides the fundamentals of nomadic society on the steppes by focusing on
its environmental and geographic confinement along with a particular emphasis on the
tsarist administrators’ inadequate perceptions of the steppes. Chapter II addresses the tsarist
administration’s attempts to overcome these deficiencies through the formation of two
institutions, namely the General Staff and the Imperial Russian Geographical Society. To
this end, the publication of the Provisional Statute of 1868 was the administration’s official
recognition of unfamiliarity with the local context. Chapter III provides a biographical study
of ethnographer and educator Ibrai Altynsarin to identify the empowerment process of the
local actors vis-à-vis knowledge production in tsarist administrative circles. The necessity
to further the imperial knowledgebase to govern the territory effectively and thoroughly
provided an excellent opportunity for Kazaks to affect the policy choices and outcomes of
the tsarist administration.
Chapter IV’s focal point is to reveal the Mission Civilisatrice of the Russian imperial
forces on the steppe and its claims to represent a technologically and scientifically much
superior civilization than its local counterparts. The influence of the Western Enlightenment
period and its subsequent implications for Russian sociopolitical, economic, scientific, and
technological advancements promoted this historical development. Chapter V focuses on a
series of statistical research expeditions to Central Asia, which in turn, formed the basis of
peasant colonization without harming the interests of the nomadic Kazaks. It would be fair
to argue that, at fin-de-siècle, the transformations regarding the transportation infrastructure
such as the construction of railroads across the vast steppe of Central Eurasia coupled
with the emancipation reform of 1861 did present another golden opportunity for imperial
Russia. The tsarist administration became increasingly focused on turning the steppe into an
area of peasant settlement, which in turn created some restrictions for Kazaks to influence
policy. Finally, Chapter VI investigates the economic and political disassociation of the local
Central Asian populace from the Russian Empire and their struggles to discover a purpose
for themselves while guaranteeing their welfare.
There is no doubt that Russian colonial expansion in Central Eurasia is witnessing a
rapidly growing scholarship. Adeeb Khalid’s The Politics of Muslim Cultural Reform: Jadidism in
Central Asia (1998), Virginia Martin’s Law and Custom in the Steppe: The Kazakhs of the Middle
Horde and Russian Colonialism in the Nineteenth Century (2000), and Jeff Sahadeo’s Russian
Colonial Society in Tashkent, 1865-1823 (2007) are just a few examples. Campbell’s monograph,
Knowledge and the Ends of Empire: Kazak Intermediaries and Russian Rule on the Steppe, 1731–1917,
is the latest valuable addition to this scholarship. To truly appreciate Campbell’s book, readers
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should be familiar with the general history of the late Russian Empire. The book contributes
unquestionably to the academic literature on Russian colonialism. It is a must-read for
specialists and graduate students focusing on Russian eastward colonial expansion in general,
and Central Eurasia in particular. Most certainly, the book yields an exceptionally compelling
account on the role of the Kazak intermediaries in shaping imperial policies.
Cagri Erdem
Keimyung University
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